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THE MINIMUM VALUE OF THE a-CONCENTRATION OF 
PROCACCIA OF ELEMENTS IN FUCHSIAN GROUPS 

WITH ZERO-TRACE GENERATORS 

G. ACOSTA RODRIGUEZ AND M. PIACQUADIO LOSADA 

ABSTRACT: The a-concentrations of Procaccia of different elements of a fractal 
set r! have been interpreted in terms of entropic/energetic relationships between 
different states in a quantum mechanical system. But in order. to study problems 
in quantum mechanics in terms of fractal geometry, we need the set r! to be endowed 
with an infinite-word code. The limit sets of Fuchsian groups studied in [1] have 
an (a,J(a» decomposition of Pro caccia that model each (a,J(a» curve in the Tel 
classification. In this work we establish a connection between a value of a and the 
spelling of infinite words in the fractal sets depicted in [1]. 

SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION. 

SECTION 1.1. THE PHYSICAL MOTIVATION. 

1 

In order to construct a Cantor set K, we depart from a unit segment, take off the central 
third of [0, 1], then take away the central thirds of the 2 smaller segments remaining, ... 
and iterate this procedure ad infinitum. This is an example of what the physicists call 
a "mathematical" fractal set. We have dimH(K) = log(2)j log(3), a number strictly 
between 0 and 1, where dimH(K) is the Hausdorff dimension of the set K. On the 
other hand, there are other types of fractal sets n arising from the study of physical 
phenomena. Let us consider the forced pendulum, with internal frequency w. When 
plotting the winding number W as a function 9 of w, we have that, for a certain critical 
value of the parameters involved, W = g( w) is a Cantor-like staircase. It means that 
9 (w) is constant in the so-called intervals of resonance h, k E IN, of the variable w, 
each h producing a step of the staircase. The complement of the union of the interior 
of the intervals h, k E IN, is a fractal set n, and dimH(n) is again a number strictly 
b.etween Gand 1 [2]. This n, given by a natural process or a physical phenomenon, is 
very different from K. It does not have the regularity of self similarity shown in the 
process of formation of K. 
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Procaccia, Jensen and others [3] devised a way of decomposing a "natural" -as op-
posed to "mathematical"- non-regular n into self-similar and regular subsets no c n, 
a E [amin,amax ], a E JR. If we denote by J(a) the dimH(no), then the curve (a,J(a)) 
-heuristically and empirically found to be smooth-- is considered an important char-
acteristic of the physical phenomenon which yielded the fractal n. In recent years (see, 
e.g. [4]), it has been observed that a plurality of (apparently unconnected) physical 
phenomena yield fractals n which share the same curve (a,J(a)). When this happens 
the curve is termed "universal". 

Duong-van [.5] gave a tentative answer to the question posed by the phenomenon of 
universality. First he observed that both a and J( a) are expressed in terms of f' (a) 

-via a set of formulae [3]. Then he observed that, f we replace a, J(a), and f'(a) by 
E, Sand f3 = ~ (i.e. entropy, internal energy, and inverse temperature -normalized so 
that the Boltzmann constant is unity- in quantum mechanics), then what we obtain 
is precisely the set of connections relating these magnitudes in a quantum mechanical 
system. 

This identification suggests that, what is shared by a variety of physical systems with 
the same (a,J(a)), is a set of subtle entropic/energetic relationships, ... which are not 
apparent off hand... But in order to apply these results, i.e. in order to interpret 
quantum mechanics results in terms of fractal geometry and vice versa, the fractal 
n under study must be endowed with the so called infinite-word code for each of its 
elements [6]. 

Tel [7] has made a classification of all universal (a, J( a)) curves known so far. 

SECTION 1.2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL. 

In 1993 [1], a mathematical model was proposed in order to generate different fractals 
n, such that their corresponding (a,J(a)) would model each (a,J(a)) curve in the Tel 
classification. Also, each of these n has a natural infinitecword code. These fractals are 
the limit sets L( G) of minimally generated groups G of movements in the hyperbolic 
half plane III, the generators having zero trace. Let us recall that a rigid movement 
in 1H = {z = x + iy/y > O} is a transformation z --t A(z) = :;t~, where a,b,e, and 
d are real numbers and ad - be = 1. If the trace a + d of all generators of a group of 
movements G is zero, then we need a minimum of three generators -A, B, and C-
for the fractal limit set n = L( G) to be non trivial. A careful look at Fig.l will remind 
the reader how the limit set L( G) is formed (with three generators A, B, and C in this 
example) as a fractal set in the real line JR = alII. The infinite-word code for all points 
in n = L( G) c JR = aIH in terms of the generators --each generator a letter- is 
described in [1] and [8], and will be described briefly below. A natural question arises: 
given a fixed value a, what can we say about the spelling of the infinite words which 
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are points in n = L(G) sharing this value of a? The object of this work is to spelI 
words with a minimum value of a, for all L(G), where G is as in [1], i.e. minimally 
generated by movements in III with zero trace. Let W(n) be the set of finite words of 
length n (n-letters), i.e. the set of intervals in the nth approximation of the fractal (see 
below). From Cesaratto [8J we can readily infer that in order to search for points with 
a minimal value of a, we have to search for the segments of smallest size W min (n) in 
each W(n), n ~ no, no E IN, no sufficiently large; and we want this smallest n-Ietter 
word (or words) Wmin(n) to converge, as n ~ 00, to an infinite word W = W(amin). 

SECTION 2. 

The object of this section is to prove 
Therorem 2. Let G be a Fuch:;ian group minimally generated by operator:; of zero 

trace, and let L(G) be it:; limit :;et in 8IH = IR (as de:;cribed in Section 1.2). Let W(n) 
and Wmin(n) be al:;o a:; above. We will prove that there exi:;t:; an infinite word W :;uch 

that it:; fir:;t n letter:; make up a word W min (n) of the corre:;ponding covering by interval:; 

W( n) of the fractal :;et L( G). W ha:;, e:;seniially, the :;ame :;pelling independent of G. 

Furthermore, we will con:;truct that e:;:;entially unique word. 

SECTION 2.1. ABOUT NOTATION. 

As we said before, G is minimally generated, and L( G) is non trivial; let A, B, and C be 
the generators. For simplicity let us introduce a pair of abbreviations, while we focus 
on Fig.1. 

1) Par abus de langage, and when there is no danger of confusion, A, B, and C will also 
denote the isometric circles of the corresponding transformations, as shown in Fig.l.a. 
Let us recall that, if a transformation has zero trace, then it transforms the inside of its 
isometric circle onto the outside of it, and vice versa -i.e. transformations A, Band C 
transform the outside of circles A, B and C onto the inside of them, and vice versa. 

2) Words like, e.g. CA or ABC, which are elements of the group G, will, par abus de 

langage (indeed!), also denote segments C A and ABC indicated in figures I.c. and I.d 
respectively. The longer the word, the shorter the segment, as can be directly observed 
in Figs.lb ... ld: segment ABC is smaller than (and contained in) AB. Thus a correctly 
spelled infinite word indicates, unequivocally, a point on the real line, in the fractal 
L(G), and every element in L(G) can be written in this way. The set Wen) of finite 
words of a certain length n is a covering, by intervals, of L(G). From Cesaratto [8], we 
can readily infer that a point in L( G) -i.e. an infinite word- has a minimal a (amin) 
when this point belongs to the smallest segment in W(n), for n > no, no E IN is 
sufficiently large. Henceforth, therefore, we will be looking for the smallest segment in 
W(n), n large, and we will study the spelling of the corresponding word (of n letters) 
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B 
A C 

"A, Band C, as semicircles, ce.ntred in R, are the isometric circles 
of the corresponding transformations". 

B 

A C 

"Circle AB is the image of circle B under transformation A. circle BC 
is the image of circle C under transformation B ... etc·. 

.-= I 

"Segment A is the diameter of circle A. Segment AB, contained in 
segment A, is the diameter of circle AB, and so on". 

BC BA 

--I I 

"This figure is a blow up of Fig.1 c). The longer the word, the smaller 
the corresponding interval. L.(G) is precisely the limit set of the 
smaller and smaller segments, and is made up by all infinite words 
with a correct spelling". 

Figura 1. 
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which, as n tends to infinity, will give an infinite word -a point in L( G)- with a 
minimal value for Q. 

SECTION 2.2. AUXILIARY RESULTS. 

The object of this section is to prove certain auxiliary results that we will need later. 

Lemma 1. Let X and Y be transformations with zero trace. Let the centre of the 

isometric circle ofY be at the left of that of X -as seen in Fig. 2. Let us consider disjoint 

segments ~ and 808} in JR at the left of the isometric circle of X, 10 < II < So < 81, 
and such that II -10 < 81 - So. Furthermore, let us assume /-l (X (10, 11)) < /-l (X (80,81)) 
(f.l is the usual measure in JR). Then we have: 

/-l (Y (X (10,11))) < /-l(Y(X (80,8t})). (2.2.1 ) 

Proof. Let Y(z) = ~::~, X(z) = :;!{, and let uswriteX (U) = (to,tt}, X (8o,sd = 

(do, dt). We want to compare Y(to, tt) with Y(do, dt}, its measures can be obtained 
integrating the derivative of Y( z) between to and t I , and between do and dl respectively. 
Thus: l t1 lt1 R2 

/-l (Y (to, tt)) = y'(z)dz = Yd 2 dz, 
to to (z + c) 

/-l(Y(do,dt))= {d1Y'(z)dz= {d 1 R~d 2dz, 
} do } do (z + c) 

where Ry = 1/ c is the radius of the isometric circle of y( z) (notice that we can take c > 0 
without changing the transformation Y(z)). Making the change of variable z ---+ X(z) 

in both integrals, and reordering, we have 

where 

L + dh 
v=-~ 

!.+4 
9 c 

""( ) _ R~R~T 
'l'Z - 2' 

(z - v) 

and ( d)-2 
T = ~ + ~ 

We now assert that 8} < v. To justify our claim it is enough to prove that v> -% (the 
centre of the isometric circle of X). We have 

L + dh L + dh 
9 cg 9 cg 

V =--e--d- = - h d 
g + c -, + c 
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(recall that Y is a zero-trace operator which means that e + h = 0). Thus 

-l±eh + dh 1 h h 
gg eg 

11 = - !i d = -:('--h--d""")- - - > -- , 
- 9 + C -g + C g2 9 9 

the first equality follows from the fact that det(Y) = 1 ( eh - f 9 = 1) and the inequality 
is possible because (- ~ + ~) > 0 -and it is just the relative location of the centres 
of X and Y. Therefore, our claim ensures the situation depicted in Fig.3 .. That is, 
10 < h < So < Sl < 11, hence the area subtended by 10, h (denoted with "AI" in Fig.3), 
is smaller than the one corresponding to SOSI ("As" in the same Fig.),which implies 
(2.2.1). • 

In the next Lemma with Rx and Ry we will denote the radii of the isometric circles of 
the transformations X and Y respectively (letters X and Y will also indicate circles or 
segments, as before, in a non-ambiguous way). 

Lemma 2. Let X and Y be transformations with zero trace. Let us suppose that 

Rx < Ry, and that the corresponding isometric circles do not intersect. Then 

J.L(~)<J.L(~) 
n-letters n-letters 

for any n E IN, that is, any n-letter word (letters X and Y only) starting with X is a 

segment smaller than the corresponding one starting with Y. 

Proof. The general proof follows by induction on the length of the word. The case 
n = 1 (e.g. J.L( X) < J.L(Y)) is just the hypothesis. To show the technique we will sketch 
the case n = 2, and what remains is left to the reader. Then our purpose is to prove 
J.L(XY) < J.L(Y X). Let 

Y(z) = az + b 
cz+d 

and 

From the preceding Lemma we can write 

j -dle+1/C R'i 
J.L(XY) = 2 dz 

-die-lIe (z + ~) 

X(z) = ez + f 
gz +h 

as before. 

and j -hI9+l/9 R~ 
J.L(YX) = 2 dz 

-hlg-llg (z +~) 

(Recall that· we can suppose that e and 9 are positive, and then lie and 11g are the 
radii of the respective isometric circles). Solving the integrals, we have 

and 
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y 
x 

I 

So 51 

Figure 2. 

~(z) 

====--. 10 

~ 
21,---;:---l 

So 

Figure 3. 
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where (recall that the isometric circles do not intersect) s = - ~ + ~ > Rx + Ry. We 
only need to prove (recall Rx = 1/ c, Ry = 1/ g) 

(2.2.2) 

Indeed 

(S2 - R3.;) 

(s2 - R~) 
R~ - R3.; R~ - R3.; + 1 = Ry (2Rx + Ry) Ry 
(S2 - R2y) + 1 < ( ) R (R 2R) < Rx' (Rx + Ry)2 - R~ x x + y 

which gives (2.2.2). The Lemma follows. • 

The following Lemma is elementary. The proof is left to the reader. 

Lemma 3. Let X be a zero-trace operator, let tot1 C IR be a segment outside circle 

X, and let c be the centre of the isometric circle of X. Then p, (X (tot1)) increases if 

either Rx or t1 - to = P, (tot1) increases, and decreases if Ic - tottll increases. 

SECTION 2.3. 

The object of this section is to prove a somewhat simpler version of Theorem 2. 

In what follows, with RA, RB, and Re we denote the radii of the isometric circles of 
A, B, and C. Also, finite words made up ofletters A, B, and C will consistently denote 
segments like the ones indicated in Figs.Lc and Ld. 

Theorem 1. Let A, B, and C be the zem-trace generators of a minimally generated 

group G (see Fig. 1). Let RB 2 R A , RB 2 Re. Then for every n E IN we have: 

a) p,(ACA9A ... ,)::::: p, (every word ofn leiters starting with A or B). 
n-letters 

b) p,(CAC jC ... ,) ::::: p, (every word of n leiters starting with C or B). 
n-letters 

Proof. Before proving the theorem, let us notice that taking the smallest of these 
last two words ---e.g. if p,(ACACA ... ) ::::: p,(CACAC ... )- we have the smallest of all 
possible words of length n. Moreover by Lemma 2 we can assert that if RA ::::: Re (or 
if Re ::::: RA) then the smallest word of length n is ACA9A .. ., (or CAC.;:tC ... ,). 

n-letters n-letters 

Now we can prove Theorem 1: We do it by induction on the length of the word. The 
case n = 1 is merely the hypothesis. The case n = 2 follows immediately by Lemma 
3. Now we can suppose the theorem valid for words of length n. The location of the 
words is not arbitrary (see Fig.4) and the proof hinges on this fact. Our first claim is: 
p,(ACAQ ...... ,,) ::::: p,(A~) (e.g. ACAC.; ..... ." with n + 1 letters, is smaller than 

n -let tela n -let tera n -let tel. 
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every other word of n +1 letters staxting with A). We assume (inductive hypothesis) 
that 

p;(CACy4C ... ,) ~ p;(~) and p;(CACy4C ... ,) ~ 11(~). 
n-Ietters n-Ietters n-letters n-Ietters 

(2.3.1) 

Every word of n + 1 letters staxting with A is of the form A~, or A~. 
, n-Ietters n-letters 

From this, Eq.(2.3.1), and Lemma 3 we immediately conclude that every segment-word 
of n letters Zn located at the left of segment CAC ~C ... , fulfills 

n-letters 

p;(ACACy4C ... ,) ~ p;(AZn) . 
. n-Ietters 

(2.3.2) 

Eq. (2.3.2) is not obvious for a segment Z located at the right of segment CACy4C ... " 
n-letters 

for, even if Zn is larger that CACy4C ... " it is also further away from segment A. Nev-
, n-Ietters 
ertheless Zn = C(Xn-d, where X n- I is an (n - I)-letter word starting with A or B, 

and since CACy4C ... , = C(ACAq ....... ,) is a segment left ofC(Xn-d, then, perforce 
n-Ietters (n-I)-letters 

segment AC-,!p ... , is left of segment X n - I (see Fig.5). We axe inside all hypotheses 
(n-I)-letters 

of Lemma 1; therefore: 

p;(ACAQAC ... ,) = p;(A(C(ACAQ ..... ~ ... ,)))~ p;(A(C(Xn-d)) ~ P;(A(Zn». (2.3.3) 
(n+I)-letters (n-I)-letters 

Eqs. (2.3.2) and (2.3.3) yield: 

p;(ACAQAC ... ,) ~ p;(~), 
(n+I) -letters (n+I) -letters 

(2.3.4) 

where ~ means "any (n+ I)-letter word starting with A". In the same way, 
(n+I)-letters 

step-by~step, we can see that 

p;(CAC1CA ... ,) ::; p;(~) , 
(n+I)-letters (n+I)-letters 

(2.3.4') 

where ~ means "any (n+ I)-letter word staxting with C". It remains to prove 
(n+l)-letters 

that segment ACA9A ... , is shorter than any segment given by an (n ::f-l)-letter word 
(n+l)-letters 

staxting with B, ... ditto CACy4C ... , shorter than any~. 
(n+l)-letters (n+l)-letters 

Now, either RA ::; Rc or Rc ::; RA. Let us assume the first of thf! pair. First, we will 
show that segment ACA9A .... is shorter than any (n + I)-letter segment staxting with 

(n+l)-letters 
BC: 

p;(ACA9A ... ,) ::; p;(BC~) 
(n+l)-letters (n-l)-letters 

(2.3.5) 
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Since RB 2:: RA, then for any n-letter word ~ starting with C we have 
n-letter 

Jl(A~) ~ Jl(B~) 
n-letters n-letters 

by Lemma 3. Eqs. (2.3.4) and (2.3.6) yield 

Jl(ACA9A ... ,) ~ /L(~) ~Jl(B~), which is (2.3.5). 
(n+l)-letters (n+l)-letters n-letters 

Let us show that 

(2.3.6) 

(2.3.7) 

where X n - 1 is an arbitrary word with n - 1 letters. We have that RB 2:: RCi therefore 

(2.3.8) 

From Eqs. (2.3.4') and (2.3.8) we get 

Jl(CAC}.C ... ,) ~ Jl(CA Xn-d ~ /L(BA Xn-d· 
(n+l)-letters 

(2.3.9) 

Let us recall that RA ~ Rc. Then by Lemma 2 and Eq. (2.3.9) we have: 

which gives (2.3.7). 

We have to prove now Eqs. similar to (2.3.5) and (2.3.7) for word CACy4C ... , instead 
(n+l)-letters 

of AC A9 A .. .,. That is, we need to show that 
(n+l)-letters 

(2.3.5') 

and that 
(2.3.7') 

The proof of Eq. (2.3.5') is analogous, step by step, to the proof of Eq. (2.3.5). It 
remains to prove Eq. (2.3.7'). Repeating step-by-step the argument that took us to 
Eq. (2.3.3) we obtain 

Jl(B(C Xn-d) > /L(B(CAC}.C ... ,)) 
n-letters 

(2.3.3') 
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which is an equation similar to (2.3.3), with B taking (in (2.3.3')) the place of A in 
(2.3.3). Since RA :::; Re, we have (Lemma 3) 

Il(CAGfG .. Of) 2: Il(AGA9 A ... ,). 
n-letters n-letters 

(2.3.10) 

Now AGA9A ... , is contained in A, which is far away from Gj also CAGj.G .. Of is con-
n-letters n-letters 

tained in G, not so far away from B. Besides RB 2: Re. 

These considerations, Eq.(2.3.10), Lemma 3, a glance at Fig.6, and a moment of reflec-
tion are sufficient for us to conclude that 

Il(B(CAGfG ... ,)) > Il(G(AGA9A .. Of))' 
n-letters n-letters 

(2.3.11) 

Eqs. (2.3.3') and (2.3.11) yield Eq. (2.3.7'). The proof is complete. • 
SECTION 2.4 THE GENERAL CASE: SKETCH OF THE PROOF. 

Theorem 1 states that, if RB 2: RA, and RB 2: Re, then the correct spelling for Wmin(n) 
is AG AG AG ... , or GAG AG A ... But, as can be verified directly, with A( z) = ~:~~, 

B(z) =: =~~t~ and G(z) = ~;~~, we have RB < RA = Re, and the spelling for Wmin(n) 
is BAG-,!GA .. Of, or BGAQAG ... ". Therefore, except for a possible finite number of 

n-letters n-letters 
letters, the spelling of Wmin(n) is still AGA9A .. Of, or CAGfG ... ". This finite number 

n-letters n-letters 
of letters do not change the value of a, that is 

How much smaller can we make RB -when compared with RA and Re- in order to 
maintain, except for a finite number of letters, those AG A9A .. Of or CAG fG .. Of speiling 

n-letters n-letters 
for Wmin(n)? The equations 

and (2.4.1 ) 

can be generalized to 

and (2.4.2) 

We proceed by induction as before with Eq. (2.4.2) in lieu of Eq. (2.4.1). The proof 
is technically of the same order of difficulty but somewhat long. If Eqs. (2.4.2) are not 
simultaneously fulfilled, then AGA9A .. Of (or CAGfG .. Of) is no longer the spelling of 

n-letters n-letters ' 
Wmin(n). If Eqs. (2.4)) are fulfilled, then Eqs. (2.4.2) trivially follow. 
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t 
'Words starling wfth A: 

'ACACA..' 
n-1 letters 

A 

:ACACA. .. ' 
n - letters 

12 

B 

ItS 'Words starl~ wlh C.' 

, Words starling wfth BC. ' .-, W-or-ds-sta-'rI-in-g-W-ft-h-B-A-'. ' 

Figure 4. 

'CACAC .. .' "'" Z;-n----,!,-C(X=-n-~1)' 
n-1 letters 

Figure 5. 

B 

06 
n - letters 

Figure 6. 
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Equations 

Rc 
> RB and Rc > 

RA (2.4.3) 
(Gc - GA)2 (GB - GA)2 (Gc - GB)2 (GB - GA)2 

RA > Rc and RA > RB (2.4.4 ) 
(GA - GB)2 (Gc - GB)2 (GA - GC)2 - (GB - Gc)z 

are conditions for AB1B ... , and BG 1!,G ... , respectively, to be the spelling (except for 
n-Ietters n-Ietters 

a finite number of impurities, Eqs.l do not allow impurities) of Wmin(n). 

This completes the sketch of the proof of Theorem 2. • 
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Abstract. The external visibility of a closed set S means the visibility referred to its 

complementary points. This kind of geometrical study appears naturally in the planning of 

movements of servomechanisms and robots. The aim of this paper is to connect the external 

visibility of a certain set S (in particular Stavrakas' half-line property) with new properties 

which involve points of S instead of points of its complement. We say that a hunk S has the 

shining boundary property if its complement is free from bounded connected components 

and for each boundary point of S there exists a ray issuing from it and disjoint with the 

interior of S. It is proved here the equivalence (for a planar hunk) of this property and 

Stavrakas' half-line property. Furthermore, in some cases which we specify, Stavrakas' 

property is equivalent to the fact that each boundary point has nontrivial strong inner stem. 

These equivalencies yield new versions of some characterizations of starshapedness due to 

Stavrakas. 

§ 1.- BASIC DEiINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 

Unless otherwise stated, all the points and sets considered here are included in Rb the real n-

dimensional euclidean space. The interior, closure, boundary, and complement of a set S are 

denoted by: intS, cl S, bdry S, CS respectively. The open segment joining x and y is denoted 

(x,y). The substitution of one or both parentheses by square ones indicates the adjunction of 

the corresponding extremes. We say that x sees y via S if [x,y] c S. The star of x in S is the 

1 The preparation of this paper was supported in part by Comisi6n de Investigaciones 

Cientificas de la Pcia. de Bs. AS. 
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set st(x,S) of all the points of S that see x via S or analogously the visibility (?f x in S is the 

star ofx in S. The external visibility of S is the study of the visibility in the complement of S, 

or in certain cases in the closure of the complement of S. A star-centertif S is a point XES 

such that st(x,S) = S. The kernel of S is the set kerS of all the points star-centers of S, and S 

is starshaped if kerS oF 0. The ray issuing from x and going through y is denoted by 

R(x~y), while R(xy ~) is the ray issuing from y and going in the same direction to that of 

R(x~y). We say that the ray R(x~y) is inward through y if there exists t E R(xy~) such 

that (y,t) is included in intS (y E bdry S and x E st(y,S». Otherwise we say that R(x~y) is 

outward through y. (All the rays considered here are closed ones).The inner stem (ify with 

respect to S is the set ins(y,S) = {y} u {x E st(y,S) / R(x~y) is an outward. ray through yj. 

S is a regular domain if int S is connected and S = cI(intS). A bounded regular domain is 

called a hunk. A point XES is a k-extreme point of S provided for every (k+ 1)- dimensional 

simplex DeS, x ftc relintD, where relintD denotes the interior of D relative to the (k+ I )-

dimensional space D generates. S is said to have the half-line property (hlp) if for each point 

x E CS there exists a ray issuing from x and having empty intersection with S We 

note On = {x E Rn / II x II = I}. The algebraic hull of the set A is defined as follows: 

aA= {y E Rn / exists x EA such that [x,y) c A}, in other words aA is formed by all the 

points of Rn that have linear accessibility through A; and the convex hull of A is denoted 

convA. 

§ 2.- STAVRAKAS' HALF-LINE PROPERTY 

Lemma 2.1: If S c 1(' is a hunk, then S has the half-line property if and Ofl~Y iffor each 

pOint x of the complement of S hold .. that the star of x - in CS - is unbounded. 

Proof =» Let x E CS, consider the ray R with vertex in x such that R n S = 0. R s;;; CS and 

immediately R s;;; st(x,CS), then st(x,CS) is unbounded. 

<=) Suppose that there exists x E CS such that for every R half-line with x as vertex it is 

R n S oF 0. We pick U neighborhood such that S s;;; U, then K = st(x.,CS) is bounded: it 

verifies K s;;; U because otherwise we can consider R = [x,w] u R(xw ~ ) where w is a 

point w oF x, W E K, w ftc U and R contradicts the initial assumption.Q 
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Lemma 2.2: S c K' a hunk. If S has the half-line property, then the complement CS is free 

from bounded connected components. 

Proof Suppose that there exists AceS a bounded connected component. Let a E A, and 

consider st(a,CS). This star is connected because it is clearly a path-connected set and it is 

unbounded by hypothesis. As it intersects A it should verity st(a,CS) c A which is absurd. Q 

Notice that the converse is false. Consider for example the planar set S = SI II CS2 where SI 

and S2 are SI = {(x,y) E R2 / 0 < 1 $; x2 + I$;4 }; S2 = {(x,y) E R2/ I x I < 0.1; y;::: OJ. 

We consider S ~ RD a closed set such that as = Sand aCS = clCS, we say that S has the 

shining boundary property (sbp) if and only if S has its complement free from bounded 

connected components and if given each boundary point of S there exists a ray issuing from 

it and disjoint with the interior of S. 

Proposition 2.3: Let S ~ K' be a hunk, as = Sand aCS = dCS. If S has the half-line 

property, then S has the shining boundary property. 

Proof Suppose S does not have the shining boundary property, then there are two 

alternatives: (i) CS has a bounded connected component, (ii) there exists p a boundary point 

of S such that taking any half-line R(p) with vertex in p, it verifies that R(p) intersects intS. 

For the first case, using lemma 2.2 it results that S does not have the half-line property. For 

the second case, let us consider K = st(p,clCS). We can check with a standard argument that 

under this hypothesis K is a bounded set. We will show the existence ofa point x in CS II K 

such that st(x,CS) is bounded. Due to lemma 2.1 this will be absurd. We define the following 

proper subset of K: A = { X E K / :3 v E On such that { A.V + x / A. ;::: 0 } II intS = 0 }. 

Notice that it is immediate that if x E K II CA, then st(x,CS) is bounded because on the 

contrary we would have st(x, clCS) a closed unbounded starshaped set and, due to theorem 

4.1 of [1], x would belong to A. A is properly included in K because p E K but p ~ A 

(otherwise :3 Vo E On such that {A..vo + p / A.;::: O} ~ K, what means K unbounded). We 

prove that A is a closed set: let be {xn} a convergent sequence included in A, and let be 

liIDXn = x. As Xn E A, there exists Vn E On such that {A..vn + Xn / A.;::: O} II intS = 0 then we 

have a sequence {Vn} in. On and standard compactness arguments assert that {Vn} (or a 
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subsequence thereof) converge to a certain Vo in n... It is easy to verify that 

{A.vo + x 1 A ~ 0 } n intS = 0. Then x E A, and A is a closed set. 

If A = 0 we consider x E intI<, x 7= p. Such x (l; A. (There exists such x because 

aCS = cICS). If A 7= 0, A closed set implies that there exists a neighborhood U of p such 

that (U n K) n A = 0. The fact that p E clCS implies that p belongs to aCS and then there 

exists WE CS such that [w,p) c CS. We pick any x E [W,p) n U. Such x does not belong to 

A. Then in both cases st(x,CS) is bounded.Cl 

Proposition 2.4: Let S be a planar hunk, as = Sand aCS = clCS. If S does not have the 

half-line property, then S does not have the shining boundary property. 

Proof Using lemma 2.1, there exists x E CS such that K = st(x,CS) is bounded. We will 

prove that either exists a bounded connected component of CS, or there exists p a boundary 

point of S such that any ray issuing from it meets intS. We consider the following set: 

A = {y E clK 13 v E 02 such that { A.v + Y 1 A ~ O} n intS = 0}. Naturally there appear 

four possibilities: (i) A = 0; (ii) A properly included in clK and x E A; (iii) A properly 

included in clK (x ~ A, A 7= 0); and (iv) A = clK. We consider each of them: (i) if we pick 

p E bdryK n bdryS, such a point verifies that any ray issuing from it meets intS. Otherwise 

p would belong to A which is absurd. (ii) We prove first that if there exists a point a E A, 

a 7= X, then the whole segment [a,x] is included in A: the fact that a E A implies that 

[a,x] c cICS. As a and x belong to A, this implies the existence ofvo and VI in 02 such that 

Ro: {A.vo + a 1 A ~ O} and R 1: {A.VI + x 1 A ~ O} are included in clCS. We now cOnsider the 

polygonal P = Ro u [a,x] uRI, P is included in clCS. Suppose that Ro n RI = 0 and denote 

HI and Hz the open regions determined by P. Thus, the plane results a disjoint union ofP, HI 

and Hz. We can suppose -without loss of generality- that intS is included in HI (as intS is 

connected, it lies exclusively in one of the ll, i = 1~ 2). Then if we take t E [a,x] it is easy to 

see that there always exists a half-line with origin in t included in Hz. If it occurs that 

Ron RI = {w}, the plane results a disjoint union of P and the three open regions P 

determines: Hz: the only bounded region, HI: the only unbounded region such that [a,x] is 

in~uded in its boundary, and H3: the unbounded region that verifies [a,x] is not included in 

its boondary. Again, intS will be included exclusively in one of the Hi ( i = 1, 2, 3). If 

intS c H2 or intS c IIJ it. is immediate that for each t in [a,x] we can choose a half-line with 

origin in t lying in a half-plane; or in the case that intS c HI we consider R(t --+ w). In each 
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of these cases, the half-line considered does not meet intS, and then t belongs to A. Now, A 

properly included in clK implies that there exists c E clK such that c ~ A. Let us consider 

the first point (going from x towards c) t E bdryS n R(x ~ c), point that should exist, 

otherwise the ray R(x ~ c) would make K unbounded. Due to the previous considerations 

t ~ A because c E [t, xl and c ~ A. (iii) A properly included in clK means that we can take 

a E A, a *" x. With an argument analogous to the previous one we can consider the first 

point (going from a towards x) t E bdryS n R(a ~ x) and such t does not belong to. A. (iv) 

We will show that K is a connected component of CS and as it is bounded the thesis follows. 

In this case there exists a half-line Rv(x): { A..v + x I A. ~ 0 } such that Rv(x) c cleS"but the 
i 

fact that K is bounded means that Rv(x) cannot be wholly included inCS then, there exists 

u E Rv(x) n bdryS. Notice that it cannot exist another direction w, (w *" v) such that 

Rw c clCS because otherwise ifwe consider the polygonal P = Rw u Rv using an argumeilt 

analogous to the previous ones we would be able to choose a new direction z such that 

Rzc CS. Again, it is easy to see that if a E A, (a *" x) the only half-line witlt origin in a that 

does not intersect intS should pass through u. As K is clearly a connected set it should exist 

C c CS, a connected component of CS which contains K. As C results an open set and then 

path-connected, ifthere exists c E C such that c ~ K we can consider an arc r joining x with 

c, r c CS; but the only way to "leave" K is going through u which is absurd. Then K = C. Q 

Theorem 2.5: Let S be a planar hunk, as = Sand acS = clCS. S has til(! half-line property 

if and only if S has the shining boundary property. 

Proof. Propositions 2.3 and 2.4. Q 

§ 3.- EMISSION OF OUTWARD RAYS. 

In this paragraph we intend to connect the half-line property with the emission of outward 

rays. For a planar set S we·will prove that if S has the haIf.:.)ine property then for each 

boundary point x ofS it holds that the inner stem ofx is nontrivial. To do this, we define the 

strong inner stem of a boundary point of S which is a certain subset of the inner stem of the 

point, and we pmve that this new set is nontrivial. The converse is false as we can· see if we 

consider the planar bunk S defined as S = {(x,y) E R2 I 0 < a ~ .,;- + .j ~ P} (notice that 
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as = S and aCS = clCS) and any boundary point of the interior circle has non trivial inner 

stem, but S does not have the half-line property. A counterexample where the complement 

of S is free from bounded connected components can be easily constructed. 

Previous definitions. 

We note A+B = {a + bl a E A, bE B}, A..A = {A..a I a E A}, (A. E R) and A-B = A + (-I).B, 

where A, B are subsets ofRR. We say that C eRR is a cone with vertex a if V A. E R, A. > 0 

it holds A..(C - {a}) e C -{a}. Given A eRR, a E A we define I(A,a) the inscribed cone in 

A from a as the cone formed by {a} and every half-line included in A having a as origin. In 

our case, we consider I( clCS,p) and we define the set of external directions to S from pas: 

exd(S,p) = [I(clCS,p) - {p}] n n.. where p E bdryS. 

Proposition 3.1: 1) A c K' a closed set, a E bdryA, then /(A,a) is a closed cone. 

2) S c R2 hunk, p E bdryS then: 

a) exd(p,S) is an arcwise connected set. 

b) ifp E bdry(convS), then exd(p,S) contains a half circle of [}2. 

c) if P E int(convS), then /(clCS,p) is a convex cone and exd(p,S) is a closed arc 

included in a half circle. 

Proof 1) It results easily since A is a closed set. 

2)a) Suppose that there exist VI and V2 in exd(p,S), VI *- V2 such that both of the arcs 

determined by them are not completely included in exd(p,S). Then if we denote 

Lj : {A..Vi + P / A. :?: O} (i = 1, 2) in both regions determined by LI U L2 there must exist 

interior points of S which we note XI and X2. Notice that Li e clCS and p E bdryS, then 

there is no way to connect XI with X2 with an arc wholly included in intS which is absurd. 

2)b) Ifp E bdry(convS) there exists L a line through p which supports convS then, ifC and 

L- denote the closed half-planes determined by L we have that if S e L + then L- e I( clCS,p). 

Then the assertion is immediate. 

2)c) As p E int(convS) no line L through p leaves convS in one of the half-planes 

determined by L, then the cone I(clCS,p) is properly included in one half-plane. Hence, using 

part\a), it results that the cone is convex and exd(p,S) verifies the thesis. Q 
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We will show in an example below a set in R3 where the item 2)a) does not hold. This is one 

of the reasons why we work in the plane. We consider now the set J(A,a) formed by {a} and 

every half-line with origin in a and opposite direction to those which compose I(A,a). We 

define the strong inner stem ofp in S (p E bdryS) as the set: sins(p,S) = J(clCS,p) n st(p,S). 

Notice that it is immediate that sins(p,S) c ins(p,S). 

Theorem 3.2: Let S be a planar hunk, as = Sand aCS = clCS. S has the half-line property 

if and only if for any p E bdryS it holds that sins(p,S) is nontrivial and CS is free from 

bounded connected components. 

Proof <=) We will prove that S has the shining boundary property then the thesis will follow 

from theorem 2.5. We know that there exists a point x, x different from p such that 

x E J(clCS,p) n st(p,S). The fact that x E J(clCS,p) implies that x belongs to a certain half-

line R -v(P) with origin p and a direction -v such that R v(p) verifies that it does not intersect 

intS. This result plus the hypothesis that CS does not contain any bounded connected 

component derives in the thesis. 

=» IfS has the hlp, then it has the sbp as it was shown in theorem 2.5, then in particular CS 

is free from bounded connected components. Then we have to prove that 'each boundary 

point of S verifies that its strong inner stem is nontrivial. We consider two cases: (a) 

p E bdry(convS) and (b) p E int(convS). (a) Given any point x in the star ofp in S, different 

from p (such a point exists because as = S ) it verifies that R(xp ~ ) does not intersect intS 

because there exists L a support line of convS through p. This means that if convS c L+, 

then R(xp ~ ) c L- where L+ .It,d L- denote the closed half-planes determined by L. (b) 

l(clCS,p) is a closed convex cone and exd(p,S) results a closed arc in Q 2 as we have shown 

in 3.1. Consider VI and V2 the extremal directions of this arc. (Eventually they may coincide). 

Let us denote ~': {A.Vi + P / A. ~ OJ; - Li': { A.(-Vi) + p / A. ~ 0 } and ~ = ~' u (- L;') (for 

i = 1, 2). Then, the plane appears divided in four regions (or two in the case VI = V2) which 

we denote I = l(clCS,p), J = J(clCS,p), RI = LI-n L/, R2 = L l + n L2-, where ~+ are the 

closed half-planes determined by Li such that ~+ n I = ~ , and ~- are the closed 

complements of~+ (i = 1,2). We also consider: Si = S n R; (i = 1,2) and S3 = S n 1. (In the 

case VI = V2 the configuration is simplified but the construction and the following argument 

are analogous). If st(p,S) n S3 is nontrivial, every point of this intersection would belong to 

sins(p,S). If this does not occur, let us suppose -without loss of generality- that p has linear 
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accessibility through S by points of SI. Both facts that p has linear accessibility by points of 

S and that VI is an extremal direction of exd(S,p) assure the existence of interior points of S 

in SI and S2. Then, due to the connectedness of intS we have interior points of S in S3 and a 

fortiori in -LI'. Now, as we are under the hypothesis that every point of S3 does not belong 

to st(p,S), then, in particular, this is verified by every point of -LI'. These two remarks let us 

take a point y E -LI' such that y E CS n convS. We can take U a neighborhood ofy such 

that U c CS n convS. Ifwe consider a point y' E Un RI it verifies st(y',CS) is a bounded 

set what is absurd because S has the half-line property. 0 

Corollary 3.3: Let S be a planar hunk, as = Sand acs = clCS. If S has the half-line 

property then for any p boundary point of S it holds that ins(p,S) is nontrivial. 

Proof Immediate from theorem 3.2 and the fact that sins(p,S) is included in ins(p,S). 0 

These characterizations of the sets that enjoy the half-line property yield planar results 

equivalent to Stavrakas' ones [3]: 

Theorem 3.4: Let S be a planar compact set such that as = Sand "CS = clCS. If 

n (st(x,S) / x is a O-extreme point} ;t 0, then the folloWing statements are equivalents: 

(i) S has the shining boundary property. 

(ii) KerS = n (st(x,S) / x is a O-extreme point} 

Proof Immediate from theorem 2 of[3] and theorem 2.5.0 

Corollary 3.5: Let S be a planar compact set, as = Sand "CS = clCS. Sis starshaped if 

and only if S has the shining boundary property and the intersection of the stars oj the 0-

extreme points is nonempty. 

Proof Immediate from corollary 1 of[3] and theorem 2.5.0 

Finally we show an example of a hunk S c R3 that enjoys the half-line property, the shining 

boundary property but that it contains a boundary point such that the strong inner stem of it 

is trivial. Then, there is no way of improving the planar results. We denote X = (x,y,z) E R3 

SI = {X / x2 + y2 + (z - 1)2 ~ 1, z ~ I} u {X / -2 ~ x ~ 2, -2 ~ Y ~ 2, 1 ~ z ~ 2} u 

u {X / -2 ~ x «::; 2, 1 ~ Y ~ 2, 0 ~ z ~ 2} u { X / -2 ~ x ~ 2, -2 ~ Y ~ -1, 0 ~ z ~·2} 
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S2 is the symmetrical to S) with respect to the plane z = o. Then the set considered is 

S = S) U S2. The origin p is a boundary point of Sand ins(p,S) = {p}. Notice that exd(p,S) 

is formed by two arcs lying on the plane z = 0 that do not form an arcwise set, so the 

proposition 3.1 2)c) cannot be generalized. 

It remains open the possibility of getting a generalization of the equivalence between the 

half-line property and the shining boundary property to spaces of dimension higher than two; 

or on the contrary to show a counterexample. 
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ABSTRACT. We develop a theory of approximation and interpolation by 
polynomials of the functions of hyperbolic complex variable. In the class of the so-called 
pseudoholomorphic functions, a Jackson-type estimate is obtained and a result on mean 
convergence of Lagrange interpolation is proved. Then, estimates in approximation of 
continuous functions by areolar polynomials of Bemstein-type and of DeVore-Szabados-type 
are given. 

1. INTRODUCTiON 

Let a, f3 E R be fixed and q a solution of the equation q2 = a q + f3 . An important 
result (see e.g.[ll]) states that the algebraic ring Cg = {z = a + qb;a,b E R} is ring-isomorphic 
with one of the following three: 

(i) Cg ,q2 =-1, called the field of complex numbers, if a 2 14+ f3 < 0; 
(ii) Cg , q 2 = 0, called the ring of dual complex numbers, if a 2 14+ f3 = 0; 
(iii) Cg ,q2 =+1, if a 2 14+ f3 >O.Anumberin Cg ,q2 =+1 is called binary [11], or 

double [32J , or perplex [10] , or anormal-colllplex [2J , or hyperbolic complex [6-
8J,{24].Throughout in this paper we will use the term of hyperbolic complex number. 

Suggested by the classical complex a.'1.alysis , between 1935-1941 a theory of the 
functions of hyperbolic complex and dual complex variables was deeply investigated in e.g. 
[4-8],[24-31]and seems to have some applications in theoretical physics, as was pointed out 
in the recent papers [10J , [13-14]. 

For all that, the theory of approximation of functions of hyperbolic complex variable 
by,polynomials contains a single result obtained in 1936 in [8]. Because of this reasons, the 
purJ;>ose of the present paper is to give other contributions to this field of investigations. The 
main idea that can be derived is that, in contrast with what happens in the classical complex 
analysis , the properties are consequences of known results in the real approximation theory . 
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Section 2 contains some preliminaries . In Section 3 we firstly give an estimate for the 
approximation result in [8] and then, by using the Szabados's polynomials in [20] , we 
obtaind a Jackson-type result . 

Also , we consider the problem of approximation by some particular classes of areolar 
polynomials . 

In Section 4 we deal with the interpolation of functions of hyperbolic complex 
variable. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We will consider some known concepts and results in [6-7] which will be used in the 
next sections. 

Let Cq be with q2 = +1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The hyperbolic complex numbers q. =(l+q)/2 ,q2 =(I-q)/2 

are called isotropic units. If z = x +qy e Cq then z = z'q I +Z'q2 with z' = x+ Y,z' = x - Y is 

called the isotropic form of z. 
If z = x + qy e Cq then z = x - qy is the conjugate of z , Izl = (x2 + y2 )112 is the 

modulus ofzand Nq(z) =z·z =x2 - y2 is the hyperbolic norm of z. 
Ifz.,z e Cq,n e N we say that z. ~ z. iflz. -zl ~ 0 . 
The number z=x+qy=z'q. + t"q2 ,e Cq represents a point M(x,y) in the system of the 

axes XOY and on the other hand, a point Miso (z',z") in the so-called isotropic system of 
coordinates composed by the first and second bisectrix and obtained from XOY by a rotation 
with 1C / 4 in trigonometric sense. 

A rectangle having the sides parallel with the first and second bisectrix will be called 
isotropic rectangle. 

If a=a.q. +a2q2,b=b.q. +b2q2 e Cq satisfy Nq(b-a)::t.O, then by R(a;b) will be 
denoted the isotropic rectangle having M~~(a.,a2),M~:)(a.,a2) (Le. in the isotropic system 
of coordonates ) as opposite sharp points. Let suppose. for example, that a. < b. and a2 < b2 • 

In this case, R(a,b) = {M iso (z',z");a. $; z' $; b.,a2 $; z ... $; b2}. 

Let us denote R*(a,b) = {z=z'q. +Z"q2 e Cq;Miso(z',z")e R(a,b)} . 

If a = A.q. + ~q2' f3 = B.q. + B2qz e Cq then 
a + f3 = (A. + B.)q.+(A2 + B2)q2' a· f3 = (A.B.)q. + (A2B2)q2' an = A.nql + A;q2' 
a / f3 = (A. / B.)q. + (~ / B2)qz, for B • . B2 ::t. O. 

If a e R then a = aq. +aq2 and if Z= x+qy = Aq. + Bq2 then z = Bq. + Aq2 . 
The number z=x+qy=Aq.+Bq2e Cq is divisor of zero iff Nq(z)=O (or 

equivalently A· B = 0). Also we have Izi = [(A2 + B2) /2t2 $; [IAI+IBI]/ J2 . 
Ifz.=x.+qYn=A.q.+Bnq2,neN,z=x+qy=Aq.+Bq2 , then zn~z iff 

xn ~ x'Yn ~ Y or iff An ~ A,Bn ~ B . 
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3. UNIFORM APPROXIMATION 

Let QcCq,q2=+I,J:Q~Cq. We can write f(z)=u(x,y)+q'v(x,y), 

z = x + qy E Q or the isotropic fonn fez) = Pr(ZPZ2 )q] + ~ (ZI'Z2 )q2' Z = z]ql + Z2q2 E Q. 
The definition of the continuity of f at Zo = Xo + qyo = z~q] + z;q2 being the same as 

in the classical complex analysis, can be proved that f is continuous in Zo iff u(x,y),v(x,y) 
are continuous in (xo ,Yo) or iff Pr (ZI'Z2)' P2 (zl'zJ are continuous in (z~ ,z;) (see [7]). 

An important subclass consists in the so-called pseudoholomorphic functions , i.e. of 
the fonn f(z) = f](z')q] + f2(Z')q2 ,z=z'q] +Z"q2 ,with fl'f2 continuous functions on 
their domains of defmition . 

As was proved in [7] , the natural domains of definition for such functions f , are of 
the fonn R* (a,b). The following result of approximation was proved in [8] . 

THEOREM 3.1. If f:R* (0,1) ~ Cq is pseudoholomorphic on R* (0,1) , 
(0 = o· q] + O· q2' 1 = 1· q] + 1· q2) then the Benzstein polynomials 

Bn (f)(z) = I,( ~)f(k / n)lO- z)n-k converge uniformly (when n ~ +00) to fez) on R* (0,1). 
k=O 

REMARK. In the system of the axes of coordinates XOY , R(O,I) represents a 
quadrangle having the side equal with 1 and (O,O),(O,Ji) as opposite sharp points, while 
R* (0,1) = {z = z' q] + zoO q 2 ;0 ~ z' ~ 1,0 ~ zoO ~ I} = {z = x + qy;O ~ x + y ~ 1,0 ~ x - y ~ I} has as 
geometric image a quadrangle of side equal with Ji / 2 and with (0,0) , (0,1) as opposite 
sharp points. 

The proof of Theorem 3.1. is based on the following relation: 
(1) f(ak )zk(1- zt-k = [.t;(ak)ql + f2(ak)q2]' [zfql + Z~q2]' [(1- zjrk ql + (1- Z2t-k q2] 

=.t;(ak)·zt(l-z]r-kq] +'I2(ak)·z;(l-z2r-kq2 ,z=z]q] +z2q2,ak E R. 
We will give an estimate in the above theorem by using the following. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f(z) = Pr(z',z")q]+?z(z',Z")q2 , z=z'q] +Z"q2 , continuous for 

z E R* (0,1). Denoting w(f,8) = sup{lf(z]) - f(z2)I;ZI'Z2 E R' (O,I),lz] - z21 ~ 8} 
w(Pk;8 ,8) = sup{lpk(z~,zr>- Pk(z~,z;)ldz~ -z~1 ~ 8 ,/zr-z;1 ~ 8 ,z~,z;,zr,z; E [O,ll}, k = 1,2, 
the following inequality : . 

w(Pr;8,8)+w(~;8,8)~2Jiw(f;8), 8 >0 
holds. 

PROOF. We have: 
If(z]) - f(z2)1 = I[ Pr (z~ ,zr> - Pr (z~ ,z;)]q] + [~(z~ ,zr> - P2 (z~ ,z;)]q21= 

= {[(Pr (z; ,zr> - Pr (z~ ,Z;»)2 + (P2 (z~ ,zr> - ~ (z; ,z;)n I2t· 
From here it follows 

. If(zl)- f(Z2~ ~ 11l(z~, zj) -ll(z~, z;~/ Ji, If(zl)- f(Z2~ ~ IPz(zi, zj) - Pz(z~,z;~/Ji. 
Passing to supremum with Iz\ - z21 ~ 8,ZI'Z2 E R' (0,1) , we get 

w{f;8) ~ (I /.J2). sup{lpk(z: ,z:') - Pk(Z~ ,z;)I;lz] - z21 ~ 8,Z1>Z2 E R' (O,I)} = 
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= (1/ .J2) sup{I~(Z;'ZU- ~(z~,Z;~; (z; - Z~)2+(Zr- Zi)2 ::;; oJ2,z;,z~,zr,z; E [0,1]}~ 
~(1/ Ji). SUP{I Pk(Z:,Z0- Pk(z~,z;)I; Iz: -z~l::;; 8,k-z;l::;; 8 ,z:,z~,zr,z; E [0,1J}= 
=(1/ Ji)co(Pk;8,8), k = 1,2, 

which implies 
co(~;8 ,8) +co(~;8 ,8)::;; 2Jico(j;8) 

and the lemma is proved. 
REMARK. If f(z) = fl(z')ql + f2(Z")q2 is pseudoholomorphic on R*(O,I) then 

entirely analogous we get 
co(JI;8) + co(J2;8) ::;; 2Jico(j;8), 8 > 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. If f(z)=fl(z')ql + f2(Z")q2' z=z'ql +Z"q2 is pseudoholo-morphic 

on R* (0,1) then 

IBn (J)(z) - f(z)1 ::;; 2koco(J;1 / Fn), n E N, z E R*( 0,1). where ko represent the 
Sikkema's constant in [18]. 

PROOF. By (1) (see [8, p.205, Theorem I]) we have -

B'(f)(z) - f(z) = [B.(.t; )(z') - .t; (z')]ql + [Bn (J2 )(z") - f2 (z") ]q2' which by the 
Remark of Lemma 3.2. and by [18] implies 

IBn (J)(z) - f(z)l::;; [IBn (JI )(z') - fl (z')1 + IBn (J2 )(z") - f2 (z")I] / Ji ::;; 

::;;(ko / Ji)[CO(JI;1/ Fn) +CO(J2;1I Fn)] ::;; 2koCO(J;1/ Fn),n EN, z E R*( 0,1), and the theorem 
is proved. 

Theorem 3.3. can be improved by the following result of Jackson-type. 
THEOREM 3.4. If f(z)=fl(Z')ql+f2(Z")q2' z=z'ql+z"q2ER*(0,1) is 

pseudoholomorphic on R*(O,I). then there exists a sequence of polynomials (p'(f)(z») • 
. n 

degree p" (z) ::;; n. such that 

If(z)-P,,(j)(z)l::;; C.co(j;1In), 'VnE N,ZE R*(O,I), 

where C> 0 is independent of nand f. 
PROOF. By [20], for any g E c[ 0,1] = {g:[ 0,1] ~ R; g continuous on [0,1]}, there 

exists a polynomial sequence of the form 

(2) p"(g)(x) = !g(k / n)· Sk,.{X), n E N, x E R 
k=O . 

where s k,n are polynomials of degree ::;;n with real coefficients,' independent of g, such that 

Ig(x) - p,,(g)(x)l::;; Cco{g;1/ n), x E [0,1], n EN 

with C > ° an absolute constant. 
Applying this last estimate, we get 

I.t;(z,) - ~fl(k / n)· sk,Jz')I::;; Cco(fl;1 / n), z' E [0,1]' n E N 

!t2(Z') - 6f2(k / n)· Sk,.{z')I::;; Cco(f2;1 / n), z' E [0,1]' n EN. 
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Let us denote pJf)(z) = !f(k In)· Sk)Z). Since 
k=O 

ap ·zp = (apql +a pq2)· [(z')P ql + (z-")P q21= ap(z')P ql +ap(z")" q2' (a p E R), and 

f(k I n) = f[(k I n)ql + (k I n)qzl = II (k I n)ql + f2 (k I n)q2' we easily get 
(3) Sk)Z) = Sk.JZ')ql + Sk)Z"')q2 , 

and ;;,(j)(z) = pJfl)(z')ql + ;;,(jJ(Z"')q2 ,z = z'ql +Z"q2 E R*(O,I). 
Therefore, by the Remark of Lemma 3.2 we obtain 

If(z) - Pn (j )(z)1 = i[ ;;, (jl )(z') - fl (z')]q I + [ Pn (j2 )(z"') - fl (z") )q2i~ 
~[Ipn (jl )(z') - fl (z')1 + I;;, (J2 )(z"') - f2 (z")I] I F2 ~( C I F2)[ m(JI;1 In) + m(J2 ;1 In)] ~ 
QCm(j;lI n), z E R*(O,l), which proves the theorem. 

REMARK. By [8, Theorem IV), the possibility of uniform approximation by 
polynomials on izotropic rectangles charactherize the pseudoholomorphic functions. Then a 
natural question arise: how can be approximated a function which is not pseudoholomorphic, 
i.e. for example, iffis continuous of general form fez) = P; (Zl ,Z2 )ql + P2 (Zl ,Z2 )q2' 

Z=Zlql +Z2q2 E R*(O,l)? 
Firstly, we will introduce the following 
DEFINITION 3.5. The functions JI (z) = P; (Zl ,Z2 )ql + P2 (Z2 ,ZI )q2' 

J2 (z) = P; (Z2 ,z;}ql + P2 (ZPZ2 )q2 will be called pseudoconjugates of the function! 
The expressions 

B~I)(j)(Z,z) = !!JI[(k I n)ql +(j I n)q2]· Pn.k(Z)· Pn)z) 
k=O j=O 

B~2)(j)(Z,Z) = !!J2[(k I n)ql +(j-fn)q21· Pn.k(Z)· Pn)z) 
k=O j=O 

where Pn.k (z) = (~ ]- lCl - z)n-k, Pn./z) =(~ J zJ(I - Z)"-i, are called areolar polynomials of 

the degree n of Bernstein-type. 
REMARKS. 1). If we define the concept of· areolar derivative of a function 

f: D ~ Cq ,D c Cq , q 2 = + 1, by analogy with the classical complex analysis (see e.g.[ 17, p. 
102]), i.e. 

D(f)(z) = (11 2){[(aul ax)(x, y)-(avi a y)(x, y)]+q[(avl ax)(x, y)-(aul a y)(x, y)]}= 

(df1dZ)(Z), f(z)=u(x,y)+qv(x,y),z=x+qy, then it is not difficult to see that the 
succesive areolar derivative of order n+ 1 of B~J)(j)(z,z) and B~ltf)(z,z) is null, which 
justifies the name of areolar polynomials of degree n. 

2). Let z = zlql + z2q2 E Cq • By Z = Z2ql +Zlq2 and by (1) we obtain 
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B~Il (j)(Z,Z) = ~~[ ~ (k / n,j / n)ql + P2 (j / n,k / n)q2(~ I~ }k (1- Z)"-k Zi (1- Z)"-i = 

In n l In n l 
=It;~~(k / n,j / n)Pn,k(ZI)Pn)Z2) /1 +It;~~ (j / n,k / n)Pn)ZI)Pn,k(ZJ /2' 

• n (nln} B~2)(j)(Z,Z) = t;~[ ~(j / n,k / n)ql + P2(k / n,j / n)q2] k j k(l_z)"-k Zi (l-Z)·-i = 
In. l In n l 

=It;~~(j / n,k / n)Pn)ZJPti,k(Z2) /1 +It;~~(k / n,j / n)Pn,k(ZI)P.)Z2) /2' 

i.e. B~Il(j)(z,z) = B~2)(j)(Z,z) = Bn(~)(ZpZ2)ql + Bn(P2)(zpZJq2' where B.(P)(ZI,Z2) 
represents the usual Bernstein polynomial of two real variables ZI ,Z2' 
\ Therefore, let us denote B~Il(j)(z,z) = B~2)(j)(Z,z) = SJf)(z,z). 

We can prove the 
THEOREM 3.6. If f(z)=~(ZPZ2)ql+~(ZPZ2)q2 is continuous on R*(O,l) thenfor 

all n EN and Z = zlql +Z2q2 E R*(O,l) we have 
/f(z) - S.(f)(z,z)/ ~ 4· m(j;l /-.In) 
PROOF. By a well-known Ipatov's result (see e.g.[19, p.339]) we have 

IBn(Pk)(ZpZ2)-Pk(Zpz2)1~2m(pk;1I-.Jn,1I-.Jn), 'linE N,ZpZ2 E [O,l],kE 1,2. 
Then, by Lemma 3.2 we get 

/f(z) - S.{f)(z,z)/ = I[ ~ (Zp Z2) - B.(~ )(ZI ,Z2 )jq, + [P2 (Zl ,Z2) - Bn (P2 )(ZpZ2)]q21 ~ 
~[I~ (ZI ,zJ - B.( ~ )(ZI ,zJ + Ip2 (ZI ,Z2) - B.( P2)(ZI ,Z2)1] /.J2 ~4· m(J;l / -.In), 
which proves the theorem. 

Using the polynomials given by (2), we can introduce 

~(j)(z,z) = !!JI[(k / n)ql +(j / n)q2]sk,.(Z)s;,.(Z) , 
k=O )=0 . 

called areolar polonomial of degree n ofDeVore-Szabados-type. 
Then by (3) and reasoning as in the proof Theorem 3.6, we immediately obtain the 
THEOREM 3.7. If f(z)=~(ZPZ2)ql+~(ZPZ2)q2' Z=Zlql+Z2q2' is continuous on 

R* (0,1) then 
/f(z) - ~(j)(z,z)/ ~ Cm(j;lI n), 'lin E N,ZE R*( 0,1), 

where C>O is an absolute constant. 
REMARKS. I). Comparing, for example, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 with the results 

regarding the approximation by Bernstein-type polynomials in the classical complex analysis 
(see e.g. [3], [12], [16], [23]) we see that they are essentially different 

2). Similar results with the Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 can be obtained if in the place of the 
Bernstein polynomials we consider, for example, the Meyer-Konig and Zeller's operator in 
[15], or the Baskakov's operator in [1], or the Szasz-Mirakyan's operator in ([21]. 

3).By simple calculus we obtain 
(a S.{f) / a z)(z,z) = (aB.(~) / a Z2)(ZpZ2)' ql + (a B.(~) / a ZI)(Zp Z2)' q2' 
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where f(z) = ~ (Zl ,Z2)' ql + Pz (ZI ,Z2)' q2' Z = zlql + z2q2 E R* (0,1). 
Now, if ~ and P2 have continuous partial derivative of order one, then we 

immediately get that (0 l1.{f) / 0 z)(z,z) converges (when n ~ +00) uniformly on R*(O,l) to 

(0~/OZ2}(ZI'ZJ·ql+(OP2/0ZI}(ZI'Z2}·q2=(of/oz}(z), taking into account the 
formulas for 0 ~ /0 Z2' 0 P2 /0 zl' in [7, chapter I, §6] and the formula for 0 f /0 z in the 
Remark 1 of Definition 3.5. 

Also, since by the standard technique in approximation by real Bernstein polynomials 
we have 

1(0 B.(~} /0 ZJ(ZI ,zJ - (0 ~ /0 Z2}(ZI ,zJI ~ Cco(o ~ /0 z2;1 / "[';,1 /..[,;), 
1(0 B.{Pz} /0 ZI)(ZI'Z2} -(0 P2 /0 zl)(zpzJI ~ Cco(o P2 /0 zl;l / "[';,11 ..[,;), 

taking into account the Lemma 3.2 too, we easily get the estimate 
l(aBn(J)/az)(z,z)-(af/az)(z)l~co:(af/az;lI..[,;), ZE R*(O,l),nE N. 

Thus, Remark 3 together with Theorem 3.6 represent a simple constructive solution 
(containing even quantitative estimates) in the hyperbolic complex analysis, of a similar result 
in the classical complex a.Tlalysis [22]. 

4. INTERPOLATION 

Firstly, we deal with the interpolation of pseudo hoi om orphic functions. 
Let g:[a,b] ~ R be and a ~ Xl < ... < Xn ~ b. It is known that the Lagrange 

interpolatory polynomials L.(g)(x)·ofdegree n-l which satisfies L.(g)(Xk} = g(xk}, k = l,n, 
is given by 

L.(g}(x) = I,g(XJ1k,)X) 
k=1 

where Ik,.(x) are given by 

lk,n(x) = (x-xJ .. (X-Xk_I)(X-Xk+J .. ·(x-xn}1 (Xk -XJ,,(Xk -Xk_I}(Xk -Xk+I)",(Xk -xJ. 
Now, let f:R'(a,b)~Cq,q2=+1 be pseudoholomorphic on R*(a,b), i.e. 

f(z) = fl (zl}ql + f2 (Z2}q2' Z = zlql + z2q2' with a,b E R, a < b, and 
h,JAa,b] ~ R, continuous on [a,b]. 

Let us consider the complex Lagrange interpolatory polynomial 

L.{f)(z) = I.f(xk) .Ik)z). 
k=1 

Obviously L.(J)(xk} = f(xk), k = I,n, and by simple calculus 

L.(J)(z) =[~fl (Xk }lk,.{zJ}1 +[6f2 (Xk )lk,.(z2} }2=L.(JI}(ZI)ql + L.(JJ(Z2)Q2' 

\/z = zlql + z2Q2' 
This implies 

(4) f(z)- L.(J)(z) = [JI(ZI)- L.(JI){ZI)]QI +[f2(Z2)- L.(J2)(Z2)]Q2 
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and taking into acount that for Zk - Xi * 0, k = 1,2, i = l,n 

fk(Zk) - L.(fk )(Zk) = (Zk - XI)"'( Zk - xJ[ Zk' xl"'" xn;f], k = 1,2 , 
by simple calculus we obtain the following 

THEOREM 4.1. If we denote Rn (J)(z) = f(z) - Ln (J)(z)' then 

Rn(f)(z) = (z-xJ .. (z-xnXz,x1,···xn;f], 'v'ZE R*(a,b) with Nq(z-xJ*O, i=l,n, where 

[z,x1, ... ,xn;f] denotes the divided difference off at the points z,xW .. ,xn E R*(a,b), (where if 
ak E Cq, k = I,m are such that Nq (ak -aJ * ° for k * i, then by definition 

[~, ... ,am;f]= 2:f(ak)/[(ak -~) ... (ak -ak_1)(ak -ak+l)···(ak -am))). 
k=l 

Now, let P.{x) be the Legendre's polynomials of degree n and -I<x; < ... <x: <1, 
where x; represent the zeros of p,,(x). 

THEOREM 4.2. Let f:R*(-I,I) ~ Cq be pseudoholomorphic on R*(-I,I), 

f(z) = .t;(zl)ql + f2(Z2)qL2- z = zlql +Z2q2E R*(-I,I). Let r:[a,b] ~ R*(-I,I), r(a) = -1, 
r(b) = 1, be a rectifiable path and let us denote 

Ln~f)(z) = I,f(x;) .Ik,n (z), n E N. 
k=1 . 

Then, limJ LJf~(z)dz = J j(z)dz . 
n-+- ' 

r r 
Ifmoreover, the geometric image ofr is the interval [-l,l} , then 

lim flf(z) - Lb (J)(z)1 2 dz = 0. 
n-->~[_I,ll 

PROOF. By (4) and by [7, chapter IV] we get 

![J(z) - Ln(J)(z)]dz = U[fl (Zl) - Ln(JI){zl)dzl] }ql +UV2 (Z2) - Ln(J2 )(z2)dz2] }q2 

But by the classical theorem of Erdos and Turan [9] we have 

(5) lim J[fk (Zk ) - Ln{Jk )(Zk)f dz = 0, k = 1,2. 
n-4oo -1 

This obviously implies that 

lim J[fk(Zk) - Ln(Jk )(zk)]dzk = 0, k = 1,2 
n-700 -1 

and therefore limJ V(z) - Ln(J)(z)]dz = 0. 
n-->~ 

r 
Now, let r be the path such that the geometric image of r is the interval [-1,1]. By (4) 

we obtain 

If(z) - Ln(J)(z)r = [Ifl(zl) - Ln(JJ(ZIW +lf2(ZJ- Ln (JJZ2 W]/2 = F.(Zp Z2) = 
= Fn (Zp Z2)QI +F.(ZpZ2)q2' Z=Zlq, +Z2Q2 E R*(-I,I). 

Applying the defmition of the integral for F.(ZpZ2) on 
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r(t):;: [-1,1]' t E [a,b], since r(t):;: r(t)ql +r(t)q2 ' in [7,chapter IV] we 
immediately get 

[
h b 1 

J/.(Zl>Z2 )dz = (1/2). [If I (y(t)) - L'(fJ( y{t)f dy(r) + [Ifz (y{t)) - L.(f2)( y(t)f dy(t) J= 
:;: (1 / 2) {llfl (u) - Ln (II )(uf du +!lf2 (u) - Ln (12 )(uf dU] n->~) 0, by (5). 

The theorem is proved. 
REMARK. In the case when f:R*(a,b) ~ Cq ,a,b E R, a < b, is of the form 

f{z):;: ~(Zl>Z2)ql + ~(Zl>Z2)q2 ,Z E R*(a,b) ,with .~ and P2 continuous on R* (a,b), as in 
Section 3 we can introduce the interpolatory areolar polynomials of Lagrange-type. 

Ln(l)(z,z):;: !!ll(xkql +Xjq2) ·!k,.{Z) '!j,.(z) = 
k=1 j=1 

:;: !![~ (Xk 'Xj )ql + P2(X j ,Xk )q2] '!k,n(Z) '!j)~) :;: 
k=1 j=1 

i-~#~(Xk' Xj )·[k.n(ZI) . [j,n(Z2) ~I +[~~P2(Xj'Xk) . [k,n(Z2) . [j,n(ZI) 1 q2' 

where a·::;; Xl ::;; ... < Xn ::;; band J;(z) :;: ~ (ZI ,Z2 )ql + Pz (ZI ,Z2 )q2 ,Z:;: zlql + z2q2 . 

It is easy to check that Ln (1)( x p ,x p) :;: f( x p), 'ifp:;: l,n. 
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ABSTRACT. In [4) C. J. Neugebauer showed that pairs of weights be-
longing to Ap classes satisfy an extrapolation property, namely, any sublinear 
operator which is of weak type (Po, Po) for every pair of weights in Apo is also 
of weak type (p,p) for any pair in Ap,l < p ::; Po. We investigate the cor-
responding extrapolation property for pairs of weights in Ap,q classes starting 
from appropriate (Po, 00) inequalities. As a consequence we are able to derive 
some double weighted weak type inequalities from weighted results of the type 
Lpo,BMO. 

Let w(xr~ 0 be a locally integrable function defined on Rn. We denote by w(E) 
the measurewith density w(x) with respect to the Lebesgue measure, i.e. w(E) = 
iE w(x) dx. The density w(x) is called a weight with respect to dx. The space LP 
with respect to the measure w(x) dx will be denoted either by L'f" or LP(wdx) and 
its norm by Ilfllp,w. If w(x) == 1, we drop w in the notation. We shall say that 
a pair (u, v) of non-negative functions belongs to the class A(p, q), 1 ::; p ::; 00 and 
1 ::; q ::; 00, if 

sup(IQI-1 [ u(x)q dX)1/q(IQI-1 [ v(xtPI dX)l/pl = C(p, q, u, v)< 00, 
Q JQ JQ 

where Q stands for any cube in Rn. In particular, when q = 00 the condition 
(u,v) E A(p,oo) becomes 

sup(ess sup u(x))(IQI-1 [ v(xtPI dX)l/pl = C(p, 00, u, v) < 00. 
Q xEQ JQ 

Given a locally integrable function f( x), the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function 
M f (x) is defined as usual as 

M f(x) = sup(IQr1 [ If(y)1 dy). 
xEQ JQ 

F(or a pair of weights (u, v) belonging to A(p, p), the maximal function M f( x) satisfies 
th,e weak type inequality 

(1) 

'Partially supported by grants from CONICET and from Universidad Nacional del Litoral 
through CAI+ D 022 



for any>. > 0 with C depending on C(p, p, u, v) only. For a proof see [2]. Following 
B. Muckenhoupt and R. L. Wheeden in [3], we shall say that J belongs to BMOw if 

sup(ess sup w(x))(IQI- 2 [ [IJ(y) -,- J(z)1 dy dz) = IIJI18Mow < 00, 
Q xEQ lQ lQ 

where Q stands for any cube in Rn. It is often convenient to express this condition 
on J by means of the sharp function J# defined as 

J#(x) = sup IQI-2 [ [IJ(y) - J(z)1 dy dz; 
xEQ lQ lQ 

in fact, it is of easy verification (see [1]) that 

(2) 

Finally, we recall some definitions concerning the Lorentz L(p, q, p.) spaces. Let J be 
a measurable function on a measure space (M, M, p.). The non-increasing rearrange-
ment J*(t) of J is defined as 

j*(t) = inf{s : p.( {x: IJ(x)1 > s}) ~ t}, 

for t > O. The function J is said to belong to the Lorentz space L(p, q, p.) if the 
quantities 

IIJlll',q,1' = (q/p lX>[tl/1' j*(tW ~t )l/q , 

wher..ever 0 < p < 00 and 0 < q < 00, and 

IIJlll',oo,1' = supt l /I'j*(t) , 
1>0 

when 0 < p ~ 00 and q = 00, are finite. For more details see [5]. 

A Theorem of Extrapolation. 

B. Muckenhoupt and R. L. Wheeden proved in [3] that the fractional integral of 
oraer 0:, 0 < 0: < n, 

satisfies the inequality 

I,J(x) = [ J(y)lx - ylo-n dy JRn (3) 

(4) 
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if and only if (w,w) E A(n/o:, 00). Taking this limit inequality as a starting point it 
can be obtained by extrapolation (see[l]) that 

IIIafllq,wq :::; Gw,p,qllfllp,wI' 

provided that l/q = l/p - o:/n, with 1 < P.< n/o:, and (w,w) E A(p,q). The 
constant Gw,p,q depends on G(p,q,w,w) only. The arguments given in [3) to prove 
( 4) can be used to show that the inequality 

IIIafllBMOu :::; Gllflln/a, 1)n/o (5) 
holds if and only if (u, v) E A( n/ 0:,00). By (2), the inequality (5) can be rewritten 
as 

(6) 
By analogy with the one weigh case inequality (5) suggests the search of an extrap-
olation theorem giving new inequalities taking (5) or (6) as a starting point. It is 
easy to get convinced that the inequalities involving A(p, q) weights that can be ob-
tained shall be of weak type. It is pertinent to mention at this point a result due 
to C.J.Neugebauer [4], who proved that if a sublinear operator T maps Lpo(uPodx) 
weakly iilt<LtJ'ivPodx) for ev.ery pair (u, v) E A (Po , Po), then T maps LP(uPdx) weakly 
into LP(vPdx) for every pair (u,v) E A(p,p), with the restriction 1 < p < Po. Taking 
into account the behaviour of (laf)'#- stated in (6) and other instances that shall be 

. presented as illustrations, the extrapolation theorem that seems appropriate for our 
1>urpose is the following one 

Theorem (of weak extrapolation). Let T be an operator defined on Ggo with 
values in the space of measurable functions. Let us assume that it verifies 

"~ IT(Af)1 = IAIIT(f)I, IT(f+ g)1 :::; IT(f)1 + IT(g)l, and 

2;" for given rand p, 1 :::; ,.. < P :::; 00 and for every pair of weights (a, b) such that 
(aT,bT ) E A(p/r, 00) 

IlaT(f)lloo :::; Gllfllp,bl! 
with a constant G depending on G(p/r,oo,aT,ljr) only. 

Then, if r s: p < p,' l/q = l/p - l/P and (UT,VT) E A(p/r,q/r), there exists a 
constantG which depends on G(p/r,q/r,uT,vT ) such that 

uq( {x: ITf(x)1 > A}) :::; G(A-P J IfIPvPdx)q/p 
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holds for every>. > O. 

Proof. Let f E C8"', 0 < m = JlflPvPdx < 00 and (ur,vr) E A(p/r,q/r). We set 

{ 
I/(x)IP/,8-1 v(x)p/,8m1/ q if If(x)1 > 0 

b(x) = 

e'rlxI2/Qv(x) if If( x) 1 = O. 

Since v(x) > 0 a.e" it turns out that b(x» 0 a.e. on Rn. Moreover, b(x) satisfies 

(i) IIfvllp = Ilfbll,8 and 

(ii) J b-q v q dx ~ 2 

In fact, they are inmediate if f3 = 00 and for f3 < 00, we have 

and, 

J 1/1,8 ~ dx = J Ifl,8 IfJP-,8 vPm,8/q dx 

111>0 

J b-q vq dx < J Ifl(l-P/,8)q v(1-p/,8)qm-1 dx + J e-1I"1x12 dx 

111>0 

N ow let us define 
a(x) = [M(b-r(,8/rl')(x)tl/r(,8/r)/. 

Then, it follows inmediately that (ar,br) E A(f3/r,oo) and C(f3/r,oo,ar,br) ~ 1. Let 
us consider the set E>. = {x: ITf(x)1 > >'}. Then, we have 

uq(E>.) = J uq(x) dx 
EA 
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In order to estimate the second factor above, we observe that 

(8) 

Since (ur,vr) E A(p/r,q/r) implies (U9/S,V9/ S ) E A(s,s) for s = 1 + (q/r)/(p/r)', from 
(8), (1) and property (ii) of b(x) we get 

A9+1 J a u9 dx < CA9A-r({J/r)'s J b-r({J/r)'s v9 dx' 

{x:a-1(x»A} 

= C J b-qvq dx ~ 2C 

This implies that Ila-1 1Iq+1,oo,auq ~ (2C)I/(q+1). Let us now estimate IlxE~ I h+1/q,q,auq. 
The non-increasing rearrangement of. XE~ (x) with respect to the measure auq dx is 
equal to the characteristic function of the interval (0, R), R = IE~ auq dx. Then 

IIXEJI+1/q,l,auq = (q/(q + 1)) foR tq/(q+1) dt/t = Rq/(q+l). 

On the otner -hand, 

R = J auq dx ~ A-I J IT(J)lauq ~ A-I IIT(J)alloo J uqdx ~ A-I Ilfbll{J J uq dx. 
E~ E~ E~ E~ 

Then, 
IlxEJl+1/q,l,auQ ~ [A IIfbll{J u(EA)]q/(q+1). 

Collecting our estimates on the factors of the last term of (7) and property (i) of b(x), 
we obtain 

uq.(EA ) ~ (2C)q+1(A-P J IflPvP dx)q/p, 

as we wanted to show. 0 

Illustrations. 

Now, we shall illustrate our theorem considering some particular cases for the 
ol\erator T. 
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1. Let 0 ::; a < n, 1 ::; r < 00 and let us define 

M~/(x) = sup(IQI<>/n-l [ I/(YW dy)l/r. 
xEQ JQ 

When r = 1, this operator is the fractional maximal function of order a and we 
denote MOl = M~; moreover if in addition a = 0 it reduces to the Hardy-Littlewood 
maximal function, i.e. M = MJ. It is simple to verify that M~ = T satisfies the 
hypotheses of the theorem for fJ = nr/a. In fact, if (ar,br) E A(fJ/r, oo) and Q is a 
cube and x E Q, by Holder's inequality, we have 

( ) 
1/(n/OI)' 

IQIOI/n-l/l/lr dx::; IQI OI /n- l (J I/l rn/OI brn/OI dX) OI/n I b-r(n/OI)' dx 

Then, if t is a Lebesgue point of a and t E Q, we have 

a(t) (IQI OI/n- l JQ lilT dx) I/T 

::; (J I/ITn /o bTn /OI dX) OI/nT ess sup a(y) IQI- 1 J b-r(n/a)' dx ( ) 
l/r(n/OI)' 

yEQ Q 

::; [C(n/a, 00, aT, bT)]I/T I/wn/a dx , (J )a/nr 

if (aT,br) E A(fJ/r,oo). Taking the supremum for all cubes Q such that x E Q it 
follows that 

Applying the theorem, we obtain that if a pair of non-negative functions (u, v) satisfies 
that (u T , vT ) E A(p/r,q/r) with l/q = lip - aim, r < p < nr/a then . 

uq( {x : M~/(x) > A}) ::; C(A-P J I/lPvP dx )q/p, 

for every A > O. This result is well known. Moreover, it is known that the condition 
on the weights is also ne~essary. The only purpose for including it here is to show that 
the results on M~ can be reduced to very basic properties of the Hardy-Littlewood 
maximal function. Observe that in the proof of the theorem only weak type properties 
of the Hardy- Littlewood maximal function have been assumed to be known. 
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2. Another interesting illustration arises from inequality (5). As we mention before, 
it was precisely this inequality (5) which induced us to ask the question of what 
inequalities could be derived by extrapolation from it. The verification of (5) can be 
done as in the case of one weight, i.e. when u = v. Therefore, the operator T f = 
(10,1)#, where 1", is defined in (3), satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem with r = 1 
and f3 = n/a and it follows that if (u,v) E A(p,q), l/q = l/p-a/n, 1 < p < n/a 
then 

(9) 

holds for)' > 0 and a constant C depending on C (p, q, u, v) only. A careful analysis 
of the proof of (5) given in [3] shows the pointwise estimate 

wich is underlying in their argument. Clearly (9) could also be derived from this 
inequality. The same considerations are valid for an operator slightly more general. 
Let 8 ~ 1 and let 9 be a locally integrable function. We define 

g#'S(x) = !uP (IQI-2 J J Ig(y) - g(z)IS dy dZ) I/s 

EQ Q Q 

If we set T f = (1",J)#'s, the same argument indicated for 8 = 1, shows that this 
operator satisfies the hypotheses of the extrapolation theorem for r = 1, as long as 
1 ~ 8 < n:",' The exponent n/(n - a) comes in because we are using that 1", satisfies 
the weak type inequality (1, n/(n - a)), which in turn implies that la is of strong 
type (1,8) over bounded sets if 8 < n/(n - a). Thus, if (u,v) E A(p,q), l/q = 
l/p - a/n, 1 < p < n/a, then 

(10) 

holds for every). > 0, with C depending on C (p, q, u, v) only. 
Next, we shall prove that the conditions on the pair (u, v) are also > necessary for 

(10) to hold. In fact, let Q be a cube with diameter d and let Q be the cube with 
the same center and sides of lenght 12d. We denote by Ql and Q2 the translates of 
Q defined by Q + et, Q + e2 with lell = 2d and le21 = 5d. It is simple to verify that 

(ii) For every y E Qll Z E Q2 and t E Q 

Iy - tl ~ 3d and Iz - tl ~ 4d. 
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Now, let f 2 0 be a bounded function with support contained in Q. For x E Q, we 
have 

(I.N·· (x) > (I£:W' f f 11./(y) - 1./(z) I' dy dz r' 
> (IQI-2!! ! f(t) {Iy _ tl,,-n -Izc- tl,,-n} dt S dy dZ) l/s 

Q2Ql Q 

From (ii) we obtain 

therefore, for x E Q, 

Choosing f = XQvi/, where Vk = v + 11k, we get 

J IfIPvI' dx ~ k Vi/'p+p dx = k V;;pl dx < 00. 

Then, taking into account (10), we obtain 

uq(Q) ~ uq ({x: (/"f)#'S(x) > A}) 

< C (>. -, f Vk" dx r 
~ cc;:,~ IQI(·-·"l, (f vk" .Ix) ," 

therefore, if 11q = lip - aln, it follows 
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By Fatou's Lemma, this inequality implies 

(IQI-1 h uq dX) l/q (IQI-1 h V-pi dX) lip' :s e, 

which shows that (u, v) E A(p, q). 

3. We shall give a third illustration of the theorem which consists in taking TJ = 
(HJ)#·T for r > 1, and H standing for the one dimensional Hilbert transform, 

100 f(t) 
H f(x) = p.v. -- dt. 

-00 x - t 

the argument given in the proof of Feffermann-Stein inequality also show that 

ITf(x)1 :s eTMT(f)(x) a.e., 

and by the first illustration above this implies that the operator (II J)#,T is of weak 
type (p,p) for every pair of weights (u,v) such that (UT,VT) E A(p/r,p/r), r < p < 
00. 

We shall show that the conditions on the weights are also necesary for the weak 
type (p, p) of (H J)#.T, r > 1. We shall need the following lemma: 

Lemma. Let f ~ 0 be a bounded function with support contained in a Finite interval 
I. There exist two constants PT and en depending on r only, and an interval Jsuch 
that 

1. Ie J and 111 = PT III 

2. J If(x)IT dx :s eT JJ IH f(x)l' dx and (11) 

3. JJHf(x) dx = 0 

Proof. Let Xo be the center of I. By Riesz's inequality, we have 

J If(x)!, dx :s AT J IHf(x)IT dx 

= AT J IH f(x)IT dx + AT J IH f(x)l' dx. 
( 12) 

Ix-xol<6 Ix-xol>6 



If 6 > 2111 and Ix - xol > 6, it follows that 

IHf(x)1 < J f(y) dy 
Ix-yl 

< 21x -: xol-1 J f(y) dy 

< 21I11/ rl IIfllr Ix - xol-1 

then, 

J IHf(x}r dx ~ 2T III T- 1 IIfll; J Ix - xorT dx 
1"'-"'01>6 1"'-"'01>6 (13) 

= 2T(III /6Y-l IIfll; (r - Itl. 
We choose s ~ 2 such that AT2Ts1- T /(r - 1) ~ 1/2. Then if 6 = slJl, it follows by 
(12) and (13) that 

Ar J ·IHf(xW dx ~ (1/2) J If(xW dx, 
1"'-"'01>6 

and J If(xW dx ~ 2AT J IHf(xW dx. 
1"'-"'01<6 

Moreover, if t satisfies It - xol < III, then for Ix - xol < 6 we get Ix - tl < 26. 
Therefore J If(xW dx ~ 2AT J IHf(xW dx. 

1",-tl<26 
On the other hand, since 

J . fix - t + 26 1 Hf(x) dx = - f(x)log x _ t _ 26 dx == c/>(t), 
1",-tl<26 I 

it turns out that c/>(t) is a continuous function. From 

1 1 x - t + 26 1 { ~ 0 if x ~ t and 
og x _ t _ 26 $ 0 if x ~ t, 

we see,that if I = (a, b), then c/>(a) < 0 and c/>(b) > 0 implying the existence of to E I 
such th~t ,c/>(to) = O. Summing up, if J = (to - 26, to + 26), 6 = slJl, properties 
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(1), (2) and (3) of (11) hold for Cr = 2Ar and p = 48. This ends the proof of the 
Lemma. 0 

Now, we can prove the necessity. Let Vk = v + 11k. Then V;;l is bounded and 

f(x) = XI(X)Vk(Xr(p/r)l, 

is a bounded non negative function with support contained in 1. By the lemma, we 
have that for x E J, 

(Hf)#,r(x) > ( r IJ-21! IHf(y) - Hf(z)lr dy dz 

(IJ-'I/ 
r r > Hf(y) -pr1 J Hf(zY dz dy 

J 

> ( r P-11!IHf(y)lr dy 

> ( r C;l p-:;l 111-1 ! If(y) Ir dy 

= >. 
Since we assume (H f)#,r to be of weak type (p, p) with respect to the weights uP and 
vP , we get that for this value of >. 

uP(I) ~ uP( {x : (H f)#,r(x) > >.}) ~ C >,-P J fPv P dx. 

However, J fPvP dx ~ i v:-(plr)/p dx= J r dx < 00. 

Thus, after some computations, we get 

(111-1 i(ur)plr dx rIP (111-1 i(v'iJ-(Plr)1 dx r/(Plr)' ~ Co. 

By Fatou's lemma, this condition implies that (ur , vr ) E A(plr,plr), as we wanted 
to show. 0 
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ABSTRACT. . Let H~ (w) be the Hardy spaces introduced in [3] defined for 
one-sided weights w, see [4], and a suitable one-sided maximal function for 
distributions on the real line. The purpose of this 'paper is to give a charac-
terization of the dual spaces of H~ (w) in terms of certain classes of weighted 
BMO of Lipschistz spaces. The method used here is similar to that of J. 
Garcia-Cuerva in [1] for HP(w) spaces, where w belongs to Aq classes of B. 
Muckenhoupt. For the case of w(x»o almost everywhere, the characterization 
obtained generalizes the one given in [1], see Theorem (2.4). 

1. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND PREREQUISITES 

Given a Lebesgue measurable set E C IR, we denote its Lebesgue measure by 
lEI and the characteristic function of E by X E. 

Let f be a measurable function defined on IR. The one-sided Hardy-Littlewood 
maximal functions M- f and 1\4+ f are given by 

11· x M- f(x) = sup h If(t)ldt 
h>O x-h 

l1 x+h 
and M+f(x)=suP -h If(t)ldt. 

h>O x 

As usual, a weight w is a measurable and non-negative function. If E c IR IS a 
measurable set, we denote its w-measure by weE) :::;; IE w(t)dt. 

A. weight w belongs to the class At, 1 ::; q < 00, if there exists a constant c 
such that 

( )

q-l 
1 xI. x+h I 

sup (h. f W(t)dt) h I w(t)-q=t dt ::; c , 
h>O }x-h . }x 

1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 42B30; Secondary 42825. 
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for all real number x. We observe that w belongs to At if and only if M- w( x) ~ 
C w( x) holds for almost every x. 

Given w belonging At ' 1 ~ q < 00, we can define X-oo 2: -00 and Xoo ~ +00, 

such that 

(i) w(x) = 0 a.e. in (-00, x-oo ), 

(1.1) (ii) w(x) = 00 a.e. in (xoo, 00) and, 

(iii) 0 < w(x) < 00 for almost every x E (x-oo,x oo ) . 

We always have X-oo ~ Xoo. In order to avoid the. non-interesting case of X- oo = 

X oo , it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a measurable set E satisfying 
0< w(E) < 00. 

Let f be a measurable function with support contained in an interval I (I I~ot 

necessarily bounded). We shall say that f belongs to U(I, w), 0 < r ~ 00, 

if IlfIILr(I,w) = (J If(xWw(x)dx)l/T is finite. If I = m or w == 1 we simply 
write LT(W) or LT(1) respectively, and LT(m) shall be denoted by U. Given a 
positive integer I, we say that a function f belongs to L~(I, w) if f E U(I, w) 

and, if III < dist(x_ oo , 1), then we require f to have null moments up to the 
order 1- 1, i.e., J f(x )xkdx = 0 holds for every integer k, 0 ~ k ~ 1- 1. 

The following lemma contains the basic results for At weights and one-sided 
maximal functions that we shall need in this paper. 

Lemma 1.2. 

(i) Let 1 ~ ql < q2 < 00. If the weight w belongs to the class A~ , then it also 

belongs to At2 . 
(ii) Let 1 < q < 00. The one-sided Hardy-Littlewood maximal M+ is bounded 

on U ( w) if and only if w belongs to At . 
(iii) Given w E At, 1 ~ q < 00 for every a Em, the w -measure of the interval 

(a, 00) is equal to infinite. 

(iv) Let w E At, 1 ~ q < 00. Let Q < (3 be the end points of the bounded 
interval I. Then, the interval I with end points Q - III and Q, satisfies 

w(l) ~ Cw w( 1) 

where the constant Cw does not depend on I. 

A proof of (ii) may be found in [4]or in [2]. As for parts (i) and (iii) the proofs 
are easy. Part (iv) is an immediate consequence of (ii). 
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Let w belong to At, 1 :s; q < 00, and let X-oo be defined as in (1.1) for 
the weight w. As usual, Ca( IR) denotes the set of all functions with compact 
support having derivates of all orders. We shall denote by V( x -00, 00) the space 
of all functions in Ca( IR) with support contained in (x-oo , 00) equipped with 
the usual topology and by V' (x-oo , 00) the space of distributions on (x-oo , 00). 

Given a positive integer 'Y and x E IR , we shall say that a function 1jJ in Cc( IR) , 
belongs to the class <P -y( x) if there exists a bounded interval J tf; = [x,,8] containing 
the support of 1jJ such that D-Y 1jJ satisfies 

Let F be a distribution in V'(X_oo, 00). We define as in [3]the one-sided maximal 
function F.+.,-y, as 

(1.3) F.t,ix ) = sup{1 < I,1jJ > I: 1jJ E <P-y(x)} , 

for every x > X-oo. 

Fixed w belonging to At (1 :s; q < 00), a positive integer 'Y and, 0 < p :s; 1 such 
that CT+1)p 2:: q > 1 or CT+1)p > q if q = 1, the distribution F in V'(X-oo, 00) 
belongs to Ht-y( w) if the" p-norm" 

is finite. 

In the sequel we shall suppose that w belongs to At, 'Y is a positive integer, 
o < p ::s; 1 and, that they satisfy ('Y + l)p 2:: q if q > 1 or ('Y + l)p > q if q = 1 . 

Lemma 1.4. Let J C (x-oo,oo) be an interval and let I belong to L;;(J). 
Tben for any-x ?x~oo, we bave 

Moreover, 
IIIIIH~ . ..,(w) :s; C-y,w 1111100 w(I)l/P . 

. Tbe constants c-y and c-y,w do not depend on I. 

This lemma can be found in [3] as Lemma (3.2). Thus, as in [3] we have the 
following definition of p-atom with respect to a weight w. 
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A function a(x) defined on IR is called a p-atom with respect to w if there 
exists an interval 1 containing the support of a( x), such that 
(i) 1 is contained in (x-oo,oo) and w(1) < 00 , 

(ii) a(x) E L<:;'(1) and, 
(iii) Iiall oo ~ w(1)-l/p . 

We shall say that 1 is the interval associated to the atom a( x) . 

The following theorems are offundamental importance in the theory of the H~ .. i w) 
spaces. Their proofs can be found in section 5 of [3]. 

Theorem 1.5. (Decomposition into atoms). If F belongs to H~."'Y(w), then 
there exists a sequence {ak} of p-atoms with respect to w and a sequence {Ad 
of real numbers such that 

1Il 

and, 

holds; 

Remark 1.6. By Lemma (1.4) and Theorem (1.5) we have that the set D of 
all functions f such that there exists an interval 1 C (x _ 00, 00) with w(I) < 00 

and f E L<:;'(1) , is dense in H~."'Y( w). 

Theorem 1.7. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (1.5) anq if, in addition, we 
assume that X-oo = -00, then the p-atoms {ak} in the decomposition can be 
taken in such that way that the corresp"anding associated intervals are bounded 
and therefore all the p -atoms in the decomposition have null moments up to the 

order -:y -1. 

Remark 1.S. If X-oo = -00, by Leulma (1.4) and Theorem (1.7) we have 
that the set Dl of all functions f such that there exists a bounded interval 
1 C (x-oo, oo) with w(1) < 00 and f E L<:;'(1) , is dense in H~."'Y(w). 

We shall denote [H~."'Y(w)r the dual space of Ht..,(w) formed by all the real 
valued continuous linear functionals L with the norm . 

IILII == sup{IL(F)1 : IIFIIH~ . ..,(w) ~ I}. 



Let 'Y be a positive integer and let P-y be the linear space of all real polynomials 
of degree less than 'Y. For any bounded interval 1, we define the inner product 
on P -y by the formula 

(P,Q)J = 1 P(x) Q(x) dx . 

Let {ek} k:~~ be an orthonormal basis of P -y for the case when I = [0, 1]. It is 
easy to verify that for any I = [a, b], the polynomials 

(1.9) 

form an orthonormal basis of P-y with the inner product ( . , • )1. Given a function 
f such that f X I E Ll , we define its orthogonal projection on P-y, as 

(1.10) 

We observe that, by (1.9), 

(1.11) sup iek,l(x)1 = 111-1 / 2 sup iek(x)1 ~ (;..,111- 1/ 2 , 
.zEI zE[O,I) 

holds for every integer k, 0 ~ k ~ 'Y - 1. Then, if f X I E Loo, by (1.10) and 
(1.11), we have that 

(1.12) 

holds for every x E 1, with a constant C-y depending OIl 'Y only. 

We shall need a result that allows us to compare Pr(f) and PJ(f). To be more 
precise we state the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.13. Let Ie J be two bounded intervals such that PI ~ 5111. Then, 
if fX JELl, we have that 

holds for every x belonging to J. 

Proof. Let {ek} z:~ be the orthonormal basis of the subspace P -y defined above 
and let {ek,dZ:~ be the orthonormal basis given in (1.9). Thus 

PI(f)(X) - PJ(f)(x) = PI[f - PJ(f)](x) 

= E (1[f - PJ(f)](S)ek,I(S)dS) ek,I(x) . 
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Consequently, if x belongs to J we get 

IPI(f)(x) - PJ(f)(x) I ~ 
'1-1 

~ L 11(J -PJ(f)](s)1 dsllek,IXIiloo lIek,IXJlloo . 
k=O I 

By (1.11), we have Ilek,I X Ilioo ~ c~III-1/2. Moreover, since I C J and IJI ~ 
5111, it follows that if x E J then Ix-ai/III ~ 5, which implies that lIek,I X Jlloo ~ 
111-1/2 SUPlyI9Iek(y)1 ~ c~III-1/2. Therefore, for every x E J we obtain 

as we wanted to show .• 

We shall say that a function f, defined on (x-oo, xoo ), belongs to BMO+(p, 'Y; w) 

if for every interval Ie (x-oo,oo) with w(I) < 00, we have 
(i) fx I belongs to L1, 

(ii) if III;?: dist(x-oo,I) then II If(x)ldx ~ c w(I)1/p and, 
(iii) if III < dist(x-oo,I) then the orthogonal projection PI(f) is well defined 

and 

holds. 
The constant c does not depend on the intervals I and the least constant c. for 
which (ii) and (iii) hold, shall be denoted by IIfIIBMo+(p,'Y,w)' 

Remark 1.14. Let f belong to BMO+(p,'Y,w) and let A belong to L';(1), 

where I C (x_oo,oo) is an interval with w(I) < 00. If III;?: dist (x-oo,I) , by 
the definition of BMO+(p,'Y,w) , we have that 

In the case that III < dist (x-oo,I) , since, by definition of L';(I) , the function A 
has nullinJ,oments up to the order 'Y - 1, we get 

IIA(x)l(X)dxl = If A(x)[l(x) - PI(l)(X)]dxl 

~ IIAlioo l lf(x) - PI(l)(x)ldx 

~ IIAllooIII IIBMo+(p,'Y;ui)w(I)1/p . 
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Remarks. 

(a) If there exists (3 > X-oo such that w((x- oo ,(3)) < 00, then (BMO+(p",w), 

11'IIBMO+(p,1',w») is a normed space. 
(b) If we have that w( (x -00, (3)) . = 00 holds for every (3 > x -00 then 

lI'IIBMO+(p,1',w) is a seminorm. Indeed, IIRIIHMO+(p,1',w) is equal to zero 
if and only if R belongs to P 1" the set of all polynomials of degree less than 
,. Therefore defining, as usual, for l belonging to BMO+ (p", W )IP1' the 
application 

1I~IBMO+(p,1"w)/P.., = 1Ie'IIHMO+(p,1',w) , 

where R - e E P 1" we obtain the normed space (B M ° + (p, " w ) IP l' , 

II ·11 BMO+(p,1',w)/P..,). 

We shall say that a function R defined on (x- oo , xoo ), belongs to BMOF+(p, "U)) 

if for every bounded interval Ie (x- oo , (0) with weI) < 00, we have 

(i) R X I belongs to Ll and, 

(ii) II IR(x) - PI(R)(x)ldx ~ c w(I)I/p holds with a constant c not depending 011 

the intervals I. 

The least constant c for which (ii) holds shall be denoted by IIRIIHMOF+(p,1',w)' 

Remarks. 

(a) The application lI'IIBMOF+(p,1',w) is a seminorrn and, as usual, it induces a 
norm 1I·IIBMOF+(p,1',w)/P.., in the quotient space BMOF+(p", w )IP1' . 

(b) If we have that w((x- oo ,(3)) = 00 holds for every jJ > X- oo , then the space 
BM0F,'+(p",w) coincides with BMO+(p",w). 

2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 

In this paragraph we state the results that characterize the dual space of Ht1'( w) , 

which is the purpose of the paper. 

Theorem 2.1. Let w E At ' r > q, , a positive integer and 0 < p ~ 1 such 

that (r + l)p ~ q if q > 1 or (r + l)p > 1 if q = 1. If L belongs to [Ht1'(w)]* 
we have that 

(i) if there exists (3 > X-oo such that w((x-oo , (3)) < 00, then there exists a 
unique R belonging to BMO+(p",w) such that 

L(f) = J l(x) f(x) dx 
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holds for every f E L~(I,w) where I c (x-co,oo) is any interval with 
- w(I) < 00. Moreover, 

Oi) if we have that w«x-co, (3)) = 00 holds for every (3 > x-co, then there 

exists a unique class l belonging to BMO+(p,'Y,w)/P-y such that for any £' 
belonging to £, we have that 

L(J) = j £'(x) f(x) dx 

holds for every f E L~(I,w), where Ie (x-co,oo) is any interval with 

w( I) < 00. Moreover 

Theorem 2.2. Let w E At, 'Y a positive integer and 0 < p ::; 1 such that 

('Y + l)p 2 q if q > 1 or ('Y + l)p > 1 if q = 1. Then, we have 

(1) if there exists (3 > X-co such that w«x-co , (3)) < 00, given £ belonging to 
BMO+(p, 'Y, w), the functional 

L(J)= j£(x) f(x) dx 

is well defined on the dense set D (see Remark (1.6)) and, 

IILII ::; cp,-y,w 11£IIBMo+(p,-y,w) . 

(ii) if we have that w«x-co ,(3)) = 00 holds for every (3 > x-co, given l belong

ing to BMO+(p,'Y,w)/P-y and £' in the class l, the functional 

L(J) = j £'(x) f(x) dx 

is well defined on the dense set D, L is independent of £' Eland 

Tbeorem 2.3. Let w E At, 'Y a positive integer and 0 < p ::; 1 such that 

( 'Y + l)p 2 q if q > 1 or ('Y + l)p > 1 if q = 1. Then, we have 
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(i) if tbere exists (3 > X-<Xl satisfying w«x-<Xl,(3») < 00, then there exists 

a bijective linear application i from [H~,-y(w)l· into BMO+(p,,,(,w) such 

tbat if i(L) = £, tben 

L(f) = J l(x) f(x) dx 

bolds for every fED. Moreover, 

(ii) if we bave w«x-<Xl' (3)) = 00 holds for every (j > X-<Xl, then there exists 

a bijective linear application i from[H~,-y(w)l* into BMOF+(p,,,(,w)/P-y 

sucb tbat if i(L) = 7 and l' belongs to 7, tlwn 

L(f) = J l'(x) f(x) dx 

bolds for every fED. Moreover, 

Theorem 2.4. Let w E At, "( a positive integer and 0 < p ~ 1 SUell tiJat 

("( + l)p ~ q if q > 1 or ("( + l)p > 1 if q = 1. If X -<Xl = - 00 then the conclusions 
of part (ii) of Theorem (2.3) hold for every f belonging to the dense set Dl (see 

Remark (1.8)) even iftbere exists (3 such that w((-oo,{J» < 00. 

3. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS 

Lemma 3.1. Let wE At, , ~ 1 an integer and, 0 < p ~ 1 such that 

("( + l)p ~ q > 1 or ("( + l)p > q = 1 and r ~ q > 1 or r > q = 1. Let 

I C (x-<Xl,oo) be an interval with w(I) < 00 and let f belong to L;(I,w). 

Tben f E H~,-y(w) and 

Proof. Let 0: < (3 be the end points of I. 

If max(x_<Xl'O: - III) ~ x, by definition (1.3), we have f.+,-y(x) ~ M+ f(x). 

Then, by Holder's inequality and applying Lemma (1.2), we obtain 
E. 

{<Xl f.+,-y(x)Pw(x)dx ~ (jll M+ f(XrW(X)dX) r w(l U I)l-~ 
Jmax(x_oo,Ot-II\J -<Xl 

(3.2) ~ cr,p,wllfll~r(l.w)w(l)l-~ . 
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If there exists x such that X-oo < x < a_~- III, then I has null moments up to 
the order , - 1 and the interval I is bounded. Let 'lj; belong to the class cI> 'Y( x ) 

and I", the interval associated with 'lj; in this class. We have 

We may assume that I n I", =1= 0, then a - x ::; 11",1 and we get 

I < I, 'lj; > I ::; IID'Y~lIoo 111'Y [II(t)ldt ,. if 

( III )'Y+1 1 [ 
::; c'Y a _ x . TIT if II(t)ldt . 

Since for every x such that. X-oo < x < a - III, the one-sided maximal function 
M+ X 7 satisfies: J~lx ::; M+ X J<x), it follows that 

No.w, by Holder's inequality and taking into account that w E At , we have 

1 [ 1 ([ ,) 1/r' TIT if II(t)ldt ::; IIIIILr(I,w) TIT if w(t)-r Ir dt 

::; Cr,w IIIllu(I,w) w(i)-1/r , 

which implies that 

Then, by Lemma (1.2), we get 

By (3.2) and (3.3), this lemma is proved .• 

Remark. . The estimation for the p-norm IIIIIHP (w) in Lemma (1.4) also + . ., 
follows from Lemma (3.1). 

Lemma 3.4. Let w ~ O· and r > 1. Let I be an interval with w(I) < 00. 

Then, if gXf E Lr'(I,w) we have that gXf E L1(I,w). In particular, the 

orthogonal projection PI(gW) is well defined. 
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The proof is an immediate consequence of Holder's inequality. 

Lemma 3.5. Let w E At and r ~ q > 1 or r > q = 1. We assume that 
Ie (x- oo , 00) is an interval satisfying the condition III < dist (x- oo , I). Then, if 
f E Lr(I, w) we have that f E L1(!). In particular, the orthogonal projection 
PI(f) is well defined. 

Proof. Let us observe the condition III < dist (x -00,1) implies that I is a 
bounded interval and if we define I as in Lemma (1.2) it follows that wei) > O. 
By Holder's inequalitiy and the At condition, r > 1, we get 

[ ( [ ) 1/7' ( [ ) l/r' 
iI If(x)ldx:::; iIlf(xWw(x)dx iI w(x)-r'/rdx 

:::; cr,w IIlllfIlU(I,w)w(I)-l/r < 00 , 

as we wanted to show .• 

Proof of Theorem (2.1). 
Part (i). We consider a sequence {.8kh;:::l i Xoo , such that for every k ~ 1, 

the interval h = (X- oo ,.8k) satisfies w(Ik) < 00. In the case of w((x-oo,xoo » < 
00, we take .8k = Xoo , k ~ 1. Given f E Y(h, w), by Lemma (3.1), we have 

IL(f)1 :::; IILllllfIlH~,-y(w) 
1 1 

:::; C"r,p,w IILllllfllu(Ik,W)w(hF--;:· 

Therefore, L induces a continuous linear functional on LT(h, w). Then, by 
Riesz's Representation Theorem, there exists a unique gk E Lr' (h, w) such that 

L(f) = J f(x) gk(X) w(x) dx 

holds for every f E Lr(h, w). The uniqueness of gk, implies that the restriction 
9k+11Ik is equal to gk almost everywhere in h; then, there exists a unique function 
9 defined on (x-oo,x oo ) such that for every interval Ie (x_oo, oo) with weI) < 
00, we have 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 

JI Ig(xW' w(x)dx < 00 and 
L(f) = J f(x) g(x) w(x)dx, for every fEY (I, w) . 

Let us prove that .e = gw belongs to BMO+(p",w). Let I C (x-oo,oo) be 
an interval with weI) < 00 and dist (x- oo ,1) :::; III. The function f = 8g(£) X I 
belongs to U(I,w). Besides, by (3.7), Lemma (3.1) and taking into account that 
Ilfllu(I,w) :::; IIfllL<>ow(I)l/r, we have 

(3.8) 11£,dx = J.e f dx = L(f) :::; C"r,p,wII L llw(I)l/P • 
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Now, we assume that III <dist(x-co,I). By (3.6) and Lemma (3.4), the orthog-
onal projection PI (e) is well defined. The function f = 8g[e - PI(e)] X I belongs 
to U(I,w) and by Lemma (3.5) we get 

lie -PI(e)ldx = l[e - PI(e)]f dx 

= l[e - PI(e)][f - P1(J)] dx 

= 1 e[J - PI(J)] dx . 

Applying (3.7), Lemma (3.1) and (1.12), we obtain 

lie -PI(e)1 dx = L[(J - PI(J))XI] 

(3.9) S; IILII c-y,r,p,w II(J - P1(J))XIII uoow(I)l/p 

S; c~,r,p,w IILII w(I)l/p . 

From (3.8) and (3.9) it follows that e E BMO+(p; ,,(, w). 

Part (ii). Now, for every (3 > x-co, w((x-co , (3)) is infinite. This condition implies 
that x-co = -00. Let {adk2':l 1-00 and {(3dk2':l T Xco be two sequences such 
that for every k :::: 1, the interval Ik = (ak' (3k) satisfies w(Ik) < 00. If there 
exists a satisfying w((a, xco )) < 00, we take (3k = xco , k :::: 1. By Lemma 
(3.1), L induces a continuous linear functional on L~(h,w), which, by Hahn-
Banach, can be extended to Lr(h, w). By Riesz Representation Theorem, the 
extension is represented by a function 9 k belonging to L r' (I k, w). Suppose there 
exist functions gk and g~ in Lr' (Ik, w) such that 

J f(x) 9k(X) w(x) dx = J f(x) g~(x) w(x) dx , 

holds for every f E L;(Ik, w). We want to show that 9 = gk - g~ is equal to 
Pw- 1 almost everywhere in h, where P is a polynomial of degree less than "(. 
In fact, given f E Lr(h, w), the function [f - Ph(J)] X lk belongs to L~(h, w); 
then, using Lemma (3.4), we have 
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Thus, since Ik C (x-oo,x oo ) it follows that 9 = Plk~gW) a.e, in Ik. 

Taking into account that h = (ak' 13k) i (x- oo , xoo ), we can define a function 9 
on (x- oo , xoo ) such that for every Ie (x- oo , x oo ) with w(I) < 00, the properties 
(3.6) and 

L(f) = J f(x) g(x) w(~) dx, for every f E L~(I, w) 

also holds. 

In this part (ii), if we have an interval I with wei) < 00, then III < dist (x-oo, I) 
= 00 and arguing as in (3.9), it follows that R = gw E BMO+(p,'Y,w) .• 

Let f be a locally integrable function on (x- oo , (0) belonging to Ht'Y( w). For 
every integer n, we define the open set 

and we denote .its component intervals by In,i, i 2: 1, where In,l is, if there 
exists, the connected component that starts at x-oo , and In,l = 0 otherwise. In 
addition, for every i > 1 and j 2: 1 , we define functions "7n,i,j( x) 2: 0 belonging 
to Co( IR) such that 

. (3.10) (2: "7n'i,j(X)) 
j~l 

X I . (x) = X I . (x), n,l n,l 
i>l; 

and polynomials Pn,i,j(f) of degree less than 'Y, explicity given by the formula 

where {e~,i,j} r:;~ is an orthonormal basis of the subspace of L2( "7n,i,j X In,,) gen-
erated by 1, x, ... ,x'Y- l . From their definition, it follows that the polynomials 
Pn,i,j(f) satisfy 

J f(x) x 8 "7n,i,j(X) Xln,,(X) dx 

(3.11) = J Pn,i,j(f)(X)x8 "7n,i,j(X)Xln,,(X) dx, 0 ~ s < 'Y • 

For an explicit definition of the functions "7n,i,j see section 5 in [3]. 
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We recall that in the proof of Theorem (2.2) in [3]' (see (5.1)), for every i > 1 
and j 2: 1 , we obtained the estimate 

(3.12) sup IPn,i,j(J)(x)1 ::; c 2n , 
xEsupport( 'In, ',j) 

where the constant c is independent of nand f. 

Taking into account the notations introduced above, for each integer n, we con-
sider the function gn(x) defined as 

(3.13) gn( x) = f(x) X co. n (x) + L L Pn,i,j(J)( X )1]n,i,j(X) X In,,(X) , 
i>1 j?,1 

which satisfies 

(3.14) a.e. in (x- oo , (0) , 

where the constant c is independent of nand f. 

Proof of Theorem (2.2). Let C belong to BMO+(p,"'(,w). For every bounded 
f\Inction f supported in an interval I = (a., (3) C (x.:.oo, (0) with w( I) < 00, we 
have that J IC(x)1 If(x)1 dx::; Ilflloo i IC(x) dx < 00 . 

Then, the linear functional L(J) = J C(x)f(x)dx is well defined on the dense set 
D (see Remark (1.6)). We want to show that L is a bounded functional and 
therefore that it can be extended to H~,.rC w). Since f E Loo, if M is large 
enough, then the set nM is empty and by (3.13), we have gM = f. Thus, 

M-l 

(3.15) f(x) = L [gn+l(X) - gn(x)] + gN(X) . 
n=N 

From the definition of gn, if follows that its support is contained in the union 
I U nn C (x- oo , (3). 

If C E BMO+(p,"'(,w) and w((x-oo,(3)) < 00, then e is integrable on (x- oo ,(3) 
and taking into account (3.14), we get 

M-l fJ fJ J fC dx = L 1 (gn+l - gn)C dx + 1 gNC dx . 
n=N X_ oo X- oo 

For the last integral on the' right hand side, we have 
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which goes zero for N tending to -00 . 

Now, let us suppose w«x- oo ,,8)) = 00. Then, the hypothesis w(l) = w«O',,B)) < 
00 implies that X-oo = -00 < 0' < ,8 < +00. By Lemma (1.4) if f belongs to 
L;;o(J), then we have 

On the other hand, it is easy to see that for x < (1, the following inequalities 

(3.16) 

hold. Thus, 

On = {x : 2n < f~(x)} c {x : 2n < c, Ilflloo[M+ \,(X)j'+l} 

C {" X < jJ,2n < 0, IIfll~ 4'+' [a _ ~I~ 21Ir+'} ~ I n . 

It can be verified without difficult that I n is either the (~mpty set or an interval 
with finite end points, where the upper end point is equal to ,B. Since I = (0', (1), 
then J U I n = Kn is a bounded interval. Besides, if n is negative enough then 
In :::> J and thereforeKn = I n. In conclusion, y" is supported in a bounded 
interval K n = (b,,8) with w( K n) < 00. We shall estimate the w -measure of K n 

for very negative values of n, i.e., when Kn = J". In virtu(' of the first inequality 
of (3.16) we have 

By Chebyshev's inequality, if s > 0 then 

Since the weight w satisfies the hypotheses we can a..o.;sume that w E A~ , with 
h + l)p > r > 1. Let s be a real number such that 0 < s < p and h + l)s = 
r > 1. Then 

j[M+ X [(x)]h+1)sw(x) dx ~ c""w w(l) , 

and thus, we obtain 

(3.17) 
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It is easy to verify directly that J 9N(X) XS dx = 0 for 0 ~ s < 'Y. In fact, adding 
in (3.11) for j ;::: 1 and i > 1, we have 

LL f f(x) XS 7]n,i,j(X) Xln.i(X) dx = 
i>l j?,l 

(3.18) = L L f Pn,i,j(f)(X) XS 7]n,i,j(X) Xln.i(X) dx , 
i>l j?,l 

In virtue of (3.12), since IPn,i,j(f)(X)7]n,i,j(x)1 ~ c 2n , Ui?l In,i = On (in this 
case: I n,l = 0) and On C Kn = (8, (3), where 8 is finite, then by Lebesgue's 
Dominated Convergence Theorem the right hand side of (3.18) is equal to 

On the other hand, taking into account that f belongs to Leo and that its support 
is a bounded set, by (3.10) and the Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem, 
the left hand side of (3.18) is equal to 

L L f f(x)X s 7]n,i,j(X)Xln,i(X) dx = L f f(X)X·Xln,i(X) dx 
.>1 J?l .>1 

= ( f(x)x S dx . 
Jn n 

Thus, 

f gn(x) XS dx = 1 f(x) x' dx + ( f(x) XS .dx = ff(X) XS dx = 0 
en n Jn n 

holds for 0 ~ s < 'Y . 

Going back to (3.15), we have that if l belongs to BMO+(p, 7, w) then 

J f(x)l(x) dx ~ LN [~r..+.(X) - g.(x)] + 9N(X)]l(X) dx, 

and, since l is integrable on K N , we get 
M-1 

f f(x)l(x) dx = L [ [gn+1(X) - gn(x)]l(x) dx + ( gN(x)l(x) dx . 
n=N JKN JKN 

If N i~ negative enough, then KN = IN and, from the fact that gN has null 
moments up to the order 7 - 1, for the last integral on the right hand side we 
have 

If 9Nl\ = liN 9Nl\ ~ liN gN[l- PJN(l)]dX\ 

~ c 2N [ Il(x) - PJN(l)(x)ldx ~ c 2NlIlIIBMo+(p,-y,w)w(JN)1/p 
JJN 
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which, in virtue of (3.17) is bounded by 

Since s < p 'it follows that 1 - sip> 0 and then the last expression goes to zero 
when N tends to -00. This proves that lim J gNl dx = 0, also in this case. 

N-+oo 
Therefore, we always have 

M-l J f(x)l(x) dx = 'E j[gn+l - gn)l dx. 
-00 

In the proofof Theorem (2.2), in section 5 of [3]' it was shown that 

gnH(X) - gn(x) = 'E An,;(x) + An,l(X) , 
;>1 

where the support of the function An,; are contained in the connected components 
In,; of On, IIAn,;lIoo :::; C 2n and, moreover, if i > 1 then J AnAx)xB dx = 
o holds for 0 :::; s < "y. Since On is contained in an interval with finite w

measure ((x-oo,{:J) or I n) and, by definition, l is integrable on these intervals, 
the Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem and Remark (1.14) imply that 

Ij(gn+l - gn)l dxl = ~ j An,;(x)l(x) dx 

:::; c 2nlllIlBMo+(p,l',w) 'E w(In,;)l/p 

Then 

[ 

00 ] lip 
:::; c IllIIBMO+(p,l',w) ~ 2nPw(On) 

:::; C IllIIBMO+(p;I"~) IlfIIH~.~(w) , 
as we wanted to show .• 

Proof of Theorem {2.3}. We define the application i as i(L) = l, where l is - -the function associated to L in part (i) of Theorem (2.1), or i(L) = l, where l is 
the class associated to L in part (ii) of the same theorem. Since D is a dense set 
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III [Htl' ( W )]* , it follows that i is an inyective application. Taking into account 
Theorems (2.1) and (2.2) then Theorem (2.3) follows immediately .• 

For every non-negative integer n and every real number a > _2n+I , we define 
the interval " 

In,a = [_2n+I, a] . 

If a = _2n then, we denote by In the interval In,-2n = [_2n+I, _2n]. Moreover, 
given a function R. belonging locally to LI( -00, a], we denote the orthogonal 
projections PIn,a (R.) and PIn (R.) by Pn,a and Pn respectively. 

Lemma 3.19. Let w E At, 1 a positive integer and 0 < p :::; 1 sucb tbat 

C'Y+1)p 2:: q if q > 1 or C'Y+1)p > 1 if q = 1. Assume X_(X) = -00 and let a. and 
n sucb tbat lal :::; 2n and w((-oo, a)) < 00. If R. belongs to BMOF+(p, 1, w), 
tben 

(i) for every k > n, we have 

sup IPk+I(X) - Pk(x)1 :::; cl' 11R.IIBMOF+(p,l',w)Tk W(h+I,a)I/P 

xEIn,a 

and, 

(ii) sUPxE:In,a IPn+I(X) - Pn,a(x)1 :::; cl' 11R.IIBMOF+(p,l',w)2-n w(In+I,a)l/p . 

Proof. For lal :::; 2n and k > n, we have 

Then, by Lemma (1.13) and since h U h+I C Ik+I,a, we get 

sup IPk+I(X) - Pk(x)1 :::; 
xEIn,a 

< sup IPk+I(X) - Pk+l,a(x)1 + sup IPk+l,a(X) - Pk(x)1 
xEIk+l,a xEh+l,a 

Therefore 
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which is part (i) of the lemma. In order to prove part (ii), we observe that 
IIn+1,al ~ (5/2)IIn+ll and IIn+11 ~ 2IIn,al, thus IIn+1 ,al ~ 5lIn+ll and IIn+1 ,al ~ 
5IIn,al· Then, by Lemma (1.13) and since In+l U In,a C In+1 ,a, 

sup IPn+l(X) - Pn,a(x)1 ~ 
xEln,a 

as we wanted to show .• 

In order to prove Theorem (2.4) we need the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.20. Let w E At ' "j a positive integer and 0 < p ~ 1 such tlwt 

b + l)p :2: q if q > 1 or b+ l)p > 1 if q = 1. Assume X-co = -00 and that 

there exists (3 satisfying w((--oo, (3)) < 00. Then, given l E BMOF+(p,"j,w)/P'Y 
there exists a uniquefl E l belonging to B M 0 + (p, "j, w) such that 

Proof. Let' E BMOF+(p,"j,w) and b such that w((-oo,b)) < 00. Choose m 
such that Ibl::; 2m . By part (i) of Lemma (3.19), we have that for every k > m 

Then given i > j > m 

i-I 

sup IPi(X) - Pj(x)1 ::; L sup lPk+l(X) - Pk(x)1 
xElrn,b k=j xElm,b 

i-I 

::; c'Y II f IIBMoF+(p,'Y,w) L Tk w(Ik+l,b?/P 
k=j 

:s: c'Y IIfIIBMoF+(p,'Y,w) we( -00, b))l/P TJ+l . 

This implies that {Pk} k>m is a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space of the 
continuous functions on Im,b. Therefore there exists a polynomial P E P-y such 
that 

lim sup IP(x) - Pk(x)1 = 0 . 
k-co xElm,b 
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Thus, 

i b Ie - Pldx = f j Ie - Pldx + J:, ~+1 Ie - Pldx 
(Xl n=m+l In 2 

~ f j Ie - Pnldx + f J IPn - Pldx 
n=m+l In n=m+l In 

= I + I I + I I I + IV . 

Let us estimate I + III . By definition of BMOF+(p,l',w) and recalling that 
o < p ~ 1, we have 

I + III oS IlfIIBMOF+(p,",w) C~+, w(In)"P + W(Im,,)"') 

~ IleIIBMOF+(p,-y,w) w(( -00, b))l/P . 

Next, we shall estimate II. We have 

Using part (i) and (ii) of Lemma (3.19) with a = _2n , we get 
(Xl (Xl 

II ~ c~ IleIIBMOF+(p,-y,w) L 2n L 2- k W(Ik+l U ... U In)l/P . 
n=m+l k=n 

Since 0 < p ~ 1 , the double series on the right hand side is bounded by 

[.x:+, 2n'~t"%W(Ii)l 'I, 

< [.x:+, 2n't,W(Ii ).t T·r' 
oS c, [.x:+, 2n, t, 2- j 'W(Ii f' 
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Thus, 

Finally, let us estimate IV. We ha.ve 

1 !Pm,b - Pldx ~ f: f IPHI - Pkl dx + /, !Pm+l - Pm,bldx 
1Tn ,b k=m+l 1m ,'; • {m.b 

=A+B. 

Using part (i) of Lemma (3.19) with n = m and a = b, we get 

00 
A ~ c-y IIfllBMoF+(p,-y,w)IIm,bl L Tkw(IHI,b)I/P 

k=m+l 

and using part (ii) of Lemma (3.19), we have 

B- ~ C-y IIfllBMOF+(P,-y,w)IIm,bI2-mw(Im+l,b)I/P 

~ c~ IIfllBMOF+(p,-y,w) w« -00, b))l/P . 

Let us consider two different values of b, say band b' , and let P and pI the 
polynomials obtained above that satisfy 

and 
b' 

100 If - plldx ~ C w« -00, b' ))l/P < 00 . 

Then, if f3 = min( b, b' ), we have 

Thus, P - pI == 0 showing that there exists a unique P E 'P-y satisfying 

Taking fl = f- P we find.that f' E BMO+(p,"!,w) and 

IIt"IIBMO+(p,-y,w) ~ cp,-y II f IlBMoF+(lJ.·,.II') 

= cp,-y lIilIBMoF+(P.1. W )/P.., 
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as we wanted to show .• 

Proof of Theorem (2.4). If we have that w(( -00, ,8)) = 00 holds for every ,8 
then, since Dl = D, Theorem (2.3) coincides with Theorem (2.4). 

Now, let us assume that there exists ,8 satisfying w(( -00, ,8)) < 00. If L be-
longs to [H~,-y( w )]*, by part (i) of Theorem (2.3), we have that i(L) = £ E 
BMO+(p,,,(,w) and 

L(J) = J £(x)f(x) dx 

holds for every fED. If f belongs to the dense set Dl , then 

L(J) = J £/(x)f(x) dx 

holds for every £1 E £ E BMOF+(p,,,(,w)/P, , since £ - £I = P E 'P, and 
J f(x)P(x) dx = O. Then, we can define T(L) = l and, in virtue of part (i) 
of Theorem (2.3) we obtain that 

Thus, 

(3.21) 

By Proposition (3.20) given a class l E BMOF+(p, ,,(,W )/P" there exists a unique 
representarve £1 such that £1 E BMO+(p,,,(,w) and, 

(3.22) 

Now, by part (i) of Theorem (2.2), the functional 

L(J) = J l(x)f(x) dx , 

is well defined on the dense set D and, 

(3.23) 

Therefore, i(L) = £1 and, in consequence, T(L) = it = l showing that T is a 
surjective application. Moreover, in virtue of (3.21), (3.23) and (3.22) we have 
tha, 
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ThiS' finishes the proof. _ 
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Abstract 

The Picard's method for solving Y' = f (x, y) , y (xo) = Yo, is 
considered here for If (x, YI) - f (x, Y2)1 :::; 'P (IYI - Y21). It is shown 
that for rather general Osgood's functions 'P , the difference of two 
successive approximations converges at exponentially decreasing rate. 
An application to parabolic partial differential equations is given as 
well. 

Key Words: Successive approximations. Theoretical approxi
. mation of solutions. Osgood's functions. 

1 Introduction 

73 

In a landmark paper W. Osgood (1898) introduced a condition weaker than 
the well known Cauchy-Lipschitz one that guarantees the uniqueness of the 
solution of the initial value problem for a first order equation. Later, A. 
Wintner (1946) showed that Osgood's uniqueness condition implies the con-
vergence of the successive approximation on a sufficiently small interval. 
Later on, J. Lasalle (1949) extended Wintner's method to the case of the 
uniqueness condition for the solution given by P. Montel and M. Nagumo 
in 1926. Lasalle's method is essentially Wintner's but adapted to a different 
condition. One of the improvements introduced by Lasalle is the fact that the 
zero approximation can be chosen to be anyone but sufficiently small in Loo 

°1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 34A45 Secondary 35K05 
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norm. Lasalle and Wintner's papers raise questions concerning the speed of 
the convergence of the successive approximations. It is the aim of this paper 
to answer these questions for the cases of rather general Osgood's functions. 
In fact, we show that in cases such as r.p (t) = t Ilogtl,8 0 < f3 ::; 1, the differ-
ence of two successive approximations IYn+! - Yn I converges at exponentially 
decreasing speed. 

The result in this paper can be easily extended to the case of first order 
systems very much in the same way as Lasalle (1949). For such a generaliza-
tion we refer the reader to the paper by Lasalle . 

. We will deal with the equation 

Y' = f (x, y) 

with initial condition Y (xo) = Yo. f is a continuous function which verifies 
that If (x, yJ) - f (x, Y2)1 ::; r.p (IYI - Y2J), where a ::; x ::; band c ::; Y ::; d. 
r.p satisfies the modified Osgood's conditions below in 2.1. For the sake of 
simplicity we may assume that -a ::; x ::; a, -c ::; Y ::; c and Xo = 0, Yo = O. 
We consider the successive approximations 

x 

Yn+! (x) = J f (t, Yn (t)) dt 
o 

and study the modalit.y of convergence of 

for Ixl ::; {j and {j > 0 suitably small. Within that range we will have 

'(1) 

for n ;:::: no, for some no, r,O < r < I, and C a positive constant. Consider 
the auxiliary iteration 

x 

Zn+! (4) = J r.p (zn (t)) dt, 
o 

in general Wn ::; Zn. We study the speed of convergence to zero of Zn (x), 
which automatically will imply the result. 

In the final section we briefly indicate some other applications to parabolic 
partial differential equations. 
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2 Osgood's functions 

A real valued function <p is an Osgood's function if the following conditions 
are met: 

1) <p is non-negative continuous and monotone on (0,6), for some 6 > O. 
2) f; <p(~) = 00, for any t:, 0 < t: ~ 6. 

Remark 1 1) and 2) above imply immediately that limx __ o+ <p (x) = 0 and 
that i.p is non-decreasing. We will define <p (0) = o. 

2.1 Modified Osgood's condition 

Throughout this paper we shall be concerned with Osgood's functions of the 
type 

b 

i.p(t) =t JW~s) ds, 
t 

where b > 0 is a given constant. W is a non-negative continuous non-
decreasing function on [0, b], such that 

b J W ~s) ds =00. 

D 

b 
Notice that i.p (0+) = O. Occasionally we use the notation (Y (t) = f w(s) ds. 

. t 8 

From now on we will assume b ~ 1. 

Lemma 1 The function i.p satisfies the following properties: 

(i) There is some a, a> 0, such that <p (a) = a. 

(ii) lim <p' (t) > l. 
t-+O+ 

There is some 6,0 < 6 ~ a, such that for t,O < t ~ 6, it holds 
that 

(iii)i.p' and (Yare decreasing, 

(iv) (Y (tn) ~ n(Y (b,,;;:l t), for all n = 1,2, ... 

(v) the quotient ;,<tl) = :Jtl) is bounded, and 

(vi)<p2ft) = ta2 (t) is increasing. 
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Proof. (i) holds because 'P (0) = 0, 'P (b) = 0 and 'P is concave. (ii) and (iii) 
follow from the representation 

'P' (t) = a (t) - w (t) = lb W (s ) ds - w (t) . 
t s 

(iv) We show the case b = 1, the others follow by considering the function 
iT (T) = a (bT) and the change of variable t = bT. Let a, (3, 0 < a, (3 ~ 1, 
then 

1 1 1 1 

J w (as) ds + J w (s) ds < J w (s) ds + J w (s) ds 
s s - s s 

(3 0: (3 0: 

a (a) + a (,8) . 

( ) ~ .. u(t) 1 t 0+ 
V <p'(t) = u(t)-w(t) ---+ ,as ---+ • 

(vi) it (ta (t)2) = a (t)(a(t) - 2w (t)) > o. 

2.2 Most common modified Osgood's functions 
It is straightforward to show that the following functions satisfy the modified 
Osgood's conditions: 

'Pk (t) = t (log (1/ t) )(31 (log log (l/t))f32 ... (log log log (1 /t) )(3" 

for some 0 ~ ,8i < 1, i = 1, ... , k - 1,0 < ,8k ~ 1, k = 1,2, .... These are the 
most common modified Osgood's functions. Observe that for all of them, the 
constant b satisfies that b ~ 1. 

3 Auxiliary lemmata 
From now on we will assume b ~ 1. The following lemmata are the technical 
tools for proving that Ilwnll ~ Crn for some r , 0 < r < 1, C a positive 
constant. Assume that 0 < t ~ I), where I) > 0 is as in Lemma 1. 
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L (( )n) A <p(xt+1 emma 2 'P >''P x ~ nb x ' for any >. ~ 1,n = 1,2, .... 

Proof. From 'P (t) = tfJ (t) and Lemma 1 ( iii), (iv) it follows that 

'P (>''P (xt) - >''P (xt fJ (>''P (xt) 

- >''P (xt fJ (>.xnfJ (x)n) 

< >''P (xt fJ (xn) 

< n~'P (xt (J (x) 

>. 'P (xt+1 
- n-

b x 

L x ()n 1 <p(:I:),,+l <p(X)n+1 _ 
emma 3 10 'P t dt ~ <p'(x) n+1 ~ n+1 ,n - 1,2, .... 

Proof. Lemma 1 (iii) and (ii) imply that 

r 'P (tt dt < r 'P (tt <p' (t) dt = _1_'P (xt+1 < 'P (xt+1 
Jo - Jo 'P' (x) 'P' (x) n + 1 - n + 1 

Lemma 4 There exists a positive constant C such that I: ~ dt ~ n~l 'P (x) n , 
,n = 1,2, .... 

'Proof. Lemma 1 (v)-{vi) and Lemma 3 give 

r 'P(tr dt 
Jo t 

_ r 'P (t)2 'P (tt-2 dt 
Jo t 

< 'P (X)2 r 'P (tr-2 dt 
x Jo 

'P(X)2 1 'P(xr-1 

< '-x-'P'(x) n-1 

C (-n < n_ 1'P x ) . 

Lemma 5 Let Zo be a non-negative function defined for Ixl ~ fJ, Zo (x) ~ 1], 
x 

fJ and 1] small enough. Suppose Zn+ 1 (x) = I 'P (Zn (t)) dt, then, 
o 
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o ~ Zl (x) ~X, 

o ~ Zn(X) ~ cn-2cp(X)", n = 2,3, ... , C > 1 a suitable 
constant. 

Proof. cp is a continuous function with cp (0) = 0, so for 11 > 0 sufficiently 
small, 

IX 

o ~ Zl (x) ~ I cp (1IZoID dt ~ x. 
o 

., Put C = ~' , where 0' is as in Lemma 4 and such that 0' > b. For n = 2, 
we use Lemma 3 to get 

x x 1 
o ~ Z2 (x) ~ I cp (Zl (t» dt ~ I cp (t) dt ~ "2CP (X)2 ~ cP (X)2 .. 

o 0 

Now, by induction on n, for n Z 2, 

Z IX 

o < zn+1 (x) == I cp{zn (t» dt ~ I 'P (cn-2cp(tt) dt 
o 0 

cn-2 IX cp (t)"+l 
< n--· dt 

b t o 

< cn-2 C' ()n+1 n---cp x 
b n 

_ on-lcp (x)"+1 , 

because of Lemmas 2 and 4. 

4 Rate of convergence of the successive ap
proximations 

In order to analyze the rate of convergence of Wn , observe that 

IX Z 

W'HI (x) ~ I If (t, Yn+l (t» - f (t, Yn (t»1 dt ~ I cp (wn (t» dt. 
o 0 
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We will consider a different iteration. If we begin with small initial values, 
namely: 

Wo (x) $.1], 

we study the auxiliary iteration 
z 

for Ixl $. 6, 

Zn+l (x) = J It' (Zn (t)) dt, 
o 

where Zo = 1]. It is clear that WI $. Zl and, in general Wn $. Zn, which is a 
consequence of the monotonicity of <po Then it will be enough to prove the 
estimate (1) for Zn. It will be worth to notice that 

because of the concavity of <p, plus <p (0) = o. The next step will be to study 
the speed of convergence to zero of Zn (x), Ixl ::; 6 and to show that for Zn (x) 
the estimate (1) is valid. Indeed, from Lemma 5, there exists a constant 
C > 1 such that 0 $. Zn (x) $. C n - 2<p (xt. By the continuity of <p and the 
fact that <p(0) = 0, for any r, 0 < r < 1, there is some 6',0 < 6' $. 6, for 
which C<p (x) $. r, for Ixl $. 6'. 

Thus, we have proven the following theorem: 

Theorem 6 Let f be a continuous functions on the rectangle R = [-c, c] x 
[-d,d]. Suppose that 

for Ixl$. c,IYil $. d, i = 1,2, where <p verifies the modifieA Osgood's condi

tions stated in section 2.1. Then, the successive approximations 

z 

YnH (x) = J f (t, Yn (t)) dt, 
o 

IYol $. 1],1]> 0 sufficiently small, satisfy 

for some r,O < r < 1, some C large enough and Ixl $. 6, for some positive 

6. 
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5 An application to partial differential equa
tions 

Consider the following parabolic partial differential equation 

Ut=~u+F(u,x,t), U(x,O) = O. 

Assume that F is a continuous function that satisfies 

where IIIL!; is an ad-hoc norm in the space variables and i.p is a modified 
Osgood's function as in section 2.l. 

Let K (x, t) be the usual L1 fundamental solution! and implement the 
iterations 

t 

Un+1 (x, t) = J fa"" K(x - y, t - T) F (un (y, T), y, T) dydT, 
o 

Uo is chosen to be Co in R m with small Loo norm. Then I\Un+1 -'- unllx , which 
is a function of t, satisfies that 

t 

IIUn+l - unllx S; J llfa", K (x - y, t - T) (F (un, y, T) - F (un_I, y, T)) dy IL dT 
o 

t 

< jllF (un,., T) - F (un-I," T)llx dT 
o 

t 

< J'P (liun - un-Illx) dT. 
o 

With a similar procedure as the one employed before, by choosing Uo 
suitably small in the appropriate ad-hoc norm, it follows that 

for 0 S; t < {;, some {; > 0 and some r, 0 < r < 1. 

1 As it is well known, B. Frank Jonffi has constructed fundamental solutions that are 
not of the usual type. 
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GEODESICS AND INTERPOLATION 

E. ANDRUCHOW G. CORAClI M. MILMAN AND D. STOJANOFF 

Presentado por Carlos Segovia Femimdez 

Abstract. Let a and b be two invertible positive elements in a C* -algebraA C 
L(H) , and denote by· II Iia and II lib the corresponding quadratic norms on H 
induced by tHem. We show that the curve of norms obtained by the complex method 
of interpolation appJj.ed to II lIa and II lib corresponds precisely with the (unique) 
geodesic curve joining a and b in the natural homogeneous reductive structure of the 
space of A + of invertible positive elements of A. We study some of the consequences 
of this correspondence between interpolation theory and the differential geometry of 
A+. . 

Introd nction. 

The purpose of this paper is to relate the geometry of the homogeneous space A + of 
positive invertible elements of a C * -algebra A C L(H) (see [5]) with the diver.ge methods 
for interpolating quadratic norms in H. In [13] Semmes suggests this geometrical point 
of view. We prove that the curve obtained by Calderon's method of complex interpolation 
between 1I.lra =< a.,. :> and 1I.lIb =< b.,. > agrees with the unique geodesic curve 
,a,b joining a with b in A+ , via the identification a = 1I.lIa. We also show that the 
length of curves given by the Finsler structure of A+ is the same as the natural length of 
interpolation curves of norms given in [13]. 

The relation between differential geometry of positive operators and interpolation theory' 
may give several applications in both areas. 

An easy example of this interaction is given by the reiteration property of the complex 
method of interpolation. This property states that no new norms are obtained by iterating 
the process of interpolation. If one regards this property from the geometric point of view 
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it is natural and trivial- recall [5] that in A + two elements are joined by a unique geodesic. 

As an application in the other direction the characterization of geodesics by interpolation 
gives a trivial proof of the convexity properties of the geodesics in A+ (see 2.5). 

In section §1 we recall from [5] the geometrical properties of the space A+ of positive 
invertible elements of a C* -algebra A C L(H) , where H is a separable complex Hilbert 
space. Specifically the formulas for its geodesics: for a, b in A+ the curve 

(t) - 1/2 tlog(a-1/2ba-1/2) 1/2 
"(a,b - a e a 

= al/2(a-l/2ba-l/2?al/2 

is the unique geodesic in A + joining a with b. 

In section §2 we show that these curves coincide with the curves obtained ",hen applying 
the complex method of Calderon to the norms given by its endpoints. We also prove that 
the lengths of the curves measured with the Finsler metric of A+ and with the natural 
metric for norms coincide. 

1. Geodesics in A+. 

Let A be a C*-algebra with identity contained in the space L(H) of bounded operators 
on the Hilbert space H. Let AS be the real subspace of selfadjoint elements of A, A+ 

the set of all positive invertible elements of A and G the group of invertible elements of 
A. We describe briefly the differentiable structure of A+ (for details, see [5]). 

Because A + is an open subset of AS, it carries a natural structure of (real) differentiable 
manifold and its tangent space (T A+)a (a E A+) can be identified to AS. The group 
G acts on A+ by Lga = (g*)-l ag -l (9 E G, a E A+). The action is transitive 
because every a E A+ can be expressed as La-l / 21. For a fixed a E A+ , the map 
7ra : G --> A+ defined by 7ra (g) = Lga (g E G) is a.principal fibre bundle with structural 
group Ua = {u E G : 7ra (u) = a} = {u E G: u*au = a}. Set WI = {s E G : as = s*a} 

and, in general, Wg = gW1 for 9 E G. An easy computation shows that Wgu= Wgu for 
every 9 E G, u E Ua . Thus, by [14], 9 f-+ Wg is the distribution of horizontal spaces for 
a connection on the principal bundle 7ra : G --> A+ (the "canonical" connection). This 
connection induces a connection on the tangent bundle (T A+) , with covariant derivative 
for a tangent field X along the curve "( given by 

DX _ dX _ ~(' -IX X -1') 
dt - dt 2 "("( + "( "( . 



The' corresponding exponential is 

1 X -II-IX eXPa X =e2' a ae2'a 

8S 

1.' a- 1 /. Xa- 1 / 2 '1. 
=,a 2 e a 2 

+ . (a E A ,X E (TAT)a) . 

Observe that eXPa ': (T A+)a -+ A+ is a diffeomorphism, with inverse 

Furthermore, for a, b in A + the curve 

(t) - 1/2 tlog(a- 1 / 2 ba- 1 / 2 ) 1/2 
,a,b - a e a 

= a1/2(a-1/2ba-1/2)ta1/2 

is the unique geodesic in A+ joining a with b. 

Assume now that A is faithfully represented in a Hilbert space (H, ( , )). For each 
a E A+ define an inner product in H by (e,1])a = (ae, 1]) (e,1] E H). On the other hand, 
each X E (TA+)a determines the sesquilinearform Bx(e, 1]) = (Xe, 1]) (e,1] E H). Note 
that if Ha denotes the Hilbert space (H, ( , )a), then every g EGis an isometry 
g : Ha -+ HLga and the norm of Bx : Ha x Ha -+ C is Ila-1 / 2 Xa-1/ 2 11. This defines a 
Finsler metric by IIXlla = Ila-1 / 2Xa-1/ 2 11 (X E (TA+)a) and G acts isometrically on 
A+ for'the Finsler metric. 

As usual, the length of a C1 curve , in A + is defined by 

and the (geodesic) distance between a, b in A+ is 

dCa, b) = inf{.e(T) :, joins a and b} . 

On the other hand, given two quadratic ~orms in H 

Ilxll; =< ax, x> and Ilxll~ =< bx, x> 

where a, bE A+ , the curve,of quadratic interpolation norms in the sense of Uhlmantr has 
the form:' 

IIxll~ =< ct(a,b)x,x > where 
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It is easy to see' that these two curves agree. Indeed, if a and b commute, et( a, b) = 
'Ya,b(t) = al-tbt . If one applies the action of G to a geodesic in A+ one obtains another 
geodesic. On the other hand, for any pair a, bE A+ , we have that al = (a + b)-1/2 a(a + 
b)-1/2 and bt = (a + b)-1/2b(a + b)-1/2 ,commute. Then we can deduce that 

'Ya,b(t) = (a + b)1/2'i'a~,bl(t)(a + b)1/2 

= (a + b)1/2a~-tbHa + W/2 

=ct(a,b). 

So we have proved the following: 

Proposition (1.1). Given a and b in A+ , Uhlmann's quadratic interpolation curve 

between the norms Ilxll~ =< ax, x > and IlxilE =< bx, x > is the unique geodesic joining 

a and b in A+. 

2. The complex method. 

Semmes states in [13J that the complex interpolation method of Calderon, when applied 
to a pair of quadratic norms II 110 and II \lIon en, produces a curve of quadratic norms 
II lit which solves the following differential equation: if Ft(v) = Ilvlli for a fixed v in en 

(1) { 
d2 F _ ~ Fj"k <!:!l dF. 
dt 2 - Llj,k dt dt 

F(O) = Ilvllo and F(l) = Ilvlh 

where Fj = g~, F" = :~, Fj" = a~2:Vk and F/k is the inverse matrix of Fi". 

Since these norms are quadratic, there exist positive matrices a, b and 'Y(t) such that 
'iv E en, IIvl16 =< av, v>, IIvlli =< bv, v > and Ilvll~ =< 'Y(t)v, v >. Simple calcula-
tions show that (1) is equivalent to 

(2) { d2 -y = !!::J. ",,-1 !!::J. 
dt 2 dt I dt 

'Y(O) = a and 'Y(1) = b 

This is precisely the equation that describes the geodesics of the homogeneous geometry 
of Mn(e)+. Note that this equation makes sense also in A+ , for any C· -algebra A. 
Therefore it would be interesting to know if in the case of infinite dimensional Hilbert 
spaces, the complex method of Calderon produces curves of quadratic norms which are 
solutions of (2). In fact, this is the case: 
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Proposition (2.1). Given a, b E A+, let II lit be the norm obtained by complex 

interpolation of the norms IIvl15 =< av, v > and IIvlli =< bv, v >. Then "Iv E H and 
"It E [0,1], 

IIvll; =< a1/2 (a-1/2ba-1/2)t a1/2 v, v > 

=< ia,b(t) v, v> 

In other words, complex interpolation is determined by the geodesics of A+ . 

Prooi By the results obtained in the previous section the result would follow if we show 
that the quadratic and complex methods of interpolation coincide isometrically for Hilbert 
norms. We remark that while the equivalence of the norms is not an issue in our context 
the equality of the norms requires a proof. 

By definition, 

Ilvll; = inf sup {liv + G(iy)II~, Ilv + G(l + iy)lli} 
G(t)=O yER 

where the infimum is taken over all bounded continuous H -valued functions G defined on 
the strip S = {O ~ Re(z) ~ I} which are analytic on the interior of S and vanish at t. 
Let c = a-1/2ba-1/2 and denote by IIII the usual norm of H. 

Given a competing analytic function G we see that F(z) = a1 / 2 G(z) is another competing 
analytic function and moreover, taking infimum over all possible G is the same as taking it 
over the functions F. Therefore, we have that IIVllt equals the norm of a1 / 2 v interpolated 
between the usual norm of H and the norm defined by c. Consequently it is sufficient to 
prove our statement for these two norms. Indeed, 

IIvll; =< ct a1 / 2 v, a1 / 2 v > 
=< al/2(a-l/2ba-l/2)tal/2v,v > 

Let us asume without loss that a = 1 and therefore b = c. First we consider the case 
when the spectrum of c is finite. Let {rl, ... ,rn } be the spectrum of c. There exist 
selfadjoint projections PI, ... ,Pn in A such that PiPj = 0 if i #- j, ~j=l pj = 1 and 
c ='.~j=l rjpj. Each analytic function G consists of an n-tuple (GI, ... , G n ) with values 
on the respective ranges of the projections pj. Consider those v = ~j=l PjV =~j=l Vj 
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such that Vj #- 0, 1 $ j ~ n. It suffices to prove the equality for these v, since they are 
dense in H. Then 

Ilvll~ = inf sup { t IIvj + Gj(iY)112, t rjllvj + Gj(I + iy)11 2 } . 
Gj(t)=o yER j=1 j=1· 

Observe that 

IIVj + Gj(z)1I2 ~ Ilvj+< Gj(Z), 11::112 > Vjll2 

which follows by simply expanding both members and using the Cauchy-SChwarz inequality. 

Let gj(z)=< Gj(z), IIv~ill2 >. Clearly, gj is a scalarfuncii~n bounded and continuous 
on S, analytic on the interior of S , and which vanishes al t. Taking infimum over the 
n-tuples of functions h(z) = (h1(Z)V1, ... ,hn(z)vn ) where thehj are scalar, bo~nded, 
analytic and vanish at t, would produce a result bigger than IIVllt. On the other hand, 
the inequality shown above proves that it is also smaller. Therefore, 

(1) Ilvll~ = inf sup {t Ilvj + hj (iy)vjIl2, t rjllvj + hj(I + iy)vjll2 } . 
h(t)=O yER . 1 . 1 

}= )= 

Let J;(z) = hj(z)IIVjll. Using thatllvj + hj (z)vjIl2 = I Ilvjll + J;(z) 12 and replacing in 
(1), we obtain that 

IIvll~ = 11(lIvIiI,···, IIvnll)ll~ 

where the right hand side denotes the square norm of the n-tuple (IIvIIi, ... , IIvnll) E 

en obtained by interpolation between the norms of en defined by the identity and the 
diagonal matrix with r1, .. .. , rn on the diagonal. By the Stein-Weiss theorem (see [1]), we 
have 

n 

IIvlI~ = .E rj tll vj l12 =< ct v, V> . 

j=1 

For the general case, it would suffice to use the continuity of the complex interpolation on 
the parameters (in this case 1 and c). We can also prove it directly by taking two se-
quences an and bn of positive invertible operators on A, all of them with finite spectrum, 
such that an $ c $ bn and an and bnconverge (in norm) to c. 

If we denote by IIVllt.an and IIvllt.b n the respective interpolated norms, it is straight-
forward to verify that 

< a~ V,V >= Ilvll~.an $lIvlI~ $ IIvlI~.bn =< b~ v,v> 
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and taking limits, Ilvll~ =< ct v, v > , which completes the proof. 

The Finsler structure in A + determines a metric in this space. We define, for a, b E A + , 
the distance between a and b as the infimum of the length of C1 curves in A+ joining 
these two points. Since in [5] it was shown that geodesics are minimal, this distance can 
be comput!!d by 

We can also regard a and b as quadratic norms on H. Let Ilvll a =< av, v >1/2 and 
Ilvllb =< bv, v >1/2 . A natural distance between norms is the following one, due to Banach 
and Mazur: define 

Ilvll a . 
8(1I.lla,II.llb)=10gsuP-II-11 and 

v#O v b 

d(II·lIa ,11·llb) = max(8(11·lla, II· lib ), 8(11·llb, 11·lla)) 

Proposition (2.2). Let a, bE A+ , then 

Proof. Clearly, if v E H, Ilvlla = Ila1/ 2 (v)ll. So 

Therefore, d(II.lIa, 11.llb) = max(10g(lIa1/ 2 b-1/ 2 ID,10g(lIb1/ 2a-1/ 2 II)) . 

So 

It is easy to see that, if c E A+, II log(c) II = max(10gllcll,logllc-1 11). But 

dA+(a, b) = Illog(a-1 / 2 ba-1/ 2 )11 

= max(log Ila-1/ 2 ba-1/ 2 11, log Ila1 / 2 b-1 a1/ 2 1D 

= 2 max(log II(a1/ 2 b-1/ 2 11, log IIW/2a-1/ 2 11) 

= 2d(II·lIa, 11·llb). 



Remark (2.3). The factor 2 appears because we identified a E A+ with IIxli a =< 
ax, x >1/2=llal / 2xll. If we identify a E A+ with Ilxll~ = Ilaxll , the last proposition holds 
without the factor 2. 

Corollary (2.4) .. The Calderon interpolation curve between two quadratic norms 11.111 

and 11.112 has minimal length. That is, the length of that curve equals d(II·III, 11.112). 

P:r;oof. If 1'(t) is the Calder6n interpolation curve between 11.111 and 11.112, it's length = 
length( l' ) is given by 

where the supremum is taken over all partitions {tj} of [0,1]. But we know that the 
Calder6n curves are the geodesics of A + and they have minimal length. We also know 
that d= ~dA+' Therefore, length( 1') = d(II.liI,II.112) (it is clear that both notions 
of length agree, using the fact that geodesics and Calder6n curves have the reiteration 
property). 

Remark (2.5). Using the Calder6n's method it is easy to see that if 0 < a :S c and 
0< b:S d, then 

1'a,b(t) :S 1'c,d(t) 

for all t E. [O,lJ. 

In particular, putting b = d = lone obtains Loewner's theorem: 

if O:S a:S c and t E [0,1], then 
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KRASNOSEL'SKII-TYPE PARAMETERS OF CONVEXITY SPACES 

Krzysztof Kolodziejczyk 

ABSTRACT. The aim of this paper is to give several properties of the 
starshapedness number - the first Krasnosel'skii-type parameter of a convexity 
space. Here we also introduce a new combinatorial characteristic of a convexity 
space connected with starshaped sets and examine relationships between the 
two considered parameters. Special attention is paid to both parameters in 
convex product and sum spaces. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
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A convexity space is a pair (X, C), where X is a nonempty set and C is a family of subsets of X 
closed under arbitrary intersections and containing X and the empty set 0. Members of Care 
called C-convex sets or simply convex sets. The convex hull of a set SeX is defined in the usual 
way as 

C(S) = n{A E C : SeA}. 

The classical example of a convexity space is (lR n, conv), where conv denotes the family of 
ordinary convex sets in lR n. For more examples of convexity spaces and systematic treatment of 
the subject we refer the reader to [6], [13] and [14]. 

We say that a point yES is seen from xES via S if C(x, y) C S. The star of xES, denoted 
by st(x, S), is the set of all points in S which are seen from x via S. Thus 

st(x, S) = {y E S : C(x,y) C S}. 

A set SeX is called C-starshaped or simply starshaped if there exists a point xES such that 
st( x, S) = S. The kernel of S is the set 

ker(S) = {x E S st(x,S) == S} 

1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 52AOl, 52A30, 52A35 

Key words: convex set, convexity space, starshaped set, Krasnosel'skii-type theorem, Helly number, star-

shapedness number. 
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or equivalently 
kereS) = n{st(x, S) : xES}. 

A first theorem giving necessary and sufficient conditions for starshapedness is due to Krasno-
sel'skii [11]. Although the following differs from the formulation in [11] it is commonly known 
as 

Krasnosel'skii Theorem. A compact set Me lRn is starshapedif and only if for every n + 1 
points xl, ... , Xn+J E M there is a point y E M which sees them via M. 

The main problem in the investigations of starshaped sets in different settings is to give a 
new Krasnosel'skii-type theorem, see [1, 2, 5, 9, 10] and others. All known Krasnosel'skii-type 
theorems deal with sets satisfying some topological conditions. Of course (X, C) can be endowed 
with a topology, see [14], and then an analogue of Krasnosel'skii's theorem can be formulated, 
see [5]. However those topological conditions in question are mainly needed to have a variant of 
the followi.ng equality 

kerS = n{conv(st(x,S» : xES}, 

which can be also described in the very simple language of any convexity space. Moreover the 
concept of starshapedness is naturally connected with convexity and therefore we intend to 
describe Krasnosel'skii-type characteristics only by means of the tools accessible in convexity 
spaces. In [10] we noticed that the accessible in any convexity space notions of K-scts and 
K-families replace some topological conditions and enable us to give more general versions of 
some Krasnosel'skii- type theorems in lRN , see also [7]. 

We will say that S is a K-set in (X, C) if it satisfies the equality 

n{st(x, S) : XES} = n{C(st(x, S» : XES}. 

Obviously any convex set is a K-set. A finite family F of subsets of X is said to be a K- family in 
(X,C) if u9 is a K-set for each subfamily 9 of F. It is clear that any subfamily 9 of a K-family 
F is a K-family itself and any element of F is a K-set. An example of a K-family is any finite 
collection of closed sets in (lRN, conv), see [8]. 

2. THE STARSHAPEDNESS NUMBER 

In [10) we introduced the starshapedness number - the first combinatorial characteristic of a 
general convexity space in terms of starshaped sets - and next we proved a Krasnosel'skii-type 
theorem in a convexity space. In this section we will study some properties of the starshapedness 
number. Let us start with recalling the following definition. 

The starshapedness number of a convexity space (X, C) is the smallest nonnegative integer s (if 
such exists) with the property: any K-family F in (X, C) has a starshaped union provided that 
each s-element subfamily of F has a starshaped union. The starshapedness number of (X, C) can 
be also defined, see [10], as the smallest nonnegative integer s such that for any (s + 1 )-element 
K-family F = {S11 ... , Ss+d the following implication is true 

ker(UF:) i- 0 for n = 1, ... , s + 1 ===? ker(U:F) i- 0, 
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where F:; here and further on denotes the family F\ {Sn}. Clearly s 2: 0 and s = 0 if and only 
if any K-set in (X,C) is starshaped. Recall that the starshapedness number of (JRN , conv) is 
equal to N + 1. 

Below we give several properties of the starshapedness number. 

Property 1. Suppose that (X, C) has starshapedness number s 2: 2. Then in C there are convex 

sets Ql, ... , Q s such that 

n{Qi: i~j}~0 for j=l, ... ,s and n{Qi: i=1, ... ,s}=0. 

Proof. From the definition of the starshapedness number s 2: 2 it follows that in (X, C) there 
exists a K-family F= {Ml, ... ,Ms } such that 

ker(UFl') ~ 0 for i = 1, ... , sand ker(UF) = 0. 

Consider the following convex sets 

Qi = n{C(st(x, UF)) : x E Mi}, i = 1, ... , s. 

We will show that Q;'s are the required sets. Indeed, from the fact that UFI' is a K-set we have 

ker(UFp) n{C(st(x, UFi")) : x E UFI'} 

c n{C(st(x, UF)) : x E UFI'} 

n{n{C(st(x,UF)) : x E Mi} i ~ j} 

n{Qi: i~j}. 

Thereforen{Qi: i~j}~0forj=1, ... ,s. 
Since uF is also a K-set we similarly have 

ker(UF) n{n{C(st(x, UF)) : x E Mi} i = 1, ... , s} 

n{Qi : i = 1, ... ,s}. 

Hence n{ Qi : i = 1, ... , s} = 0 and the proof is complete. I 

The next property is an immediate corollary from Property 1. 

Property 2. If n(C \ {0}) ~ 0, then (X,C) has starshapedness number s = 1. 

Property 3. Suppose that (X, C) is a convexity space. If in C there are two disjoint convex sets 

Ql and Q2 such that st(Xi, Ql U Q2) = Qi for some points Xi E Qi, then for starshapedness 

number s of (X, C) we have s 2: 2. 

Proof. Let Ql and Q2 be disjoint convex sets and let Xl E Ql and X2 E Q2 be points such that 
st(Xi, Ql U Q2) = Qi, i = 1,2. Let us check that F = {Ql, Q2} is a K-family. Obviously it is 
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enough to show that the set QI U Q2 is a K-set. The following holds 

ker(QI U Q2) = n{st(x, QI U Q2) : x E QI U Q2} 

c n{C(st(x, QI U Q2)) x E QI U Q2} 

n{C(st(x, QI U Q2)) x E Qd n n{C(st(x, QI U Q2)) x E Q2} 

C C(st(XI, QI U Q2)) n C(st(X2, QI U Q2)) 

QI n Q2 = 0. 

The above shows that QI U Q2 is indeed a K-set with empty kernel. Hence we have 

This implies s ~ 2 and completes the proof. I 

3. THE KRASNOSEL'SKII PARAMETER 

We will say that (X, C) has Krasnosel'skii parameter k, if k is the smallest nonnegative integer (if 
such exists) such that any K-set SeX is starshaped provided that for any k points Xl, ... , X k in 
S there is a point yES such that C (Xi, y) C S for i = 1, ... , k. From the definition it follows that 
any convexity space (X,C) with finite X has Krasnosel'skii parameter k satisfying the following 
inequality k :s; IXI- 1. The upper bound can be lowered if (X, C) has the Helly number. 

We say that a convexity space (X, C) has Helly number h if h is the smallest integer (if such 
exists) such that the intersection of any finite collection F of convex sets is non empty provided 
that the intersection of each h-element subcollection of F is nonempty. 

We have the following Krasnosel'skii-type theorem. 

Theorem 1. Suppose that X is finite. If h is the Helly number of (X, C), then the Krasnosel'skii 

parameter k of (X, C) satisfies k :s; h. 

Proof. The finiteness condition of X implies that both the Helly number and the Krasnosel'skii 
parameter exist. Let S be a K-set in (X, C) such that any its h points are seen from a common 
point via S. Consider the family 

F = {C(st(x, S)) : XES}. 

Of course F is a finite family of convex sets. Take arbitrary points Xl,' .. , X h from S. There 
exists yES such that 

YE(i{st(Xi'S): i=l, ... ,h}Cn{C(st(Xi,S)): i=l, ... ,h}. 

It means that any h elements of F have a common point. Hence nF i' 0. This ends the proof 
since the equality nF = ker( S) implies that S is starshaped. I 

Theorem 2. Let (X,C) be a convexity space having Krasnosel'skii parameter k. Then (X,C) 

also has starshapedness number sand s :s; k. 
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Proof· Take a K~family F == {SI, . .. , Sk+I} such that 

ker(UF:) 1 0 for n == 1, ... , k + 1. 

We will show that the existence of the Krasnosel'skii parameter k implies that ker(UF) 1 0. 
The set UF is a K-set. Take arbitrary k points X}, • •• , Xk from UF. The points lie in UFJ' 

for some 1 :S j :S k + 1. Since ker(UFJ') 1 0 there exists a point q such that 

C(q, Xi) C UFJ' C uF for i == 1, ... , k. 

This shows that any kpoints in UF are seen from a common point via uF which implies that 
uF is starshaped and the proof is complete. I 

In connection with Theorem 2 let us remark that the existence of the starshapedness num-
ber does not imply the existence of the Krasnosel'skii parameter. For example (lR 2 , conv) has 
starshapedness number 3 but no Krasnosel'skii parameter. To this end take 

S == {q == (x,y) : x:::: 0 and y:S [x + 1]- x}, 

where [x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x. S is clearly a K-set in (lR2 ,conv). It is 
easily verified that for each n E IN and arbitrary points ql, ... ,qn from S there exists a point in 
S which sees them via S, but S is not a starshaped set. Consequently, Krasnosel'skii parameter 
of (lR 2, conv) does not exist. 

4. KRASNOSEL'SKII-TYPE PARAMETERS OF CONVEX PRODUCT 
AND SUM SPACES 

In the investigations of convexity spaces the convex product and sum spaces take a part, see 
[5, 12, 13, 14]. In this section we will examine Krasnosel'skii-type parameters in convex product 
and sum spaces. 

Let (Xi,Ci), i == 1, ... , n, be convexity spaces. The pair (Il?=1 Xi,Cn), where 

is a convexity space and is called the convex product space. For arbitrary set S C Il?=1 Xi by 
'iriS we denote the projection of S into Xi. The product convex hull of a set S C Il?=1 Xi is 
given by 

n 

Cn(S) == II Ci('lri S ). 
i=1 

Theorem 3. Suppose that (Xi, Ci) has Helly number hi, i == 1, ... , n. Then the convex product 
space (Il?=l Xi,Cn) has starshapedness number s satisfying 

where Si is a starshapedness numbers of (Xi,Ci), i==l, ... ,n. 
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Proof. From the results of [12] it follows that the Reily number h of (II?=1 Xi, en) exists and 
satisfies h = max{hI, ... ,hn }. This in conjunction with Theorem 4.1 from [10] firstly implies 
the existence of a starshapedness number 8 of (II7=1 Xi, en) and secondly establishes the upper 
bound for 8.' 

Now we will establish the lower bound. Again by Theorem 4.1 from [10] we have the existence 
of starshapedness numbers 8i, i =: 1, ... , n. Suppose that 81 = max{ 81, ... , 8n }. If 81 :S 1 then 
obviously 8 ~ 81. Therefore we can assume that 81 ~ 2. So in (X1 ,e1 ) there exists a K-family 
9 = {M1 , . .• , MS, } such that 

ker(Ug~) f- 0 for m = 1, ... ,81 and ker(Ug) = 0. 

It is easy to check that 
n 

F={MiXIIXj: i=I, ... ,8d 
j=2 

is a K-family in (II?=1 Xi, en) with the following properties: 
n 

ker(UF~) = ker(Ug~) x IIXi f- 0 for m = 1, ... ,81 
i=2 

and 
n 

ker(UF) = ker(Ug) x II Xi = 0. 
;=2 

This shows that s ~ 81 = max{ 81, ... , 8 n } and ends the proof. I 

N ow we are going to show that the assumption of the existence of ReIly numbers in Theorem 
3 cannot be dropped. Namely we will show that the product of convexity spaces with finite 
starshapedness numbers need not have a starshapedness number. To this end we will use a 
modification of the example given in [5]. 

Example 1. Let IN denote the set of natural numbers and Y = {1,2}. Let us consider the 
product space 

Define 

Take a family 

where 

Mo ={(i,n+2,2): l:Si:Sn+l}, 

Mt={(i,t,l): 1:Si:Sn+2,if-t}, t=I, ... ,n+l, 

Mn+2 ={(i,n+2,1): l:Si:Sn+2}. 

Sj = Mj U Mo U Mn+2, 1:S j :S n + 1. 

N ow we will check that F is a K-family. Denote by J a nonempty subset of the set {I, ... , n + I}. 
We will show that the set 
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is a K-set. 
Every set CJ contains the points Xi = (i, n + 2, 1), 1 ::; i ::; n + 2, and Xo = (1, n + 2,2). It is 

easy to check that 

and 

We also have 
st(Xj, CJ) = CJ \ Mj, for j E J 

and st( xi, C J) = C J if i !/. J. Moreover, it is easy to check that 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

n{st(y,CJ): YEMj}=U{Mi: iEJU{n+2}}\{(j,t,1) 1::;t::;n+2} (4) 

and for Yj = (j + 1,j, 1) E Mj 

Xj rf- Cn(st(Yj,CJ)). (5) 

Taking (1), (3) and (4) into account we have 

ker(CJ)=n{st(y,CJ): YECJ}=Mn+2\{xj: jEJU{n+2}}. (6) 

Obviously 

Mn+2 \ {Xj : j E J U {n + 2}} C n{Cn(st(y,CJ)) : Y E CJ}. 

On the other hand, with the help of (2), (4) and (5) one can check that 

n{Cn(st(y,CJ)) : Y E CJ} C Cn(st(xo,CJ))nCn(st(Xn+2,CJ)) 

n n{Cn(st(Yj,CJ)): j E J} 

C Mn+2 \ {Xj : j E J U {n + 2}} 

which means that every CJ is indeed a K-set and consequently F is a K-family iii (X,Cn). 
Let us notice that from (6) it follows that 

Xj E ker(UFi") for j = 1, ... ,n+ 1 

but 
ker(UF) = 0. 

In view of this we see that s ~ n + 1 for every n E IN, which means that no starshapedness 
number of (X,Cn) exists. Let us add that both spaces (IN,21N ) and (Y,2Y ) have starshapedness 
number zero. I 

Using similar arguments to those in Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 one can check that the following 
theorem is true. 

Theorem 4. Suppose that (Xi,Ci) with finite Xi is a convexity space having Helly number 

hi, i = 1,2. Then the convex product space (Xl X X 2, Cl <81 C2) has Krasnosel'skii parameter k 
satisfying 
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where ki is a Krasnosel'skii parameter of (Xi,Ci).' 

Let (Xt,Cd and (X2,C2), Xl n X 2 = 0, be convexity spaces. The pair (Xl U X 2,Cu), where 

is a convexity space and is called the convex sum space. Here we have 

Theorem 5. Let (Xt,CI ) and (X2,C2), Xl n X 2 = 0, be convexity spaces with Krasnosel'skii 
parameters kl and k2, respectively. Then for the Kmsnosel'skii parametet k of (Xl U X 2 ,Cu) we 

have k = kl + k2. 

Proof. First let us notice that a set S is a K-set in (Xl U X 2,Cu) if and only if S = Sl U S2, 

where Si is a K-set in (Xi, Ci), i = 1,2. 
Take a K-set S in (Xl U X 2, Cu ) such that any its kl + k2 points are seen from a common 

point in S via S. We will show that S is starshap.ed. The assumption that any kl + k2 points 
from S are seen from a common point in S via S implies that either any kl points from Sl 
are seen from a common point in S} via S}, or any k2 points from S2 are seen from a common 
point in S2 via S2. From the definition of the Krasnosel'skii parameter it follows that either 
kereS}) i 0, or ker(S2) i 0. This, in virtue of the equality 

kereS) = ker(Sl) U ker(S2) 

ends the proof .• 

One can easily extend the definition of the sum space to any finite collection of convexity spaces. 
Then in Theorem 5 instead of two spaces we can consider any finite family of convexity spaces 
with Krasnosel'skii parameters kt, ... , kn . Standard argument reveals that the Krasnosel'skii 
parameter k of (Ui=l Xi, Cu) satisfies then k = E?=} ki. 

5. TWO REMARKS CONCERNING K-SETS 

Since the notion of K-sets is crucial for Krasnosel'skii-type parameters of convexity spaces we end 
the paper with two remarks about K-sets. The first one deals with K-sets in the product space. 
Clearly, products of K-sets are also K-sets. However the projection of a K-set in (X} X X 2 ,Cn) 

need not be a K-set in (Xi,Ci) which is illustrated by the following example. 

Example. 2. Consider the product space (JR 2 , clconv ® clconv), where clconv dellotes the family 
of closed convex sets (closed intervals) in IR. Take S = {(x,y) : x 2 + y2 < I}. First we will 
show that S is a K-set in (Xl X X 2 ,Cn). Of course we have (0,0) E kereS). On the other hand, 
as is easy to check, we get 

kereS) = n{st(x,S) xES}Cn{st(qi,S) iElN}nn{st(p;,S) iElN} 
= {(O,O)}, 

where qi = (1- t,O) and Pi = (0,1- t)· 
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Similarly we have (0,0) E n{Cn(st(x, S» : XES} and 

n{Cn(st(x, S» : xE S} c n{Cn(st(qi, S» : i E IN} n n{Cn(st(Pi, S» i E IN} 

{(O, On 

so S is indeed a K-set. However, for 'irIS = {x : -1 < x < I} we get 

Hence 'irIS is not a K-set in(IR, dconv) .• 

The notion of visibility cell plays a part in starshaped sets, see [3,4]. For each nonempty subset 
SeX and each point· xES the visibility cell of x relative to S is the set 

vis(x,S) = {y E st(x,S) : st(x,S) C st(y,S)}. 

In [4] it is shown that for any nonempty set SeX the equality ker(S) = n{vis(x,S) XES} 
holds. It turns out that in the case of K-sets we also have the following 

Property 4. If S is a nonempty K-set in (X,C). then 

ker(S) = n{C(vis(x, S») xES}. 

Proof. It is clear that vis(x, S) C st(x, 5). Hence we get 

ker(S) n{vis(x,5) : x E 5} C n{C(vis(x,5» : xES} 

C n{C(st(x,5»: x E 5} = n{st(x,5) : x E 5} 
ker( 5) 

and the property is established. I 

From the proof of Property 4 it follows that for any K-set 5 C X we have 

n{C(vis(x, S)) : x E 5} = n{C(st(x, 5» : x E 5}. 

Let us notice that the equality can fail for sets which are not K-sets. This can be shown as 
follows. In (IR2 ,conv) take 5 = {q = (x,y) : 0< x2 + y2 < I}. For q = (x,y) 1- (0,0) consider 
two half-lines It = {qt : t > O} and I;; = {-qt t 2: OJ. One can observe that for q E 5 we 
have 

st(q, 5) = 5 \ I;; vis(q, 5) = 5 nl: 

and 
conv(st(q, 5» = 5 conv(vis( q, S» = 5 n I:. 

The above implies 
n{conv(st(q,S» :q E 5} = S 

but 
n{conv(vis(q,S» : q E S} = 0. 
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PROPERTIES OF KLOOSTERMAN SUMS ON 

NUMBER FIELDS OF CLASS NUMBER ONE 

INES PACHARONI 

ABSTRACT. VIle study Kloosterman sums on number fields of class number one. 
In particular, we extend to Kloosterman sums over such fields, a decomposition 
formula due to Selberg in the classical case. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
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Let F be a number field with ring of integers O. If I is an ideal in 0, and 'l/J, i.{J 
are unitary characters of the finite abelian group 0/1, one defines the generalized 
Kloosterman sum (see [BM], §5) as 

S['l/J, i.{J,JJ = L 'l/J(x)i.p(x- 1 ). 

xE(O/I) * 

This includes in particular sums of the form 

S(r,r',c) = (1) 
aE(O I(e)) * 

where cEO, c i= 0, Tr = TrpIQ, r, r' E F\{O} satisfy Tr(rx), Tr(r'x) E OZ, \Ix E O. 
So S{r,r',c) = S[i.{Jrle,i.{Jr'le, (c)], where i.pq(Y) = e27riTr (qy). In the case F = Q, 
r, r', c E Z, equation (1) defines a classical Kloosterman sum (see [RW]). 

The purpose of this note is to study these sums and extend many properties, 
satisfied by classical Kloosterman sums, to the context of number fields of class 
number one. As a main result we will extend to this case the following identity: 

Theorem. If r, r' EO', cEO and (j is a generator of the different ideal of 0, 
then 

S(r,r',c) = 
(d)l(rc5,r'c5,e) 

In the case of classical Kloosterman sums (i.e. F = Q) this identity was stated 
(without proof) by Selberg ([SeJ). Kuznetsov ([KJ) gives a proof which uses his 

Partially supported by CONICET and by grants from SeCYT-UNC and CONICOR . 
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sum formula and the multiplicative properties of the Hecke operators. Also, R. 
Matthes ([Mal) gives an elementary proof of this theorem. 

The restriction to number fields of class number one, is essential in the proof 
of the main thtiorem, because only in this situation, we may reduce the proof to 
the case in which c .. is a power oLa prime in O. On the other hand, the identity 
in the theorem makes sense in any number field, but it does not hold as stated, 
if 0 is not principal ideal domain. (For example, in Q[A]' with r = r' = 0 
and c = 2 - A.) However, there is a possible attempt of generalization of the 
theorem to arbitrary number fields, if we sum over the ideals dividing the ideal 
(r8, r'8, c) (not only principal ideals), and we take suit abIes characters. The general 
case is quite more complicated, and it will be the subject of a future publication. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Since we are assuming that the class number of F is one, any cEO decomposes 
uniquely (up to order and unit factors) as a product of irreducible elements in O. 

Notation. We shall recall some standard notation. Let c, dE Q we shall denote 
N(e) the norm of c. Then N((c)) = IN(c)l. As usual, the greatest common divisor 
of e and d will be denoted by (c, d). If I is a fractionary ideal of F, we write c == d 
(mod I) if c - dEl. 

Different ideal. The ideal 0' = {q E F I Tr(qx) E Z, "Ix E O} is a fractionary 
ideal of F, which coincides with the inverse of the different 'DF / Q . The different is 
an integral ideal, hence there exists 8 E Q such that 'DF / Q =80. Thus 0' = iO, 
therefore any rEO' can be written uniquely r = 7, with rl E O. 

Remark 2.1. We note that if c E O,e=/:. 0, and r,'r"' EO', then 8rr' EO'. 
Moreover, clr8 if and only if ~ EO'. 

Characters of OJ(c}. The characters of OJ(c) form a finite group, isomorphic 
to OJ(c), hence of order IN(c)l. 

If cEO,. rEO' i.{Jr / e : x f-+ e21l"iTr( 7'), defines a character on the abelian group 
OJ(c), which depends on the class of r mod cO'. We note that i.{Jr/e is the trivial 
character if and only if r E cO'. It is easy to prove that all characttirs of OJ(c) 
are of this form. 

Remark 2.2. If c and 8 are prime to each other, any character of OJ (c) has the 
form i.{Jr/e, with rEO. 

By the orthogonality relations we have 

L e21l"iTr(~x) = { IN(c)1 
. 0 

xEO/(e) 

ifrEcO' 
ifr5t'cO'· 
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3. PROPERTIES OF KLOOSTERMAN SUMS 

Basic 'propetties~ In this subsection we list several elementary properties of 
Kloosterman sums. We will leave their verification to the reader. 

Lemma 1. Let r, r'E 0', c, u EO, c =F O,u a' unif Then 
(i) S(r,r', c) = 8(r',r,c). 

(ii) If </> denotes the Euler function of F, CEO, and r, r' E. cO', then 
8(r, r', c) = 8(0,0, (!)' =</>( c). 

(iii) Ifr~rl E cO', then 8(r,r', c) = 8(rl,r',c). 
(iv) 8(r,r',c) =S(ru,r'u;cu). 

Remark 3.1. Property (iii) says that the definition of 8(r, r', c) depends on the class 
ofr (mod cO'). 8(r, r', c) is not well defined as a fllllction ofthe ideal generated by 
c, for example, in F = Q[ iJ, we have 8(1,1,3) = 5 and 8(1, 1,3i) = 8(1,2,3) == 2 
(see §6). 
Remark 3.2. If 6 and c are prime to each other, then all Kloosterman~urn~ are,of 
the form 8(r,r',c) withr,r' EO, Moreover 8C~,,6rr',.c).= 8{I,rr',c).' 

Notation. We shall denote e(x) := e27riTr(q;). '" ': 

Lemma 2. Let r,r' EO', c, u EO; c =F 0, u·a unit~"Then 
(i) If s'E 0 is coprime to c, then 8(rs, r', c) = S(r, sr', c). 

(ii) S(r, r', uc) = 8(r,r'u-2,c) = 8{ru~1,r'u-\c). 
(iii) If (r6,c) = 1 then 8(r,r',c) = 8(i, 6rr', c). 

Proof. (i) 8(rs, r', c) = LXE(O/(c))* e(rsx+;'x:-l). If (8, c) = 1, and {x} is a syst~m 
of representatives of (OJ(c))*, so is {sx}, hence' S(~s,r',c) =I:'e(rx±'i'~s:i:~l) = 
8(r, sr', c). ' 

(ii) and (iii) are direct consequences of (i) and Lemma 1 (iv). 0 
Remarks 3.3. We note that (iii) does not depend on the choice of the generator 
of the i,deal 'DF / Q • Also, as a particular case of Kloosterman sums, we have the 
(generalized) Ramanujan sums 8(r, 0, c). These sums depend on the ideal (c) 
and not on c. 

Multiplicativity. For fixed r,r' EO', Kloosterman sums are not multiplicative, 
but have a similar important property. 

Lemma 3. Let rl,r2 E 0' and a,b E 0 with (a,b) = 1. Then 

8(r,rl, a)8(r,r2'b) = 8(r,r1b2 +r2a2,ab). 

Proof. 

8(r,rl,a)8(r,r2,b) = L L e((rx+rlx-1)ja+(ry+r2y-ljb)) 
xE(O/(a)) * YE(O/(b))* 

= L e((r(bx + ay) + r1bx-1 + r2ay-l)jab.) 
x,y 
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If x (resp. y) runs through a coprime systemofrepresentatives of Olea) (resp. 
0/ (b) ),' then z = bx +, ay runs through a coprime system of representatives of 
O/(ab). ' ", 

Let z-l be the inverse of z (mod abO). That is, ZZ-l = (bx + ay)z-l = 1 
(mod abO), hence b2z-1 == bx-1 ' (mod abO).' '.', .' , 

Similarly a2z-1 = ay-l (mod abO), hence r1bx-1+r2ay-:1- (r1b2+r2a2)z-1 E 
abO' and the lemma follows easily. 0 

Corollary 1. Let r, r' EO', a, b E O. If (a, b) = 1, thea there exist r1, r2 E 0' 
such that r' = r1b2 +rzaz (mod abO') and S(r,r',ab) = 8(r,rl,a)S(r,r2,b}. 

Proof. Since (a,b) :;:::: 1, there exist 1\,rz E 0 such that r'o =hbz (mod aO) and 
r'o= rzaz (modbO), hence r1bz + rzaz = r'{) (mod abO) . Put r1 = hio and 
rz = rz/o, then r1,rZ E 0' and r' = r1bz +r2az (mod abO') 0 

Local properties. In this subsection we consider the Kloosterman sums 
S(r,r',pm), where p is a prime element in 0, and r,r' EO'. 

Lemma 4. In the above notation we have 

(i) Ifr,r' E pO', then S(r,r',p) = IN(p)I-l. 
(ii) If r ~ pO', r/E pO', then S(r, r',p) = -l. 

(iii) If r ~ pO', then S(r, r' ,p) = S( ~,orr', p). , 

Proof. If r' E pO', S(r,r',p) = S(r,O,p) = L:e(r;) where the sum IS over 
(O/(p))*. Thus, (i) and (ii) follow from the ortogonality relations. Part (iii) 
is a consequence of Lemma 2 (iii). 0 

Lemma 5. Let p be a prime in 0, r, r' EO' and m, n E N, m > n. Then 

Proof. If s (resp. t) runs through a system of representatives of O/{pm-n) Crespo 
(pm-n) / (pm) ), then s + t runs through a system of representatives of 0/ (pm) and 
s + t E (O/(pm))* if and only if s E (O/(pm-n)*. Furthermore; if (s,p) = 1 and 

, ss = 1 (pm), thus 

m 

(s +t)-l = I)-1)j+1 sjtj- 1 (mod pmO). 
j=l 
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Corollary 2. Let p be a prime in 0, m ~ 2, r, r' E 0' such that r (j. pO', and 
r' E pO', then 8(r, r',pm) = 0. 

Proof. Applying the previous lemma with n = 1, we have 

By the orthogonality relations, we have that each inner sum is equal to zero. 0 

Corollary 3. Ifr,r' E pO', and m ~ 2, then 8(r,r',pm) = IN(p)18(~, ~,pm-1). 

Proof. For any t, S E 0, e(rt+r'(-s-2 t )) = 1, since 2:, ~ EO'. Then, by Lemma 
p p p 

5 with n = 1, 8(1',1",pm) = L e(S + ~ S-l )IN(p)l, and the corollary 
sE(O/prn-l)* p 

follows. 0 

4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

Remark 4.1. The theorem can be seen as a generalization of the property stated 
in Lemma 2, (iii). 

Remark 4.2. The right hand side of the identity in the theorem is well defined, 
that is, it does not depend on the choice of the generator of (d). Indeed, if u E 0 
. ·t b L 2 ( .. ) 8( 1 orr' C) 8( 1 . orr' C) IS a unl, y emma 11, Ii' .d2u2' du = Ii' -;J,'F, d . 

We shall first give the statement and proof in the case when c is a power of a 
prime. 

Proposition. Letr,r',E 0 ' , andp prime in o. If (r8,r'8,pm) =pn, then 

n 

8(r,r',pm) = L IN(p)li 8(i, 0;;;' ,pm- j ) (2) 
j=O 

Proof. (i) If n = m, we have p:', ;:" EO', then 8(r,r',pm) = <jJ(pm) = IN(P) 1m -

IN(p)im - 1 . It follows from Corollary 2 that the summands with m - j ~ 2 equal 
zero, since or;;' E pO'. Hence the expression in the right hand side reduces to 

p 

IN(p)lm8(i, !~~, 1) + IN(p)lm-18(i, pg::~2 ,p) = IN(p)lm -IN(p)lm-1. 

(ii) If n = 0, then (r8,p) = 1 or (r'8,p) = 1. Hence by Lemma 2 (iii), 
8(r,r',pm) = 8(i,8rr',pm), and this coincides with the expression in the right 
hand side of (2). 
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(iii) If 1 :s; n < m, by Corollary 2 all summands with j < n, are zero. Hence 

n 

L IN(p)liS(i, ;;;' ,pm-i) = IN(p)lnS(i, ;;: ,pm-n). (3) 
i=O 

On the other hand, by Corollary 3, we have 

Since (;n8, ;~8,pm-n) = 1, expressions (3) and (4) coincide by Lema 2 (iii). 0 

We now give the proof of the main theorem in the general case. Since we are 
assuming that the class number of F is one, any cEO decomposes uniquely (up 
to order and unit factors) as a product of prime elements in O. If c is a power of 
a prime in 0, the identity in the theorem has been already proved. By induction 
on the number of distinct primes in the factorization of c, we may assume that the 
theorem holds for coprime integers a, bE 0, and prove the result for c = abo 

By Corollary 1, there exist rl, r2 E 0' such that r l b2 +r2a2 == r' (mod cO') and 
S(r,r',c) = S(r,rl,'a)S(r,r2,b). We denote Ml = (r'8,rl 8,a), M2 = (r8,r28,b). 
Hence 

S(r,r',c) = LIN(dl)IS(i, 6~~1, ~) L IN(d2)IS(i, 6~~2, ;2) 

(dtllM1 (d2 )IM2 

and by the multiplicativity of Kloosterman'sums we have 

= L 

It . t th t 6rT1 b2 + 6rr2 a2 - 6rr' ( d CO') IS easy 0 see a d2 d2 d2 d2 = (d d )2 mo ad .. 12 21 12 12 
Furthermore, any divisor of (r8, r'8, c) is of the form d l d2 , with d l a divisor of 

Ml and d2 a divisor of M 2 , hence 

S(r,r';c) =L L IN(dl d2 )IS(i, (d~r;:)2' d 1
Cd2) 

(d1)IM1 (d2)I M2 

L IN(d)IS(i,~,~) 
(d)l(r,r' ,c) 

o 
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5. SOME CONSEQUENCES 

In this section we will apply the above results to prove other useful properties 
of Kloosterman sums in our context. 

Corollary 4. Let r,r' E 0, and (b,c) = 1, then 

S(r,r',c) = L IN(d)1 S(l, :;;', ~). 
(d)l(r,r',c) 

Proof. The identity follows from the theorem and Lemma 2 (i). 

On any number field F the Moebius function is defined as follows. If I is an 
ideal in 0, and I = pr1 ... p~k its factorization into prime ideals, let 

{ 0 if 3j : rj > 2 
JL(I) = -

(_l)k if rl = ... = rk = 1. 

Proposition. S(-~, 0, c) = JL(c). 

Proof. By the multiplicativity of Kloosterman sums, if c = ab with (a, b) = 1, then 
S(~,O,c) = S(~,O,a)S(~,O,b). 

We have proved that S(~,O,p) = -1 and S(~,O,pJ) = 0, if j ~ 2. 
If (c) = (Pl·· . Pk) where the Pj are distint primes in 0, then 

o 

S(~,O,c) = II S(~,O,Pj) == (_l)k. 
j 

As a consequence we obtain some generalizations of useful identities which hold 
for classical Kloosterman sums. 

Corollary 5. If CEO, rEO', then 

cjJ(c) = L IN(d)IJL(~) 
(d)l(c) 

S(r, 0, c) = L IN(d)IJL(~) 
(d) I (rc5,c) 
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6. AN EXAMPLE: F= Ql[ i] 
In this section we consider Kloosterman sums over the ring of Gaussian integers. 

Let F = Ql [ i ], 0 = Z [ i]. The different ideal is generated by 2, hence any element 
in 0' is of the form 1') t 1'2 with ri E Z. 

(i) We choose c = 1 +i; this is a prime in 0, with norm 2. A set of representatives 
of 0/(1 + i) is {O, I}, thus 

/. ~ 

8(r,r',1 + i) = e21nTr ( l+i) = 8(r + r', 0,1 + i). 

Let r = 1') t 1'2 E 0' , then Tr( l~i) = (rl + r2)/2 and 8(r, 0,1 + i) = (-ly1 +1'2. 
Thus 

8(~,0, 1 +i) = -1, 8(0,0,1 +i) = 1. 

(ii) We now let c = 2. A set of representatives of 0/(2) is {O, 1, i, 1 + i}. The 
units in this ring are {I, i}, and 1. 1 = 1 (mod 2), i. i = 1 (mod 2). 

All Kloosterman sums associated with 2, are of the form 8(r; 0, 2), with rEO', 
since 8(r, r', 2) = e( 1'~rl) + e( 1'i~1'li) = 8(r + r', 0, 2). 

If r = 1') t 1'2 E 0', then 8(r, 0, 2) = (-ly1 + (_1)1'2. Therefore 

{ 
2 if rl = r2 = ° (mod 2) 

S(r, 0, 2) = -2 if rl = r2 = 1 (mod 2) 
° if rl t= r2 (mod 2) 

Since, 8(r,r',c) depends on the class ofr (mod cO'), (see Lemma 1) all possible 
values of Kloosterman sums are 

8(~, 0, 2) = 0, 8(~, 0, 2) = 0, 8(0,0,2) = 2, 8( 1¥, 0, 2) = -2. 

(iii) 3 is prime in 0, with N(3) = 9,0/30 is a field with 9 elements, and a set 
of representatives of this field is 

R = {O, 1, 2, i, 2i, 1 + i, 1 + 2i, 2 + i, 2 + 2i}, 

all non zero elements are invertible and 

1.1=1 (3),2.2=1 (3), i.2i=1 (3) 

(1 + i). (2 + i) = 1 (3), (1 + 2i). (2 + 2i) = 1 (3). 

Remark. Since 3 is coprime with 2 and Dp / Q = 20, all Kloosterman sums asso-
ciated with 3, are of the form 8(r, r', 3) with r, r' E 0, and they depend on the 
class of r (mod 30). 
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For example if r ~ 30,3 is coprime with 2r, and 8(~,2r,3) = 8(2,2r,3) 
8(1, 4r, 3) = 8(1, r, 3). 

It is not difficult to evaluate these sums. If r, r' E 30, then 8(r, r', 3) 
8(0,0,3) = 8 = N(3) - 1. In this case (r, r', 3) = (3) and 

8(r, r', 3) = 8(1,0,3) + 98(1, ~' , 1). 

If r ~ 30 and r' E 30, 8(r, r', 3) = L:xER-{O} e21l"iTT(rx)j3 = 8(1,0,3), thus we 
have 

8(1,0,3) = 2 + 3 e21l"i2j3 + 3 e21l"i4j3 = -1. 

Ifr,r' ~ 30, we have 8(r,r',3) = 8(1, 1"T', 3), since 3 is coprime with r. The 
Kloosterman sums of the form 8(1, r, 3) take the values 

/ 

8(1,0,3) = -1, 
8(1, i, 3) = -1, 
8(1,1 + 2i, 3) = -4, 

8(1,1,3) = 5, 
8(1,2i,3) = -1, 
8(1,2 + i, 3) = 2, 

8(1,2,3) = 2, 
8(1,1 + i, 3) = -4, 
8(1,2+ 2i, 3) = 2 

To conclude we will verify the main theorem, with c = 2. Let r = r) t r2 E 0', 
we have 

8(r,0,2) = L N(d)8(~,0,~) 
(d)I(2r,2) 

2 it is not prime in 0, and the decomposition into primes ideals is 2 = (1 + i)2. 

If (2r, 2) = 2 i.e. rEO, we have 

8(~, 0, 2) + N(1 + i) 8(~, 0,1 + i) + N(2)8(~, 0, 1) = 2( -1) + 4 = 2 = 8(r, 0, 2). 

If (2r,2) = (1 + i), that is rl == r2 == 1 (mod 2), the theorem gives 

N(1) 8(~, 0, 2) + N(1 + i)8(~, 0,1 + i) = -2 = 8(r, 0, 2). 

If (2r,2) = 1, i.e. rl ¥;r2 (mod 2), then N(1)8(~,0,2) = ° = 8(r,0,2) 

Acknowledgement. I would like to thank my advisor Professor Roberto Miatello 
for introducing me into this area, and for useful comments which improved the 
first version of this paper. 
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ABSTRACT: 
There.is a collection of functional equations that naturally arise when studying 
utility and game theory. The aim of this paper is to introduce as a survey such 
kinq. of equations, showing' that they play an important role in order to find a 
relationship between those theories. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 
In the analysis of several questions related to utility and game theory some func-
tional equations that cannot be considered classical (i.e.: differential equations, 
partial differential equations, integral equations, and finite-difference equations) 
arise in a natural way. Such equations, consequently, deserve a particular study. 
It i~ also noticeable that those equations link both contexts: As we shall comment 
here, they allow us to interprete some problems coming from utility theory by 
using game theory instead, and viceversa, because problems about optimization 
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of preferences have a natural translation into problems of existence of equilibrium 
points in a two-person zero-sum game. The underlying game will be ruled by a 
payoff function which is closely related to the preferences or utilities considered, 
and in addition such payoff function will satisfy a functional equation of the afore-
mentioned kind. The correspondence between utility and games, quite simple in 
nature, is not well-known in the literature: On the one hand, one can find results 
about optimization of preferences, and, on the other hand, there are results con-
cerning the solution of two-person zero-sum games, but it is not usual to find a 
translation from one of such contexts into the other. Moreover, in classical texts 
that deal with such kind of functional equations, as Eichhorn [1978], Aczel [1987] 
or Castillo and Ruiz [1992]' and also in the more advanced ones Smital [1988] and 
Aczel and Dhombres [1989], despite there are _mentions to applications in Eco-
nomics and Social Sciences related to utility functions, almost nothing is said as 
regards the use of such equations in game theory. In this paper, it is our intention 
to fill this gap. It is also necessary to say that the relationship between utility and 
games may be suitably used to the effective computation of maximals for a given 
utility function: While in game theory it is well-known that through linear pro-
gramming techniques some equilibrium points can be located, (see, e.g., Prawda 
[1987], p. 742), it is not so frequent to find a similar frame when dealing with 
utility functions or preference relations. 

2. PRELIMINARIES. 

The classical context of utility theory deals with a nonempty set X on which 
a binary relation R has been defined, looking for conditions that guarantee the 
existence of a representation from (X, R) into the real line iii endowed with the 
natural order "2':", given by a real-valued function u : X -t iii such that xRy ~ 
u(x) 2': u(y) (x, y E X). When such a representation exists, "u" is said to 
be a utility function for (X, R). The mere existence of a utility function forces 
the binary relation "R" to have restrictive properties, namely, it must be a total 
preorder (i.e.: transitive and total). Plainly, not all the binary relations that 
one could take into consideration when looking for applications into Economics or 
Social Choice will be total preorders. Therefore, it is usual to deal with other kinds 
of numerical representations in order to analyze such possible binary relations 
defined on a set X. For instance, given a pair (x, y) with xRy, one can think 
about the existence of a suitable bivariani function F : X x X -t iii giving rise 
to a "representation" as xRy ~ F(x,y) 2': 0 (x,y E X). Representations 
of this kind are much more general that those obtained by utility functions for 
(representable) total preorders, as we may observe by just defining F(x, y) = 
u(x) - u(y) (x, y E X), where u : X -tlli is a utility function for (X, R). Notice 
also that the formula F(x, y) = u(x) - u(y) (x, y E X) corresponds to a functional 
equation whose solutions are the bivariant functions F : X X X -t iii such that 
F( x, y) can be decomposed as the difference of the values that a function u of only 
one variable takes on two different points x and y of its domain. However, it seems 
more adequate to express the above equation F( x, y) = u( x) - u(y) in an intrinsic 
equivalent manner, depending only on F. Such formulation exists and is given by 
the so called Sincov's functional eq1Lation: F(x, y) + F(y, z) = F(x, z) (x, y, z E 
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X). (See Castillo and Ruiz [1992], Ch. 4). 
Thinking from a different starting-point, one could define a simple two-person 
zero-sum game through a binary relation R stated on a set X: Each player takes 
an element of X, so that when x is the strategy of the first player, and y the one of 
the second player, the payoff function F is constructed to verify F(x, y) ~ 0 ~ 
xRy. So we see that we reobtain the idea of representabiliiy of the structure 
(X, R) by means a bivariant function. Remember that an equilibrium point of 
a two-person zero-sum game is a pair (x*,y*) E X X X such that F(x,y*)::; 
F(x*, y*) ::; F(x*, y), for every x, y E X. Hence we have that when F(x, y) 
satisfies Sincov's functional equation, and, consequently, there exists u : X -t IR 
such that. F(x, y) = u(x) - u(y) (x, y E X), the occurrence of an equilibrium point 
(x*,y*) corresponds to a situation in which both x* and y* are maxima in X of 
the utility function u. 

(For further information on elementary concepts coming from utility and game 
theory consult Burger [1963], Takayama [1985], Binmore [1994], or Bridges and 
Mehta [1995]). 

3. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS RELATED TO UTILITY THEORY, AND 
THEIR INTERPRETATION THROUGH GAMES. 
Oncewe have introduced Sincov's equation, we can state the following easy result: 

PROPOSITION 1. : 
(i) Every solution of Sincov's equation on a nonempty set X, generates a total 
preorder ''R'' on X, such that the structure (X,R) is representable by a utility 
function. 
(ii) Given a nonempty set X endowed with a total preorder R, the existence of a 
utility function for (X, R) is equivalent to the existence of a solution F : X xX -t IR 
of Sincov's equation, such that xRy ~ F( x, y) ~ 0 (x, Y E X). 

PROOF: To prove (i), let R be given by xRy ~ F(x, y) ~ 0 (x, y EX). 
Part (ii) follows now immediately: Given a utility function u we obtain F as 
F(x, y) = u(x) - u(y) (x, y E X). Conversely, if F is known, fix Xo E X and 
define u(x) = F(x,xo) (x EX) .• 
As we pointed out in the previous section 2, the consideration of suitable func-
tional equations and bivariant maps may help us to find humeri cal representations 
of orderings more general than the total preorders. 'We will find possible charac-
terizations of a wider family of orderings, preferences, or binary relations. These 
ideas w€re already implicitely given in Shafer [1974]. In that paper, Shafer called 
preference to any total binary relation "R" defined on a nonempty set X. Then he 
realized that the mere definition of a preference on a nonempty set X corresponds 
to the presence of a solution of the functional equation of skew-symmetry, that is, 
abivariant map F: X X X -t IR such that F(x,y) + F(y,x) = 0 (x,y E X). In 
this direction, Shafer proved the following result. 

PROPOSITION 2. : Let X be a nonempty set. Then, defining a preference ''R'' on 
X is equivalent to finding a bivariant map F : X X X -t1R that is a solution of 
the functional equation of skew-symmetry. 
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PROOF: If the preference "R" IS given, and we define F(x, y) = 0 <===> 
xRy ,yRx; F(x, y) = 1 <===> -,(yRx); F(y, x) = -F(x, y) , (x, y E X), the so 
defined bivariant map is skew-symmetric. On the other hand, if F : X X X ~ R 
is skew-symmetric, the binary relation "R" given by xRy <===> F( x, y) ;:::: 0 is 
plainly total, so it is a preference .• 
The fact of being the functional equation of skew-symmetry the starting point 
of the consideration of functional equations to deal with preferences, also has 
immediate implications as regards game theory: Just think about a two-person 
zero-sum game whose strategy sets coincide and with a payoff funcion F such that 
F(x, y) = -F(y,x). This corresponds to a game in which if the players exchange 
their strategies one another, the payoff is exactly the contrary. (So, in particular, 
the identity of the players, or the turn in which they play, have no influence in 
the payoff). Thus we get the functional equation of skew-symmetry. Obviously 
from the point of view of the first player a two-person zero-sum game with the 
same strategy set X t- 0 for both players, defines a preference R on X, by just 
understanding xRy if and only if the first player wins (F( x, y) ;:::: 0, F : X X X ~ III 
being the payoff function for the first player) provided that his strategy is x E X 
and y E X is the strategy of the second player. 
Following with our analysis of preferences that are not necessarily given by total 
preorders we can directly start from binary relations that come from suitable 
bivariant maps that solve some functional equations. Coming again to Sincov's 
functional equation, whose solutions are bivariant maps F : X x X -+ III such that 
F(x, y)+F(y, z) = F(x, z) (x, y, z E X), the following generalizations are natural: 
(i) F(x, y) + F(y, z) = F(x, z) + F(y, y) (x, y, z EX), 
(ii) F(x, y) + F(y, z) = F(x, z) + J{ (x, y, z EX), J{ E If« being a constant. 
Certainly, Sincov's equation is a particular case of the equation in (ii), taking 
J{ = o. It also appears under (i), because if F solves Sincov's equation, then 
F(y, y) = 0, for every y E X. 
Now we wonder whether a binary relation "R" defined by xRy <===> F(x,y);:::: 
o (x, y E X), where F is now a solution of such generalized Sincov's equation, 
corresponds to some kind of classical and well-known binary relation, of the various 
existing in the literature. This indeed happens under some technical restrictions, 
for which the Sincov's generalized equation (i) gives rise to interval-order structures 
(see Bridges [1983, 1985, 1986]), while the generalized equation (ii) is related to 
semiorders (see Luce [1956] or Gensemer [1987]). 
Let us introduce now such classical concepts. 

DEFINITION: Let X be a nonempty set endowed with a reflexive binary relation 
"R". The structure (X, R) is said to be an interval-order if for every x, y, z, t E X 
it happens that when xRy and zRt, then either xRt or zRy must hold. The 
structure (X, R) is a semiorder if it is an order-interval such that, in addition, for 
every x, y, z, t EX, it happens that when xRy and yRz then either xRt or tRz 
must hold. An structure of interval-order is said to be representable if there exist 
real-valued functions u, v : X -+ III such that u( x) :S v( x) for every x E X and also 
xRy {:=:::;> u(y):S vex) (x, y E X). An structure of semiorder is representable if 
there exist a function u : X -+ IR and It constant J{ E [0, +00) such that calling 
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vex) = u(x) + K (x E X), the underlying interval-order structure (X, R) is 
representable through the pair of functions u, v : X -+ IR. 

PROPOSITION 3. : When X is countable, every structure of interval-order or 
semiorder (X, R) is representable. 

PROOF: In what concerns semiorders, this fact may be seen in Scott and Sup-
pes [1958]. As regards interval-orders, it appears in Bridges [1983]. A detailed 
discussion of these facts may also be seen in Subiza [1992] ... 
Assume that an interval-order or semiorder structure (X, R) is representable 
through the corresponding functions u, v : X -+ IR. Define the bivariant map 
F : X X X -+ IR by F(x, y) = vex) - u(y) (x, Y E X). Obviously we have that 
xRy {=} F(x, y) ~ O. Moreover, the corresponding map F satisfies a suitable 
functional equation, namely, in the case of interval-order we have that F( x, y) + 
F(y,z) = F(x,z) + F(y,y) (x,y,z E X), and in the case of semiorder F(x,y) + 
F(y, z) = F(x,z) + K, or equivalently: F(x, y) + F(y, z) = G(x, z) (x, y, z EX), 
for some bivariant map G : X X X -+ R Thus, in case of represent ability the 
structures of interval-order and semiorder give rise to the possibility of finding 
suitable solutions of appropiated functional equations. For the case of semiorders, 
several sufficient conditions of represent ability are known (see Gensemer [1987]). 
For the case of interval-orders, some sufficient condition of represent ability is also 
known, as may be seen in Fishburn [1970a], Chateauneuf [1987] or Ch. 6 in 
Bridges and Mehta [1995]. Finally in Oloriz et al. [1997] a characterization of the 
represent ability of interval-orders has recently been achieved. 
In other recent paper (Rodriguez-Palmero [1996]) possible relationships between 
acyclic binary relations and bivariant maps that are solution ~f functional equa-
tions, that generalize in a further step the ones that appeared for interval-orders 
and semi orders, have also been studied. . 
The classical concept of acyclic binary relation is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION: Let X be a nonempty set and "R" a binary relation on X. Then 
"R" is said to be acyclic if for any n EN it holds that, for every Xl, ... ,xn EX, 
ifxIRx2 , X2Rx3 , ... , Xn-1Rxn, then never happens that XnRXl. 
An outlook to the bivariant maps F : X X X -+ IR that are representative of 
an structure of semiorder or interval-order (X, R) shows that we must consider 
functions u, v : X -+ IR such that F(x, y) = vex) - u(y) (x, y E X). Moreover, 
in the case of semiorder v( x) = u( x) + K. In both cases we have that xRy {=} 

vex) ;::: u(y) {=} -u(y) ~ -vex) {=} u(x) - u(y) ~ u(x) - vex). Now 
observe that the so obtained representations are given by expressions of the kind: 
xRy {=} u(x) - u(y) ~ G(x). Notice, in addition, that this kind of expression 
also appears when dealing with utility functions that represent total preorders. 
In sum, the case G(x) = 0 (x E X) corresponds to representable total preorders, 
the case G(x) = -K , (K > 0) corresponds to semiorders, and the case when 
G( x) is a function of only one variable (x E X) and taking values in (-00,0] 
corresponds to interval-orders. This panorama is completed in Rodriguez-Palmero 
[1996], where it has been proved, generalizing these ideas, that representations 
of the kind xRy {=} u(x) - u(y) > G(x, y) (x, y E X) appear for certain 
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families of acyclic binary relations, G : X x X ~ iii being now a bivariant map. 
The interesting question of finding suitable functional equations that either the 
bivariant map G or its associated F : X x X ~ R given by F( x, y) = u( x) - u(y)
G(x, y) could verify, depending on the acyclic binary relations considered, remains 
as an open problem. 
Now we may observe that the study of interval-orders furnishes bivariant maps 
F on a nonempty .set X, such that there exist functions u, v : X '-+ R with 
F(x, y) = v(x) - u(y) (x, y EX). H we forget the sign of v, we may say that F is 
decomposed or separated as the sum of two functions of only one variable, that is, 
F(x,y) = G(x) + H(y) {x,YE X), for some functions G,H: X '-+ R. This gives 
rise to the functional equation of separability (also known as equation of additivity, 
see, e.g., Tanguiane [1981] or Wakker [1993]). 
Another simple functional equation arises by changing a sign in the equation 
of skew-symmetry, so obtaining, F(x,y) = F(y,x) , X being a nonempty set, 
x, Y E X and F : X x X ~ iii being a bivariant map. For evident reasons, this 
equation is called the equation of symmetry. Actually, it also appears in the math-
ematical analysis of preference: For instance, when dealing with a total ordering, 
the equation of symmetry is trivially satisfied after making a restriction of the 
preorder to any indifference class. Nevertheless, it is more interesting the inter-
pretation of the equation of symmetry in a context of game theory, dealing with 
two-person games that now.may or may not be of zero-sum. To put an example, 
consider a firm whose benefits depend on the money invested for two agents. The 
benefits are fifty-fifty distributed, independently of the investement made by each 
agent. H the contribution of the first agent amounts x units and the second agent 
contributes with y units, the benefit of any agent is B{x, y). This corresponds to a 
two-person game with the same set of strategies X for each agent, X correspond-
ing to the set of all possible investements that could be made for any agent, and 
B : X x X ~ R being the payoff function of no matter which agent, since they 
are plainly interchangeable. It is clear that B( x, y) = B(y, x) (x, Y EX). There 
are important particular cases of the symmetry equation. For instance, if on X 
a commutative binary operation, that will be denoted by "+", has been defined, 
then a functional equation as B(x, y) = H(x + y) (x, y EX), H : X ~ R being 
a suitable numerical function, corresponds to one of those particular cases, that 
could be used to interprete a situation in which the benefit depends only on the 
total amount of money that has been invested. In addition, the structure and 
properties of the funtion H give rise to several equations that are classical in the 
~pecialized literature. Let us see three such examples: 
i) H(x + y) = H(x) + H(y) (Cauchy), 
ii) H(x+y) = K(x)+L(y), where K, L : X ~ iii are functions on only one variable 
(Pexider), . 

iii) H(x + y) = 2· H(x) . H(y) - H(x - y) (D' Alembert). 

(For further information consult Aczel and Dhombres [1989J, Smital [1988J, or else 
Castillo and Ruiz [1992]). 

4. OPTIMIZATION OF BINARY RELATIONS AND EQUILIBRIUM POINTS 
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IN TWO-PERSON ZERO-SUM GAMES. 
A fundamental reason to introduce a binary relation of preference on a given set is 
the idea of taking elements that are in a sense maximal, that is, they are the best 
possible as regards a property that is represented by the relation of preference. 
So we will be looking for elements such that none is strictly preferred to. The 
search for this kind of elements is called optimization of preferences, that has been 
studied in some specifical work, using preference relations or utility functions with 
some concrete additional properties. (See, e.g., Bergstrom [1975], Walker [1977], 
Yannelis and Prabhakar [1983]' Campbell and Walker [1990]' Tian [1993], Peris 
and Subiza [1994]' Llinares [1994], or the panoramic Chapter 7 in Border [1985]). 
We shall use the following definition of maximal element as regards a binary rela-
tion R defined on a nonempty set X: 

DEFINITION: Let X be a nonempty set and R a binary relation on X. An element 
x E X is said to be strict maximal as regards R if there is no z i- x such that 
zRx, It is called wC(Lk maximal (or, simply, maximal) iffor every z E X with zRx 
it holds that x'Rz. 

A well-known particular case about the existence of maximal elements appears 
when considering acyclic binary relations. For example, in Sen [1970] was already 
proved the following fact: 

PROPOSITION 4. : Let R be an acyclic binary relation on a nonempty and finite 
. set X. Then there exists at least one strict maximal element as regards R. 

PROOF: Let Xl E X. If it is not strict maximal, then there exists X2 i- Xl such 
that x2RxI. If X2, in its turn, is not strict maximal, either, then we can find 
an element X3 i- X2 with X3 RX2. Since R is acyclic it follows that Xl i- X3· 
Proceeding in the same way, we will finally get an element X k E X that is strict 
maximal. (Observe that the process st.ops because X is finite.) • 
Also in Fishburn [1970b] acyclic preferences are considered, but in a context in 
which some topological condition o~ X is required. Under some topological con-
dition it is proved that if R is an acyclic binary relation defined on X, then there 
exists a function U : X -+ IR such that xRy ====> U(x) > U(y) (x,y EX), 
where U upper semicontinuous. Observe that, in general, U is no longer a util-
ity function. The implication xRy ====> U(:::) > U(y) (x,y E X) goes, unless 
otherwise proved, only in one sense. A function U with the above property is 
called a pseudoutility function for (X, R), that is said to be pseudorepresentable. 
In several other works in the literature this kind of pseudorepresentations have 
been considered for certain families of binary relations. (See, e. g., Peleg [1970]). 
Fishburn argues that since U is upper semicontinuous, it takes relative maxima 
on any compact subset of X. He uses this fact to prove that when X is compact, 
then the points in which U takes a maximum are strict maximal as regards R. 
Thus we see again that the keys of Fishburn's result lean on conditions that are 
topological in nature. 
This kind of conditions also appear in other results about optimization of binary 
relations and preferences. We present now one of these topological results: 
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PROPOSITION 5. : Let R be a binary relation defined on a nonempty -set X 
endowed with a topology T. If X is T-compact and for every x E Xthe set {y E 
X : yRx} is T-open, then there is at least one strict maximal for R under any of 
the following two conditions: 
i) R is irreflexive and transitive, 
ii) R is acyclic. 

PROOF: The result under condition i), appears in Rader [1972], p. 134. The 
reinforced result, obtained under condition ii), may be seen in Bergstrom [1975] . • 
As regards game theory, topological conditions either on the strategy sets or on the 
payoff functions, are also a key to get results about the existence of equilibrium 
points in two-person zero-sum games. This becomes natural, if we realize that 
some of those results could come from a translation between the contexts of games 
and binary relations. 
Before including here some of the classical results encountered in the study of 
the existence of equilibrium points in two-person zero-sum games, let us briefly 
comment a possible interpretation of binary relations by means of games, and 
Vlceversa. 
Let R be a binary relation defined on a nonempty set X. We construct a two-
person zero-sum game, as follows: The set X will be the strategy set for both 
players. The payoff function, F : X X X -t IR, is conditionned to satisfy F( x, y) 2: 
o ~ xRy. For instance, we can always take F'(x, y) = 1 if xRy, and F(x, y) < 0 
otherwise. 
On the other hand, given a two-person zero-sum game with the same set of strate-
gies X for both players, and F : X X X -t IR being the payoff function, we can 
consider a binary relation R on X given by xRy ~ F(x, y) 2: o. This last 
construction is perhaps too naive, but it provides good interpretations when F 
satisfies some additional property as, say, solving a generalized Sincov's equation. 
In this line, the following propositions appear: 

PROPOSITION 6. : Let R be a total binary relation defined on a nonempty set 
X. Then an element x* E X is strict maximal as regards R if and only if (x * , x*) 
is an equilibrium point for the two-person zero-sum game associated to R, whose 
payofffundion i;,; F(x,y) = 1 ~ yRx; F(x,y) < 0 .~ .(yRx). 

PROOF: Given x, y E X it follows, since R is total and x* is strict maximal, that 
x*Rx and yRx* ~ y = x*. Thus F(x,x*)::::; F(x*,x*) ::::; F(x*,y). Therefore 
(x*, x*) is an equilibrium point. The converse is analogous .• 

PROPOSITION 7. : Let r be a two-person zero-sum game whose strategy set X#-0 
is the same for both players, and the payoff function is given by a bivariant map 
F : X X X -t IR that solves the functional equation F( x, y) + F(y, z) = F( x, z) + 
F(y, y) (x, y, z E X) and such that F(a, a) 2: 0 for every a E X. Let u, v: X -t R 
be functions such that F(x,y) = v(x) - u(y) (x,y E X). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
i) (x*,y*) is an equilibrium point of the game r, 
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ii) x* and y* are maximal as regards the binary relation n defined on X by 
x'Ry ~ F(x, y) ~ 0, 
iii) x* and y* ¥e points in which, respectively, the functions v and u attain their 
maxlma. 

PROOF: To prove "i) :::=:? ii)" notice that for all z, t EX it holds that F(z, y*) :::; 
F(x*,y*):::; F(x*,t). Hence F(z,y*):::; F(x*,y*) = F(x*,z) + F(z,y*) - F(z,z), 
so F( x*, z) ~ F( z, z) ~ O. This implies x*'Rz for every z EX, so x* is maximal as 
regards 'R. Similarlyy* is also maximal. The implication "ii) :::=:? iii)" follows 
immediately, because x'Ry ~ u(y):::; vex). Finally, let us prove "iii) :::=:? i)": 
If x*, y* E X are points in which, respectively, v and u attain its m.aximum, it is 
plain that for every z, t E X it holds F(z, y*) = v(z) - u(y*) :::; v(x*) - u(y*) = 
F(x*,y*):::; v(x*) - u(t) = F(x*,t). So (x*,y*) is an equilibrium point .• 
We illustrate Proposition 7 with some easy examples. 
Let r be a two-person zero-sum game whose strategy set X = [0, 1] is the same 
for both players, and the payoff function is: 
(i) F(x, y) = I<, being I< > 0 a positive constant, 
(ii) F(x, y) = y - x, 
(iii) F(x, y) = y2 - x2, 
(iv) F( x, y) = y - x 2 • 

In the first case, every (x, y) is an equilibrium point. In the last three cases, (0,0) is 
the only equilibrium point. Cases (ii) and (iii) correspond to a Sincov's functional 
equation. In case (ii) we find the solution F(x, y) ::::: u(x) - u(y), with u(x) = -x. 
Case (iii) is similar, with u( x) = _x2 • 

Case (i) could be interpreted to analyze a semiorder with u(x) = 0, and constant 
I< > O. Finally, case (iv) correspunds to a generalized Sincov's equation relative 
to an interval-order. Here a solution is F(x,y) = vex) -'- u(y) with u(y) = -y and 
vex) = _x2, (x,y E [0,1]). 

To conclude, we present here, as announced, some classical result of topological 
stuff, about the existence of equilibrium points in two-person zero-sum games. 
DEFINITION: Call n-dimensional unit simplex to the set of points of IRn+l given 
by ~n = {(Xl,X2, ... ,Xn+l) : Xi ~ 0 (i = 1, ... ,n + 1) , Xl + ... +Xn+l = I}. 
Notice that the set~n is closed, bounded and convex as regards the Euclidean 
topology in IRn+l. 

PROPO~ITI~N 8. : Every two-p~rson ~ero-sum. ga:ne ~ whose strategy sets Xl, X 2 
are, resp~vely-,--the-n and m-dlmenslOnal umt slmpilces, and whose payoff func
tion is given by the restriction to Xl X X 2 of a bilinear form A: IRn+l X IRm+1 --+ IR 
has at least an equilibrium point. 

PROOF: This is a restatement of the well-known "minimax theorem" due to von 
Neumann. See Ch. 7 in Nikaido [1978] .• 
DEFINITION: A function F : IRP x IRq --+ IR is said to be concave as regards the 
first p variables, if for every (Xl, ... ,Xp,yp+l, ... ,yq), (Zl, ... ,Zp,yp+l, .. · ,yq), 
and A E [0,1], it holds that 

F(A' Xl +(1 - A)' Zl, ... , A' xp + (1 - A) . zp, yp+l, ... , yq) ~ 
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2:: A·(F(XI, ... ,Xp,Yp+I,.·· ,Yq) +(l-A)· F(ZI, ... ,Zp,Yp+I, ... ,Yq)). 

In the same way, it is said to be convex as regards the q last variables, if for every 
(Xl,: .. ,Xp,Yp+I, ... ,Yq), (Xl, ... ,Xp,tp+l' ... ,Yq), and A E [0,1], it holds that 

< A·(F(xI, ... ,Xp,Yp+I, ... ,Yq)+(l-A).F(XI, ... ,xp,tp+l , ... ,tq)). 

By the way, the cases of equality, that is: 

A·(F(XI, ... ,Xp,Yp+I, ... ,Yq) +(l-A)· F(ZI, ... ,zp,Yp+l,.·. ,Yq)) 

for all (Xl, ... ,Xp,Yp+I, ... ,Yq), (Xl, ... ,Xp,tp+l' ... ,Yq), A E [0,1], and 

=A·(F(XI, ... ,Xp,Yp+I, ... ,Yq)+(l-A).F(XI, ... ,xp,tp+l, ... ,tq)) 

for all (Xl, ... ,Xp,Yp+I, ... ,Yq), (Xl, ... ,Xp,tp+l, ... ,Yq), A E [0,1]' correspond 
to the aforementioned Cauchy's functional equation. (See Aczel [1987] for further 
details). 

PROPOSITION 9. : Every two-pers6n zero-sum game r whose strategy sets X I, X 2 

are nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subsets of, respectively, JijP and Jijq, and 
whose payoff function, A : Xl X X 2 ~ JijP x IRq ---+ Jij, is continuous, concave as 
regards tbe first p variables, and convex as regards tbe q last ones, bas at least an 
equilibrium point. 

PROOF: This is a particular case of Nikaido-Isoda theorem, that appears, for 
instance, on p. 32 in Burger [1963] .• 
An extension of Proposition 9 to the non-convex case has been achieved in Tala 
and Marchi [1996]. As a noticeable consequence, let us finally observe that when 
dealing with a two-person zero-sum game whose strategy set X is the same for both 
players, it is a compact and convex nonempty subset of Jij n , and the payoff function 
Fsatisfies the functional equation F(x,y)+F(y,z) = F(x,z)+F(y,y) (x,y,z EX) 
with F( a, a) 2:: ° for every a EX, then the condition of concavity-convexity for 
F is equivalent to say that the corresponding functions u, v be concave. (That is: 
U(A. X + (1- A)· y) 2:: A· u(x) + (1- A)· u(y) (x, y EX , A E [0,1]), and similarly 
for v). 
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ABSTRACT. We prove that the boundary of the tame dragon is a Jordan curve J whose interior 
is a uniform domain. J is· the union of six similar Jordan arcs. Each of these arcs is a self
similar set that satisfies the open set condition. J is an s-set with s == 1.21076. Precisely, s= 

=2(log v)/log 2 where V-= VI + ,126/27 ~ 41- ')26/27. The disk F defined by J is the set of 

complex numbers that have a binary representation with integer part zero in the base 

fJ=-1I2+iJ7 12. 

1. INTRODUCTION. Let IlEC, 11l1>1, D={O,I}. a. EC is. said representable in base 

Il with ciphers D if there exists a set of digits, {a j ED ; j=M, M-l, M-2, ... }, such that 

M 

a = LPjJ.l. j • We write a = aM ... aO .a_1a_2 ••• = (ej),.. and call (e) the integral part of a 
-d> 

and (J)the fractional part· of a. Denote G the set of all representable numbers and 

define the set :F ofjractionai numbers as those numbers in G with a representation such 

that (e)=O and the set W of integers of the system as those with a representation such 

that (j)=O. A number r will be called a rational of the ilUttlerical system (,u,D) if it has a 

finite positional representation, i.e., with aj=O for j < J(r). U will denote the set of 

rationals ,of the system. F will also be denoted by F 0 • 

In what follows Il :=-1/2+iJ7/2. L:=[l,j.t] is the point-lattice defined by 1 and Il. It 

holds that W=L and that the Lebesgue measure of F, m(F), equals IIm,u1 = J7 12. 

Besides, ~ and OEint(F), (cf [Z]). ,u satisfies the equation x2 + x + 2 = 0 and 

1.uI = J2. It is easy to see that 

(1) Ido+dI,u+d2,u21~.Jlt if -dk ED or dk ED. 

The present work completes the results of our paper [Z] providing a proof of its Th. 11. 

,Most of the arguments used are similar to those given in our treatmerd of the Knuth 
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dragon in [BP] except for particular details. Thus, wben a result is not followed by a 

proof or a reference we understand tbat an analogous proposition appears in (BP) 

and-tbat its formal proof can be repeated almost verbatim in tbe present case. 

2. GRAPHS OF STATES. Given a representation of the complex number z, 
L 

Z = ~P j f./ , and an integer k, we denote with P(k):= the integral part of Zp-k and call it 

L 

the state k of this representation. If z has another repres~ntation z = ~qjpj then the 

successive states verify: 

(2) p(k-I)-q(k-I) = p[p(k)-q(k)]+(Pk_l -qk-l). 

«> 

We have P{k-I)-q(k-I) = LdjP-j wit!t d j E{O,±I} and by (I), 
j=l 

(3) 

Therefore p(k-I)-q(k-l) E S:={O,±l,±p,±(p+ I)}, (cf Fig. 3). But p(k)-q(k) 

also belongs to S and Pk-l and qk-l belong to D. These coefficients can be chosen then 

in a few definite ways. In Fig. I, the nodes of the graph r are the differences 

p( k) - q( k) of the states (p(k), q( k»). The nomenclature we use in that diagram is 

inspired in that of Gilbert ([G I], [G2]). Specifically, Iqpl and qlP mean that p(k)-q(k)=O 

and 1 respectively and JE. and LII that p(k)-q(k)=ll+ 1 and II respectively. According ql q 

to (2), the vector !Pk-l!- beside the arrow yields the transition to the state 
,qk-l 

(p(k - I),q(k - I») . 
THEOREM 1. Each number with two different representations is associated to an 

infinite string in the _graph r that starts in a node of the graph. Conversely, each such 

an infinite string is associated to a number z EF with more than one'representation that 
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is uniquely determined if p(O)=O, q(O)ES\{O}. Numbers of the form wpm, W EW, 

m E Z, i. e., the rational numbers, have only one representation. 

r I~I () I~ I 
Ip ql 

I~V \J~I Fig. 1 

qlp plq 

I ~ I I ~ I I ~ I 

I ~ I * ~<-'I-~I-
In particular 0 has only one representation. Let us define F~: == F + g, g E W == L. Then 

F n F~ =J:. 0 if and only if g E S. In the diagram of the graph 't in Fig. 2 we used the 

following notation: rip means p(k)-q(k)=l+/1, r(k)-q(k)=/1, p(k)-r(k)=l and L.I 
q qr 

means p(k)-q(k)=l+/1, r(k)-q(k)=l, p(k)-r(k)= /1. 

THEOREM 2. Let z be a number with three different representations and p(O)=O=J:. 

=J:.q(O)=J:.r(O)=J:.O. Then p(O), q(O) and reO) are related as in one of the nodes of the graph T 

and the succesive ciphers of these representations can be read following the graph from 

the columns beside the arrows. 

Each infinite string of T that starts in one of the nodes defines a unique complex number 

ZEF if p(O)=O. The ciphers of the three representations of Z are the entries in the 

columns beside the arrows. There is no number with four representations. 
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If z has three representations then z '=W-i- Z, WE W, has also three representations. z and 

z' are associated to the same infinite string of r: These numbers are ultimately periodic 

with period 100 or 110 • 

p 

-----r- < 
q I r 

r 

111 

7 
I ~I 

q 

± 
q 

III 

> 

It I 

Fig. 2 

3. THE COMPACT SET F. The contractions <Po(z)=z/11 and <P1(z)=(z+1)/11 

could be used to define the set F since F=<Po(F)u<P1(f} F is a disk,as will be 

shown, whose boundary is a Jordan curve that looks like the curve exhibited in Fig. 5. 

We obtain from (3) that IFI:=diam F <2. The family {f~:w E W} is a tessellation of the 

plane in the sense that R 2 = U{ ~g : g E W} and that any two different sets of the family 

have an intersection of Lebesgue measure zero. This fact will be established in §6 but 

was already proved in [Z], Th. 10. Fig. 4 shows the set F 0 (=F) and its (exactly) six 

neighbors (cf. Th. 1). F* will denote the set of rational numbers of (I1,D) in F. 

THEOREM 3. i) Let gE W and k be a nonnegative integer such that Igj ~ (J2l + 3. 

Then, g has a positional representation with no more than k+8 ciphers. 

ii) If z E C and jzi < ( J2) ~8 then zEF. 
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iii) F* c FO = int(F) and F = F * = FO = cI(int (F»). 

iv) Let gES\ {O}. Then Z E F (\ Fg if and only if z is associated to an infinite string of 

the graph r that starts at the node corresponding to the type of the state (O,g). 

v) Assume gES/{O} and Z EF nFg Then, neither radix representation ofz has more 

than 3 consecutive equal ciphers after the point. 

vi) {f O~ gE Wthen FO nFg = 0 .• 

8 is the maximum number of ciphers necessary to represent the integers of the numerical 

system of modulus not greater than 4 (cf Table 1). As a matter off act, 4=(11100100) p 

and 4+1l=(1110011O) p are the only ones ofthese that need 8 ciphers to be represented. 

,u-l 
0 

2 
0 

,u +,u 

}.L = -1/2 + i Y7/2 
2 

}.L +}.L+2=O 

~ 
,u ,u+l ,u+2 

0 0 

-1 0 1 
0 0 0 

o o 
-,u-i l-p: 

,u-l=111001 ,u+2=11100 -2=110 

-,u-2=100 -,u-l=101 -p:=1110 

0 

Fig. 3 

2 0 

o o 

-1=111 2=1010 

l-,u=l1ll 

[Th. 3, i) implies that 0 has a unique positional representation in (J1,D), (cf[Z],§2), a 

fact that we deduced from Th. 1.] 

4. THE BOUNDARY OF F. Most of the times in Fg we shall replace g fiy its 

representation in the numerical system (Il,D). It will be clear from the context the 

meaning of the subindex. So, F_I = F'.,11 ,Fp = F'.,o,F_ p = r~110 and Fp+l = r;l ,E1-P = F'.,OI· 
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DEFINITION 1. J:=iF; A, C, B, A", C", B" are the intersections ofF with g+F where 

g is, respectively, 1, fI+ 1, f1, -1, -fl-1, -J..L 

We obtain from theorems 1 and 2 that: J=A u B u C u A" u C" u B", (cf. Fig. 5). 

w 

Fig. 4 

x 

z 

TABLE 1 

Table 1 shows the positional representation in base fl of numbers WEW of modulus not greater 
than four. The integer at the right is the square ofthe modulus ofw. 

-4-211=101000 16 -1-211=1110011 7 1+311=10111 16 
-4-11=101010 14 -1-11=101 2 2-211=1010110 16 
-4=111100 16 -1=111 1 2-11=1000 8 
-3-211=101001 11 -1+11=111001 4 2=1010 4 
-3-11=101011 8 -1+211=111011 11 2+11=11100 4 
-3=111101 9 -211=1100 8 2+211=11110 8 
-3+11=111111 14 -11=1110 2 2+311=10000 16 

-2-311=1110000 16 11=10 2 3-11=1001 14 

-2-211=1110010 8 211=10100 8 3=1011 9 

-2-11=100 4 1-211=1101 11 3+11=11101 8 

-2=110 4 1-11=1111 4 3+211=11111 11 

-2+11=111000 8 1=1 1 4=11100100 16 

-2+211=111010 16 1+11=11 2 4+11=11100110 14 
4+211=11000 16 

-1-311=1110001 16 1+211=10101 7 
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THEOREM 4. i) B=<PO(CA), i.e., zEB ~J..IZEC\ 

ii) C=<PO(AA), i.e., ZEC ~J..IZEAA 

iii) A= <l>o(BuCu(B+ 1») = <l>o(BUC)U<P1 (B), i.e. zEA ~ J..IZEBuCu(B+l) 

ivY CA=<P1(A), i.e., C'=C-(1+,u) 

v) BI\= <P1 (C), i.e., BI\=B-,u 

vi)CallH=F;nF;111 where 1-,£1=(1111»)1' Then,zEAI\~J..IZEBl\uHu(CI\+I), i.e., 

AI\= <Po (BAuH u (CA+ 1» = <Po(BAuH)U<P1 (CA) .• 

PROOF. We prove iii) and vi). The statements i) and ii) are easier to prove than iii) and 

they imply iv) and v). 

iii) Assume Z = 0.P_1"'= l.q_1 ... EA. Then, following one step, the three branches that 

start in the node p I q in the graph r we have the following possibilities: z= 0.0 .. ,= 1.0 ... , 

z = 0.0 ... = 1.1..., z = 0, l...= 1.1.. .. Therefore, Ilz = O .... = 10 .... EB or Ilz = O .... = 

=11. ... EC or Ilz = 1. ... = 11. ... , i.e., Ilz-l == O .... = 10 .... EB. Assume now that 

wEBuCu(B+ 1). lfw EB then will = 0.0 ... = 1.0 ... EA, ifwEC then will = 0.0 ... = 

= 1.1...EAandifw EB+l, w= 1. ... = 11. ... , that is, w/ll=O . ... = 1.1... EA. 

vi) Z EAA <=> z= O.p -1 ... = 111.q -1 ... corresponds to the state q I p. Thus, using the 

graph r, ifz= 0.0 ... = 111.0 ... then IlZ= 0, ... = 1110 .... EBA, ifz= 0.1 ... = 11l.l ... then 

IlZ= 1. ... = 1111. ... EH and ifz= 0.1... = 111.0 ... , IlZ= 1. ... = 1110 .... ECA.+ l. 

It can be shown as before that w EBAuHu(CAt 1) ~ w/l-l EAA, QED. 

5. CONSPICUOUS POINTS OF F AND J. The next theorem provides the positional 

representations and values of some distinguished points of F and J=8F. For example: 

1/,£1= (-I-iJ7)/4 =0.1. 

THEOREM 5. A period will be represented by .... It holds that 

x=O.OOl= l.010= 11.100 =(3+i~7)/8 

Y = 0.101 = 1.110= 1110.011 = (l-i~7)/4 

, Z = 0.l00 = 1110.010 = 1Ol.001 = (-1-i3~7)/8 
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u = 0.110 = 111.101 = 101.011 = (-3-i"7)/4 

v = 0.010 = 111.001 = 10.100 = (-5+i"7)/8 

w = 0.011 = 11.110= 10.101 = (-1+i"7)/4 

-
2c= 0.1 

-
P:= (x+y)/2= x.y= -pI2(1- p) E A 2P= 1.1 • 

PROOF. If a point y=0.r1 ... =1.p -1 ... =1l1O·q_1 .. , then its set of states corresponds to 

the node rip in the graph't (cf. Fig. 2). In consequence, the p-representation is periodic 
q 

of period 110 beginning immediately after the point, the r-representation has period 101 

and the q-representation has period 011. Such a point is unique. The positional 

representations of x, z, u, v and ware obtained in an analogous way. 

We have: 0.1 = 1/(/1-1)= -(3+i"7)/8 and 0.1+0.001=0.m, 0.1-0.001=0.110. Since 

/1 2 +/1+2 = 0 we get (112) I' =0. Therefore, 0.1 +x = 0 and 0.1 -x = u. That is, 0.1 = 2c = 

= -x = x+u and from this the values ofx and u are obtained and also that x=1/(l-/1). The 

calculations of the values ofy, z, v and ware easier. Finally we observe that -/1/2 = 

= (1-i"7)/4 = y. In consequence, P = (x+y)l2 = 112(1-/1) - /1/4 = /1/2(/1-1) = (/1/2).0.1 = 

= (1.1 )/2. Recall that x = 1/(1-/1). Since /1 2 +/1+2=0 we get y = -/1/2 = 1/(1 +/1) Then, 

(4) P = [-/1/2][1/(1-/1)] = 11(1- p2 ) = (P-1)1 p2 

It will be shown later using this formula that PEAcJ, QED. 

THEOREM 6. c is the center of symmetlY of F.. 

PROOF. Define s = W(z):= 2c-z. Ifz = O.P_l P -2'" then s = O.(1-p -1 )(1-p'2)'" and 

z EF ¢:> s EF, QED. 

It is easy to check that 

(5) N'= W(A) B'" = WeB) U'=W(C). 

(For example, ifb = 1O.p_1 P-2'" then O.l-b = 1110.(1-p_1)(1-p_2)' i.e., bEB => 

2c-bEBI\). The proof ofTh. 6 uses essentially the graph 't and shows also, since there is 

no point with four representations (Th. 2), that the following relations hold: 
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(6) M(BuN\uC/\) = Cn(A/\uC/\uB/\) = Bn(C/\uB/\uAJ = 0 

(7) AnC={x}, CnB={w}, BnA/\={v}, A/\nC/\={u}, C/\nB/\={z}, B/\nA={y}. 

We denote with dim K the Hausdorff dimension of the set K. 

THEOREM 7. Jis a closed simple curve and dim J = dim A .• 

PROOF. We prove in paragraph 8 that A is a simple arc. Because offormulae (5) and 

Th. 4, A is similar to B, C, B/\, A/\, and C/\. Thus, the thesis follows from (6), (7) and the 

fact, proved in § 4, that J = A u B u C u N' U C/\ U B/\, QED. 

6. THE SET A. The object of this section is to prove the next result: 

THEOREM 8. i) A is the invariant set of the following family of similarities 

(8) 

iii) Let a be the similarity dimension of A. Then a = 210g( v) where v is the real root 
log(2) 

of v3 - v- 2 = 0 and V= ~l +~26/27 + ~l- ~26/27. a ~1.21076 and v ~ 1:52138. 

iv) O'j(A)n0'3(A)=0 

v) O'j (A) n O'i (A) = {O'j (yJ} = {0'2 (y)} 0'2 (A) n 0'3 (A) = {0'2 (x)} = {0'3 (x)} .• 

PROOF. i) implies iii) since v is the only real root of x3 - x - 2 = O. The precise 

expression for v is obtained from Cardano's formula. ii) exhibits the fixed points of the 

contractions and follows from (4) and easy calculations. Let us see i). 

Because of Theorem 4 we have, B=<I> 0 (C/\)=<I> 0 (C-I-Il)=<I> 0 (C)-l-l/Il= 

=<1> 0 (<1> 0 (A/\»-I-lIll=<I> 0 (<I> 0 (A)-1/Il)-l-1/Il= <I>~ (A)-(l +1l+1l 2 )/Il 2 = <I>~ (A)+ 1/1l 2 

Taking into account formulae (8), we obtain, 

(9) <I> 0 (B) = <I>~ (A) + 1 III 3 = (j j (A) 

<I> 0 (B+ 1) = <I>~ (A) + (1+1l 2 )/1l 3 = (j 3 (A) 

It follows from Th. 4 iii) that A equals the union of the three sets in (8). Therefore, 

A= U~O'/A). 
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To prove iv), we must know the action of the a's on the positional representation of a 

number z. This is shown in (10). There ~ means a sequence of binary digits that does not 

change after the transformation. 

{ O.~ ~ O.OOl~ 

(10) (5 
1 

l.~ ~ 1.Ol~ 

(5{O.~ ~l.ll~ 

2 l.~ ~ O.OO~ 

cr3{6.~ ---7 O.lOl~ 
1.~ ~ l.ll~ 

Assume a, bEA and a 1 (a)=cr 3 (b)=z. Then, z must be equal to 0.001 ... and to 1.010 ... 

because of the action of () Ion a and also z must be equal to 0.101 ... and to 1.110 ... 

because of the action of ()3 on b. Multiplying by ~3 one obtains a number that shows 

clearly four representations, a contradiction. 

Let us prove the first formula in v). IfzEa 1 (A)na 2 (A) then z = 0.001... = 1.010 ... = 

1.11... and ~2 z = O.l ... = 101. ... = 111. ..... Therefore, ~2 Z E FnF -I nF +1'" 

Because ofTh. 5, z = ul ~2 . Thus, Z = a 2 (y) = a 1 (y), QED. 

We note here that it follows from (10) that 

(11) V) E {1,2,3}. 

7. THE HAUSDORFF DIMENSION OF A. The aim of this paragraph is to prove that 

A is a self-similar s-set, s=dim(A)=the Hausdorff dimension of A. In view of 

Hutchinson's theorem it suffices to show that the family of similarities (8) satisfies the 

open set condition. 

We extend our earlier notation as follows: F C .. D.E..K :={z: z=C. .. D.E ... K-} where -:- is 

any sequence of binary digits. Besides, if r = (il, ... ,i r), we write () y instead of 

DEFINITION 2. f:=F~0l111 = int{z: z=0.0111l~} and 
00 

V: = UU{ ();, O ... O();, (f) : ij E{1,2,3}} = U()y(f)· 
r=1 r 

THEOREM 9. i) A is a self-similar set and O<H s (A)< 00, s=similarity dimension of A 
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PROOF. ii) implies i). Let us prove ii). (11) yields the first inclusion. It is obvious that V 

is open and that the second inclusion holds. To prove the third statement in ii) we need 

some auxiliary propositions. 

Proposition 1. Assume that 0' r (f) == F: . Then, a = 0' r (0.01111) .• 

Proof. It is an immediate consequence offormulae (10), qed. 

Proposition 2. Let y=(iI, ... iJ and O'y(FOOOllll)=F: where a=ao.a_I ... a_kOll11 

then ao E {O,l} and {a_1 , ... ,a_k } does not contain four consecutive ciphers 1._ 

Proof. We use repeatedly (10) for the proof by induction on r. For r=1 it is true. Suppose 

the statement is true for 0' y but not for 0' d 00' y with some dE { 1,2,3}. That is, if 

O'y(O.llll)=ao.a _la_z ... a_kOl111 and O'd(ao.a_I ... a_kOllll)=bo.b_I ... b_jOllll then 

{a_I, ... ,a_d does not contain four consecutives l's, but {b_I, ... ,b_ f } does. The only 

way for this to happen is that aO.a_Ia_Z '" = 0.1l~ (cf. (10». However, neither f nor any 

outcome of the applications 0' f have such a beginning, a contradiction, qed. 

Proposition 3. Assume a= aO.a_I ... a_ j , P= bo.b_I ... b_k , k?:.j and F: nF; ;t:0. Then 

a; =b;fori = O,-I, ... ,-j.Moreover, k> j~F: ::;F; properly .• 

Proof. It follows immediately from vi) of Theorem3, qed. 

Proposition 14. Assume that r={il, ... ,ir)and O=(JI, ... ,jS).lj O',s(f) = O'y(f) =F: 

thenr=o, i.e., s=rand Vk: ik =A .• 
Proof. Suppose that s?:. r and let x= (il , ... ,ik) where k< r is such that i l = jw,i k = jk 

and 0' z(0.01111) = co' c_I ... c m , (if Xis empty then 0' z = identity map). 

Assume that O't (c 0 . c_I ... c_m ) = ... cdc_I,,,c_m for t = i hI and O't (c 0 . c_I· .. c_m )= . 

= ... CDc_I,,,c_m for t = j k+I' Ifihl = 2 and j k+1 = 1 or 3, then, because of (10), cd=OO or 

11 and CD=Ol or 10. This is a contradiction, since a is uniquely determined (Prop. 3). 

Assume next that i k+1 =1 and j k+i =3. If 0' t ( co' c_I . .. c_m ) = ... bcdc_ l · "C_m in the first 

case and O't( Co .c_I ... c_m ) = ... BCDc_I,,,c_m in the second case then bcd=OOl or 010 

and BCD=101 or 110, again a contradiction. In consequence, ik+1 = jk+I' This implies 
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that 1 = G I , ... j ,). Taking into account that the applications cr i are contractions, we 

conclude that s = r and then, r = 0 , qed. 

Proposition 5. Assume a. = ao.a_I ... a_i • f3 = bo.b_I ... b_k• k ~}. O=(JI'''''}S) and 

r = (il, .. ·,i,). If O'r (f) =F;. O'§(f) =F; and O'§(f) n O'r (f)::I= 0 then 0 =y.-

Proof From proposition 3 we obtain a i = b i for i = 0,-1, ... ,-j. Taking into account that 

the last ciphers of a. and f3 are 01111, k > j leads to a contradiction with Proposition 2. 

Therefore, 0.= f3. Because of proposition 4, cS = 1, qed. 
<Xl 

To finish the proof observe that if i::l=j then O'i (V)=UU { O'i (O'i, 0 .. . 00'i, (f»} and 
r=1 

<Xl 

O'j(V)=UU{ O'j(O'i, o ... oO'i, (f»} are unions of sets pairwise disjoint 10 view of 
,=1 

proposition.5. Therefore, O'i (V) n 0' j (V) = 0, QED. 

Corollary. For any pEA and any ball B(p;e), it holds that HS(B(p;e) nA) > O. 

8. THE SIMPLE ARC A. The applicationS(z):=2P - z = 1.1 - z is such that S(A)cA 

and since S 2 (A)cS(A), S(A)=A. In fact, if z=O.p -I p -2 ... = l.q_1 q-2 ... then S(z) = 

=1.(I-p_I )(1-p_2 ) ... =0. (l-q_1 )(1-q-:-2 ) ... €:A. P is the center of~metry of A. 

x 

y Fig. 6 

The set A and'the first five steps of its construction. 
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Z + 1 + Jl2 
T2(Z) = 0"3(Z) = 3 • 

Jl 

Let B=B(0;2)={z: I z I <2}. We obtain i) of the following auxiliary result from Theorem 

8. ii) is easy to check (recall that I F 1<2 and that 0 E int(F». 

Lemma 1. i)A=To(A)uT](4)u T2(A), To(A)n T2(A)=0, To(A)n T](A)= {To(y)}= 

={ T](X)}, T](A)nT2(A)={ T](y)}={ T2(X)}, 

ii) Vi: T; (B)cB~F .• 

We use in the next lemma the same notation for composition of applications that was 

introduced in section 7 before the proof of Th. 9. 

Lemma 2. If z] and Z2 belong to B, a = (aN, ... ,a]), a; E {0,1,2} and N is a positive 

integer, then 

i). I Z]-Z2 kv'2)-3N::::;1 Ta (Z])-T a (z2) I::::; I Z]-Z2 kv'2)-2N 

ii) IT] T~-] (z]) - To T~-] (Z2)1 ::::; 8(.J2 )HN 

iii) jor h= 0, 1, Th+]T~-](X) = ThT~-](y) .• 

I N-l() . N-]( )1<8( ~2)1-3N T 2 To Zl - T]7: 2 Z2 .- ..J 

Proof The proofs of i) and ii) are completely similar to those of i) and ii), respectively, of 
\ 

Proposition 4, [BP]. iii) follows from Theorem 8 and Definition 3, qed. 

THEOREM 10. A is a simple arc with initial point x and terminal point y .• 

PROOF. Assume tE[O,l]. Let us define! [O,l]~A by 
00 

(12) t=LajTi ~ j(t) = Iimn->ooTa(O) where a=(an, ... ,a]). 

jis a well defined, injective and continuous application. The proof of an analogous fact in 

§ 3.2 [BP], precisely the proof ofTh. 4 of that paper, can be repeated verbatim, QED. 

9. F IS A QUASI-DISK. Theorem 10 is the result we needed to assure that J, the 

boundary ofF, is a Jordan curve. However, more can be said about this homeomorphic 

copy of a circle. It is a quasi-circle or what is the same, F 0 is a uniform domain (in 

relation with this notion we refer to [L]). To see that J is a quasi-circle it is enough to 
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prove the next theorem. Its statement is called the Ahlfors' condition and it can be taken 

as a.definition of quasi-circle. 

THEOREM 11. There exists K > 0 such that for any pair z, W EJ, it /Jolds that 

(13) 

where zw is the arc in J, positively oriented, with initial point z and terminal point w .• 

PROOF. This property is shared with the Knuth's dragon. So, to show that the diameter 

of the arc zw is bounded by K I z-w lone can repeat the demonstration of an analogous 

result in [BP]. That proof requires the next two Lemmas. 

Lemma 3. There exists K > 0 such that if 0 ~ t1 < t ~ 12 ~ 1 then 

(14) 

Proof. From the definitions of the .'s we get 

1 1 
Assume tE[O, -+-]. Then, t=(O.OO~) 3 and t + 2/9= (0.02~) 3 or t= (0.01O~) 3 and 

9 27 

t + 2/9= (0, 100~) 3 . In thesecond case, t=1/9 + s/9, t + 2/9=113 + s/9. Here, s= O.O~ . 

We have, by the definition ofj,fit) = (.0 0. 1 )(I(s»,fit+2/9) = (.1 0. 0 )(I(s». By (15), 

(16) 2 
fit + -) = ToT1fis) + 11 = fit) + 11 

9 

The same formula can be obtained from (15) in the first case. (16) implies that the subarc 

of A defined by tE [ ..!. -..!. ,..!. + _1_] is a translation of the subarc of A defined by tE 
3 9 3 27 

[0)+_1_]. It is possible at this point to follow the same line of proof of the Proposition 
9 27 

5, [BP], § 4, to obtain the desired inequality (14), qed .. 

To verify that (14) is satisfied around any of the corners x, y, z, u, v, w ofJ, it is 

convenient to find a similarity transformation that applies a neighbor!Jood of the corner 

under consideration into A. Because of the symmetry of the set J, it is sufficient to 

examine the points x, w and v. 
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DEFINITION 4. 0(z) =-;.. + (1.11))J 
f.I. 

z z 
q>(z) = 0( -) =-+ (1.11) -f.I. f.l.3 )J 

Lemma 4. cp(B u C) c A 0(AuC)cA cp(BuA")cA -

Proof We check only the third relation. Recall that BuA" =:Fn(F \0 uF 111)' But q>(0.~)= 

=1.l1O~ belongs to F I , q>(lO.~)= 0.010~ + 1.11= O.OOO~ EF and q>(111.~)= 

= O.lll~ + 1.11= 0.101- EF. That is, q>(BuA") c F 0 nF I =A, qed. 

Now we are able to prove our present Theorem 11 repeating verbatim the proof of 

Theorem 7, [BP], § 4.2, QED. 

COROLLARY. i) there exists a 8>0 such that given 11 ,t2 E[O,l], t2 >tl , there is a 

similarity u such thatu(J([t l ,t2 ]) c A and lu(f(t l )) -u(f(t2 ))I? 8. 

ii) there exist a, b and r>O such that for any set :E c J with 0 < I:EI sr there is a 

similarity A: :E--+A such that IA(:E)I? 8 and for X. Y E :E, it holds that 

(17) alX -J1~I~I'IA(X)-A(Y)1 ~blX -YI-
(Cf [BP], pgs. 27 and 28.) 

10. ON THE SELF-SIMILARITY OF A. Let us introduce property P. 

DEFINITION 5. A has property P if there exists t1 > 0 such that for any XEA and any 

ball B(x;r) with r < t1 there exist YEA and a similarity Y with contraction ratio equal to 

one such thatB(y;r)nA c 't j (A)for some jE{0,1,2} andY(B(y;r)nA) = B(x;r)nA._ 

That is, the affine isometry Y -I sends B(x;r)nA onto a copy completely included in one 

of the sets T k (A). 

THEOREM 12. A has property P._ 

We shall not enter into the details because the proofis the same as that given in [BP] § 6. 

There is a misprint in that proof; the definition of 0 should read: 

0= (Yz)inf{dist(f(l/9),j([1/9 + 1/27,ID,dist(f(1/3),A \f([1/3-1/9,1/3+ 1127])). 

Theorem 12 implies that A is a 23/2 -quasi-self-similar set of standard size N2 in the 

sense of McLaughlin. This is shown in [BPP], § 6.2, where a discussion of these 

concepts is included. 
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11. THE CONVEX HULL OF BF. J shares many properties with the boundary of the 

Knuth dragon, BK, though has a smaller Hausdorff dimension. It seems not so wild as aK , 

but its convex hull is much more complex. We proved in [BP] that co(K) is an octogon. 

THEOREM 13. The convex set co()) = co(F) is not a polygon._ 

PROOF. We ~bserve first that arg(Il)=\jI1t, \jI irrational. In fact, f.i2 = - f.i - 2 and by 

induction one can prove that f.i2k = af.i + b with a = a(k) an odd integer and b = b(k) an 

even integer. So, f.i2k is not real for any positive integer k. Therefore, \jI is not a rational . . " 

number. ~hus, {f.i i / If.ili : j EZ} is a family of pairwise different unit vectors. 

Let L be a support line to F at the point u=0.a_1 ... a_i ... , parallel to f.i- i . Then L = 

= {z:Im(z . .ul) = Im(U.f.ii)}. If U=u+~ = 0.a_1a_2 ••• (1-a_ j ) ... ,where E=1 if a_j=O 
. f.i 

and E=-l if a_j =l, then Im(U.f.ij) = Im(U.f.ii) and U E L. Therefore, L is a support 

line to F also at U and the segment uU c a(co(F» c co(F), QED. 
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A STAIRCASE ANALOGUE OF THE PRISON 

YARD PROBLEM FOR ORTHOGONAL POLYGONS 

MARILYN BREEN 

University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019, USA 

ABSTRACT. Let S be an orthogonal polygon bounded by a simple closed curve with 
n vertices. If 4 ::::: n ::::: 7, then S is orthogonally convex. If 8 ::::: n, then S is expressible 
as a union of [n~4] sets, each starshaped via staircases. Similarly, for 4 ::::: n, c1( ~ S) 
is expressible as a union of [~] such starshaped sets. These results yield a staircase 
version of the "prison yard" problem, for ~. guards suffice to see the whole plane via 
staircase paths, with each path in S or in cl( ~ S). Finally, analogous results provide 
decompositions of Sand cl( ~ S) into orthogonally convex sets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. We begin with some definitions. Let S be a nonempty 

set in the plane. Point x in S is a point of local convexity of S if and only if 

there is a neighborhood N of x such that N n S is convex. If S fails to be locally 

convex at q in S, then q is a point of local nonconvexity (Inc point) of S. Set S 

is called orthogonal if and only if S is a closed, connected set whose boundary is 

a finite union of segments (edges) and rays, each parallel to one of the coordinate 

axes. An edge e of S is a locally convex edge if and only if both endpoints of 

e are points of local convexity of S. Similarly, edge e is a dent edge if and only 

if both endpoints are Inc points of S n H, for H an appropriate closed halfplane 

determined by the line of e. For A a simple polygonal path in the plane whose 

edges [Vi-l, Vi] = Vi-l Vi, 1 :s; i :s; n, are parallel to the coordinate axes, A is called 

a staircase path if and only if the associated vectors [Vi-l, Vi] alternate between 

one (and only one) vertical direction and one (and only one) horizontal direction. 

For points x and y in S, we say x sees y (x is visible from y) via staircase paths 

if and only if there is a staircase path in S containing both x and y. The subset 

of S seen by x via staircase paths is the visibility set of x, and S is starshaped via 

AMS(MOS) subject classification. Primary ·S2.A30. 
Support in part by NSF grant DMS-9S04249 
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staircase paths if and only if for some point p of S, the visibility set of p is exactly 

S. Finally, set S is called horizontally convex if and only if for each x, y in S with 

[x, yl horizontal, it follows that [x, y] ~ S. Vertically convex is defined analogously. 

We say set S is orthogonally convex if and only if S is an orthogonal set which ,!!! 

both horizontally convex and vertically convex. 

There are many interesting results in convexity which involve the idea of visibility 

via straight line segments. Among these are a collection of guard problems, dis-

cussed at length in [10]. One example is the art gallery problem, which asks how 

many guards are required so that each point of a polygon A (the art gallery) is 

visible via a straight segment in A from at least one of the guards. (See Klee [8], 

Chvatal [3].) 

A second example, the prison yard problem, asks a similar question but stipulates 

that the guards be placed at vertices of polygon A and that they protect both the 

interior of A (the prison itself) and the exterior of A (the corresponding yard). 

(See Fiiredi and Kleitman [6].) Typically, the number of guards required is given 

in terms of the number of vertices of A. Here we attempt to adapt these problems 

to orthogonal sets, replacing the concept of visibility via segments with the notion 

of visibility via staircase paths. 

Some related work on orthogonal polygons appears III [2]. Moreover, result~ in 

[1] show that dent edges for orthogonal polygons behave much like Inc points for 

arbitrary closed connected sets in the plane. Here we extend this idea, using the 

dent edges of an orthogonal polygon S to decompose S into a union of sets which 

are starshaped via staircases. Further, just as a finite collection oflnc points may be 

used to decompose a closed connected set into a union of convex sets ([7]), the dent 

edges help to decompose orthogonal polygon S into a union of orthogonally convex 

sets. Since the locally convex edges for S are exactly the dent edges for cl( '" S), the 

results yield some predictable analogues for the complement of S as well. Finally, 

the results for S and its complement are combined to obtain a staircase analogue of 

the prison yard problem, again in terms of the number of vertices of the associated 

polygon. 

Throughout the paper, cl Sand bdry S will denote the closure and boundary, re-
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spectively, for set 8. The reader is referred to Valentine [11], to Lay [9], to Danzer, 

Griinbaum, Klee [4] and to Eckhoff [5] for a discussion of visibility via straight line 

segments and associated starshaped sets. 

2. A STAIRCASE ANALOGUE OF THE PRISON YARD PROB-

LEM. In [6], Fiiredi and Kleitman prove that if P is a nonconvex simple polygon 

with n vertices, [~] guards suffice to cover both the interior and the exterior of P. 

We will obtain a similar result for orthogonal polygons, using staircase paths. 

The following definition will be helpful. 

Definition. Let S be an orthogonal polygon bounded by a simple closed curve, 

and let S1, ..• , Sn be the vertices of 8, ordered in a clockwise or counterclock-

wise direction along bdry S. Similarly, define orthogonal polygon S' and vertices 

s~, ... ,s~. We say Sand 8' have the same edge arrangement if and only if, for an 

appropriate labeling of their vertices, 8 and 8' have the same Inc points. That is, 

Si is an Inc point for 8 if and only if s~ is an Inc point for 8'. 

Theorem 1. Let k and m be integers, 0 :s: m :s: k. Let 8 be an orthogonal polygon 

whose boundary is a simple closed curve with n vertices, n 2:: 4. If 8 has k dent 

edges, grouped into m collections of consecutive edges, then 8 has at least k + 2m + 4 

nondent edges. The bound k + 2m + 4 is best possible. Moreover, exactly k + 4 of 

the non dent edges are locally convex edges. 

Proof. We proceed by induction. If k = 0, then 8 is orthogonally convex, and it 

is easy to see that 8 has at least 4 edges, exactly 4 of which are locally convex. 

Similarly, if k = 1, clearly 8 has at least 7 nondent edges, exactly 5 of which are 

locally convex. To establish the result for general k and m, k 2:: 2, k 2:: m 2:: 1, 

assume that the theorem is true for natural number~ less than k. Furthermore, for 

this k assume that the result has heen proved for natural numbers less than m (if any 

exist). Finally, for k and m, suppose that the result holds for permissible natural 

numbers less than n (if any exist). Let 8 be an orthogonal polygon satisfying our 

hypothesis for k, m, and n. 

The vertices 8 may be labeled either in clockwise or in counterclockwise direction 

along bdry S by Va, V1, ... , vn.We assert that for an appropriate choice of Va and 
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for an appropriate order, VOVI is a nondent edge, VI V2 is dent, and VOVI is no longer 

than V2V3: Suppose that edge VI V2 is a dent edge of S .. Certainly one of the edges 

VOVl, V2V3 is no longer than the other, so without loss of generality assume VOVI is 

no longer than V2V3. If VOVI is not a dent edge, then our assertion is satisfied. If 
. . . . 

VOVI is dent, consider the remaining edge VnVO at Vo. Observe that it is shorter than 

VI V2· (See Figure 1.) If Vn Vo is dent, continue. Obviously not all edges of S can be 

dent, so in finitely many steps we reach a (first) edge not a dent edge. Renumber 

the vertices WI, W2, ..•.. ,Wn so that WOWI is not dent and WI W2 is dent. Observe that 

WOWI is shorter than W2W3. Therefore, we may assume that our original labeling 

Vo, VI, ..• , Vn produces the required properties. 

Vz 

Figure 1. 

For future reference, observe that since VOVI is not dent, one of its endpoints cannot 

be an Inc point for S. Since Vl'V2 is dent, VI is an Inc point. Thus Vo is not an Inc 

point, and VnVO cannot be a dent edge. Also observe that, relative to our ordering, 

VI V2 will be the first edge in one of the m collections of consecutive dent edges. 

Let A be the rectangle determined by vertices vo, VI, V2, and let z be the fourth 

vertex of A, z E (V2, V3]. We may assume that (int A) U (vo, z) is disjoint from S, 

for otherwise, by adjusting lengths of appropriate edges of S, we could obtain an 

orthogonal polygon having the same edge arrangement as S and having the required 

property. There are several cases to consider. 

Case 1. If neither V3 nor Vn is an Inc point for S, proceed as follows. Since V3 is 

not an Inc point, we may assume that z = V3. (See Figure 2.) Now consider the 

orthogonal polygon T = SUA. Observe that bdry T is a simple closed curve, tha.t 

edges VOVl,VIV2,V2VS for S are not edges for T, and that edges VnVO,V3V4 for S are 

just subsets of edge Vn V4 for T. Further, edge Vn Vo will be nondent for S (since 
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its endpoints are not Inc points) and edges V3V4 for 5 and Vn V4 for T both will 

be nondent (since neither V3 nor Vn is an Inc point). Remaining edges will not be 

affected. 

s 

Figure 2. 

Since in passing from 5 to T we lose dent edge VI V2 and do not acquue any new 

dent edges, T has k --1 dent edges. Moreover, since neither Va nor V3 is an Inc point 

for 5, edge VIV2 alone comprises one of the m groups of consecutive edges for S. 

Thus T has only m - 1 groups of consecutive edges. Observe that since k ~ 2, T 

has k - 1 ~ 1 dent edges, and m .- 1 ~ 1. We may apply our induction hypothesIs 

to T to conclude that T has at least (k - 1) + 2(m - 1) + 4 nondent edges. When 

we return from T to 5, we gain dent edge VI V2 and non dent edges VaVI, V2V3. We 
, 

lose nondent edge Vn V4 but gain nondents Vn Va and V3 V4. Hence 5 has k dent edges 

and at least 

(k - 1) + 2(m - 1) + 4 + 3 = k + 2m + 4 

nondent edges. 

Also by our induction hypothesis, since T has (k - 1) dent edges, T has exactly 

(k - 1) + 4 locally convex edges. Edges V n V4 for T and V3V4 for 5 are both locally 

convex or both not locally convex, according to whether or not V4 is a point of local 

convexity. Hence in returning from T to 5, there is a net gain of exactly one locally 

convex edge, contributed by VnVo, so 5 has exactly k + 4 such edges. This finishes 

the proof for Case 1. 

Case 2. If one of V3 or Vn is not an Inc point for 5, assume that Z #- V3 and hence 

z is strictly between V2 and V3. (See Figure 3.) Again consider the orthogonal 

polygon T = 5 u A, which is bounded by a simple closed curve. Observe that edges 

VOV1, VI V2 for 5 are not edges for T, and edge Vn Va for 5 is just a subset of edge VnZ 



for T. Edge V2V3 for 5 will be replaced by edge ZV3 for T. Moreover, Z will be an 

Inc point for 5, so edges V2V3 for Sand ZV3 for T will be both dent or both non dent . 

depending on whether or not Vs is an Inc point. Remaining e~ges are una:ffect~d. 

There are two subcases, determined by the classIfication of v". 

____ ovo 
z 

Figure 3. 

Case 20,. If Vn is not an Inc point (and V3 is an Inc point), then VnZ is not a dent 

edge for T. (See Figure 4.) Hence in passing from 5 to T) we lose dent edge VI V2, 

swap dent edge V2Vg for dent ZV3, and do not acquire any new dents, so T has k - 1 

dent edges. Moreover, since Va is not an Inc point for 5 but V3 is an Inc point, VIV2 

and V2Vg are first and second dent edges in a sequence of consecutive dents for S. 

In T, edge ZVg will be first in the corresponding sequence of dents for T, so T (like 

5) will have m collections of consecutive dents. Applying our induction hypothesis, 

T will have at least (k - 1) + 2m + 4 nondent edges. When we return from T to 

5, we replace non dent VnZ for T with nondent VnVa for 5 and replace dent ZVg for 

T with dent V2V3 for S. We gain nondent VaVI and dent VI V2. Hence 5 has k dent 

edges and at least 

(k - 1) + 2m + 4 + 1 = k + 2m + 4 

nondent edges. 
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z 

Figure 4. 

Also by induction, T has exactly (k -1) + 4 locally convex edges. Returning from T 

to S we lose no locally convex edges and gain the locally convex edge VnVo, giving 

S exactly k + 4 such edges. 

Case 2b. If Vn is an Inc point, then VnZ will be a dent edge for T. Since VnVO is not 

dent for S, in passing from S to T we lose dent edge VIV2 and gain dent edge VnZ, 

leaving T with k dent edges. Unfortunately there are yet two more possibilities, 

determined by the classification of vertex Va. 

In case Va is an Inc point, then V2Va is a dent edge for S, so VI V2 and V2Va belong to 

the same collection of consecutive dents in S. (See Figure 5.) In T, edge -zva leads 

th~ corresponding sequence, so Thas m collections of consecutive dents. However, 

T has two fewer edges than S, so by our induction hypothesis, the theorem must 

hold for T. Thus T will have at least k + 2m + 4 nondent edges. Returning from 

T to S, we lose dent VnZ and gain nondent VnVO. We gain non dent VOVI and dent 

VI V2. We lose dent ZVa and gain dent V2Va. Thus S has k dents and at least 

k + 2m + 4 + 2 = k + 2m + 6 

nondents. (This is 2 more than we needed.) 
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Figure 5. 

Also, T has exactly k dent edges and, by induction, exactly k d- 4 locally convex 

edges. There is no change in locally convex edges when we pass from T to S, so S 

has exactly k + 4 such edges as well; 

Finally, in case V3 is not an Inc point, then V2V3 is non dent for S, so VIV2. alone 

comprises one of the m sets of consecutive nondent edges in S. (See Figure 6.) In 

T, ZV3 is nondent, so T has only m-1 sets of consecutive non dent edges. Applying 

our induction hypothesis, T has at least k +2(m -1) + 4 non dent edges. When we 

return from T to S, we lose dent VnZ, gain non dent VnVo, gain nondent VOVlr and 

gain dent VIV2. We lose non dent ZV3 to gain nondent V2V3. Hence S hask dents 

and at least 

k + 2(m -1) + 4 + 2 = k + 2m + 4 

nondents. 

z 

Figure 6. 
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Also by induction, T has exactly k + 41?cally convex edges. Thereis no change in 

these edges when we return from T to S, so S has exactly k + 4 such edges, also. 

This ·finishes the argument in Case 2. By induction, the theorem must hold for all 

suitable k and m. 

It is easy to see that the result in Theorem 1 is best when k = m = O. To see that 

it is best for k, m ~ 1, consider the following example. 

Example 1. For k ~ 1, k ~ m ~ 1, letkl, ... , k m be m natural numbers whose 

sum is k. Construct orthogonal polygon Shaving k dent edges and k.+ 2m + 4 

nondent edges as follows: Begin with nondent edge e as base. Above e (and following 

e) place edges in this sequence: 3 nondents, k1 dents, k1 + 2 nondents, k2 dents, 

k2 + 2 nondents, ... , k m dents, k m +2 nondents. This produces 2::1 ki = k dent 

edges and 4 + 2::1 (ki + 2)== 4 + k + 2m nondent edges. Notice that exactly k + 4 

of the nondent edges are locally convex. 

Figure 7 illustrates the construction for k = 8, m = 3, using k1 = 3, k2 = 4, ks = 1. 

kl = 3 

e 

Figure 7. 

Theorem 2. Let S be an orthogonal polygon whose boundary is a simple closed 

curve with n vertices, n ~ 4. If 4.~ n ~ 7, then S is orthogonally convex and hence 

starshaped via staircases. If n ~ 8, then S is expressible as a union of [n4"4] (or 

possibly fewer) sets, each starshaped via staircases. 

Proof. We assume that S has k dent edges, grouped into m collections of consecutive 

edges,O ~ m~ k. IT k = 0 then by [1, Lemma 1], S is orthogonally convex and 

hence ~tarshaped via staircases. 
\ 
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For the remainder of the proof, assume that m ?:: 1. Then S has at least k + 2m + 4 

nondent edges, so n ?:: k + (k + 2m + 4) ?:: 8. By [1, Theorem 2], for each point x 

of S there is at least one dent edge D of S such that x sees (via staircase paths in 

S) every point 6f D. Hence if we choose one point p of S from each dent edge, the 

corresponding visibility sets Sp will satisfy the theorem. 

For 1 ::; i ::; m, let G i denote the corresponding collection of consecutive dent edges 

of S, where Gi containski edges. In case each ki is odd or each ki is even, only 

minor notational changes are needed in the argument, so for simplicity, suppose 

that both odd and even k/s appear. For convenience of notation, assume the G i 

sets have been labeled so that k1 , ... ,k/ are odd and k/+1 , .. . ,km are even, for 

some fixed 1, 1 ::; 1 ::; m - 1. For each ki, select a set of alternq,ting endpoints from 

the corresponding dent edges so that for each edge, exactly one endpoint is chosen. 

Clearly kitl points suffice when ki is odd and ~ points suffice when ki is even. In 

all, we select 

t ki; 1 + i~' ; ~ ~ (t,ki + I) k+l k+m =--<--2 2 

points. (If all ki's are odd, we select k~m points, and if all k/s are even, we select 
k . H 2" pomts. owever, 

n ?:: k + (k + 2m + 4) = 2k + 2m + 4 

so n44 ?:: k~m. We have chosen a set P of at most [n44] points. Since each 

dent edge contains a member of P, the corresponding collection of visibility sets 

{Sp : p in P} will satisfy the theorem. 

It is interesting to note that Theorems 1 and 2 above may be adapted to produce 

the following results. 

Theorem 3. Let j and t be integers, 1 ::; t ::; j. Let S be an orthogonal polygon 

whose boundary is a simple closed curve with n vertices, n > 4. If S has j locally 

convex edges, grouped into t collections of consecutive edges, then S has at least 

j + 2t - 4 non locally convex edges. The bound j + 2t - 4 is best possible. 

Proof. It is easy to see that every orthogonal polygon bounded by a simple closed 

curve has at least 4 locally convex edges. Moreover, such an orthogonal polygon 
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has exactly 4 such edges if and only if it is orthogonally convex. For j = 4 and 

n > 4, it is not hard to show that S has at least 2t non locally convex edges, so the 

formula holds. 

For j 2 5, set S must be nonconvex and therefore must have at least one dent edge. 

We will apply the argument in Theorem 1. Observe that most of that argument 

depends on the features of the orthogonal curve A which defines set S, not on the 

fact that S is the bounded region determined by A.If we let U be the closed 

unbounded region determined by A, then dent edges for U correspond to locally 

convex edges for S, and locally conVex edges for U correspond to dent edges for S. 

This duality allows us to apply the inductive proof in Theorem 1 to region U. The 

only changes will be in the opening paragraph, when we begin the induction. If 

j = 5 and t = 1, it is easy to see that set S has at least 3 non locally convex edges. 

The rest of the argument follows the argument in Theorem 1, with -4 replacing 

+4 in the formula. 

It is easy to find examples to show that the result in Theorem 3 is best for j = 4. 

For j 2 5, S has at least one dent edge, and the result is best by Example 1 of this 

paper. 

Theorem 4. Let S be an orthogonal polygon whose boundary is a simple closed 

curve with n vertices, n 2 4, and let U = cl( '" S). Then U is expressible as a 

union of [nt4] (o'r possibly fewer) sets, each starshaped via staircases. In case S 

is orthogonally convex. U is a union of 2 such starshaped sets. 

Proof. To begin, we assert that for x in U, x sees via staircases in U all points 

of some locally convex edge of S: Let V be a rectangular region whose interior 

contains S U {x}, and let W = cl(V '" S). Then W is an orthogonal polygon, so 

by [1, Theorem 2], x sees via staircase paths in W all points of some dent edge of 

W. However, the dent edges of Ware exactly the locally convex edges of S, so the 

assertion is established. 

To prove Theorem 4 when S is orthogonally convex, recall that S has 4 locally 

convex edges, say el, e2, ea, e4, labeled in a clockwise direction along bdry S. Choose 

one endpoint PI of 'e1 and one endpoint Pa of ea. It is easy to show that U is the 

union of the corresponding visibility sets Sel, Sea. 
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For S not orthogonally convex, n ~ 8. We assume that S has j locally convex edges, 

grouped into tcollections of consecutive edges, 1 ::; t ::; j. Following the argument in 

Theorem 2, we choose a set of alternating endpoints from each collection, obtaining 

a set of at most i¥ points, with one point chosen from each locally convex edge. 

By Theorem 3, n ~. j + (j + 2t - 4), so nt4 ~ i¥. We have a set of at most 

[nt4] points, and by our preliminary assertion above, the corresponding visibility 

sets satisfy the theorem. 

Theorems 2 and 4 yield the following staircase analogue of the "prison yard" prob-

lem. 

Theorem 5. Let S be an orthogonal polygon whose boundary is a simple closea 

curve A with n vertices. Guards, placed at vertices of S, can see points of the plane 

via staircase paths, with each path either in S or in cl( "" S). When S is orthogonally 

convex, 2 guards suffice to see all points of the plane. In general, no more than f(n) 

guards suffice, where 

f(n) = { !;-2 when 4 divides n 

otherwise. 

Proof. Observe that n is always even and n ~ 4. If S is orthogonally convex, then 

(by Theorem 4) 2 guards suffice for cl( "" S). Clearly, either of these can guard 

S as well, so we need only 2 guards in all. If S is not convex, then n ~ 8. By 

Theorem 2, [n4"4] guards suffice for S, while by Theorem 4, [nt4] guards suffice 

for cl( "" S). In case 4 divides n, this gives n4"4 + nt4 = ~ guards in all. Otherwise, 

this gives n4"6 + nt2 = n;-2 guards in all. Hence in general we need no more than 

f( n) guards, and the theorem IS proved. 

3. A DECOMPOSITION INTO ORTHOGONALLY CONVEX SETS. 

In [7], Guay and Kay prove thatfor S closed and connected and Q its corresponding 

set of Inc points, if S "" Q is connected and Q has exactly k members, then S is 

expressible as a union of k+ 1 convex sets. Here we use the dent edges of orthogonal 

polygon S to obtain an analogous result .. 
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Theorem 6. Let 5 be an orthogonal polygon whose boundary is a simple closed 

curve. If 5 has k dent edges, k ~ 0, then 5 is expressible as a union of k + 1 (or 

possibly fewer) orthogonally convex polygons. The bound k + 1 is best possible. 

Proof. We proceed by induction on k. If k = 0 then 5 is orthogonally convex by [1, 

Lemma 1]. To establish the result for general k, assume that the result has been 

established for whole numbers less than k, where k ~ 1. Let 5 be an orthogonal 

polygon satisfying our hypothesis and having k dent edges. Assume that the vertices 

of 5 are labeled Va, ... ,Vn in clockwise direction along bdry 5, wit~ VI V2 a dent 

edge of 5. Let w be the boundary point of S closest to VI such that VI E (w, V2). 

It is easy to see that the segment [w, V2] separates 5 into two orthogonal polygons: 

Certainly bdry 5 consists of two curves }.1 and A2, where Al follows bdry 5 (in a 

clockwise direction) from VI to wand A2 follows bdry 5 (in the same direction) from 

w to VI. Then /\1 U [10, VI] is a simple closed curve bounding orthogonal polygon 8 1 , 

while >"2 U [Vl'W] is a simple closed curve bounding orthogonal polygon 52. Clearly 

51 U 52 = 5. 

For i = 1,2, edge e of 5i will be a dent edge for 5i if and only if either e is a dent 

edge for 5 or e contains VI V2 as well as one other dent edge for 5. (See Figure 

8.) Letting ki represent the number of dent edges of 5i, i = 1,2" it follows that 

kl + k2 = k - 1. By applying our induction hypothesis to each set Si, Si is a 

union of ki + 1 orthogonally convex polygons, i = 1,2. Hence 5 is a union of 

(kl + 1) + (k2 + 1) = k + 1 such polygons, finishing the induction and completing 

the proof of the theorem. 

w 

Figure 8. 
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To see that the result is best, simply modify the set in Figure 8 to a set with k dent 

edges, k ~ o. 

Corollary. Let S be an orthogonal polygon whose boundary is a simple closed curv:e 

with n vertices, n ~ 6. Then S is a union of n~4 (or possibly fewer) orthogonally 

convex polygons. In case no two dent edges of S are consecutive, then S is a union 

of ~ orthogonally convex polygons, and :t is best. 

Proof. If S has no dent edges, then S is orthogonally convex. If S has k dent edges, 

k ~ 1, then by Theorem 1, n ~ k + (k + 6) = 2k + 6. Hence n~4 ~ k + 1, and by 

Theorem 6, S is a union of n~4 (or possibly fewer) orthogonally convex polygons. 

In case no two dent edges of S are consecutive, then by Theorem 1, n ~ k + (k + 

2k + 4) = 4k + 4. Hence ~ ~ k + 1, and S is a union of ~ orthogonally convex sets. 

Again, the set in Figure 8 may be modified to show that :t is best. (To begin, 

remove the extreme east and west rectangles.) 

Theorem 7 provides an analogue of this result for cl( ~ S). 

Theorem 7. Let S be an orthogonal polygon whose boundary ~s a simple closed 

curve. If S has j locally convex edges, j ~ 4, then U = cl( ~ S) ~s expressible as a 

union of j (or possibly fewer) orthogonally convex sets. The bound j is best p~ssible. 

Proof. Assume that bdry S is ordered in a clockwise direction, and let R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , 

R4 be rays, directed north, east, south, west, respectively, which follow this order 

and whose corresponding lines support set S, with Ri n S a locally convex edge of 

S for each i, 1 :S i :S 4. Then (Ut=l Ri) U (bdry S) divides U into four closed sets 

Ui, 1 :S i :S 4, each bounded by two consecutive rays and a subset of bdry S. (See 

Figure 9.) 
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R2 

U2 

Figure 9. 

The remaining j - 4 locally convex edges of S become dent edges for these corre-

sponding sets Ui. Letting ji denote the number of dent edges of Ui, 1 ::; i ::; 4, the 

argument in Theorem 6 may be adapted appropriately to show that Ui is a union of 

ji + 1 orthogonally convex sets. Hence U is a union of 2:;=1 (ji + 1) = 2:;=1 ji + 4 = 

(j - 4) + 4 = j (or possibly fewer) orthogonally convex sets. 

To see that the bound j is best, modify the set in Figure 8 to a set with j locally 

convex edges, j 2:: 4. 

Corollary. Let S be an orthogonal polygon whose boundary is a simple closed curve 

with n vertices. Then U = ('" S) is a union of nt2 (or possibly fewer) orthogonally 

convex sets. In case no two locally convex edges of S are consecutive, then U is a 

union of nt4 orthogonally convex sets, and nt4 is best. 

Proof. The argument is like the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 6. It uses 

Theorems 3 and 7 and (once again) the example in Figure 8. 
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DR. RAUL ERNESTO LUCCIONI 
(1927-1997) 

El18 de junio de 1997 dejo de existir el Dr. RaUl Emesto Luccioni. 

El Dr. Luccioni nacio en La Banda, Santiago del Estero, el3 de mayo de 1927. Realizo 

sus estudios secundarios en la Escuela Industrial de la NaciOn de Santiago del Estero y se 

gradu6 de Licenciado en Matematica en 1951 en la Universidad Nacional de Tucuman, 

donde tambien empezo su carrera docente como ayudante alumno en 1948. 

Becado por su universidad en 1958 realizo estudios sobre Geometria en la Universidad de 

Buenos Aires con el Dr. Luis Santalo. Con posterioridad se traslad6 ala Universidad de 

Roma en donde trabajo bajo la direccion del Profesor Beniamino Segre._ 

De regreso, obtuvo en 1961, por concurso, el cargo de Profesor Titular en el Instituto de 

Matematica de la Universidad de Tucumin, cargo que desempeiio hasta poco antes de su 

fallecimiento. Obtuvo en 1963 el titulo de Doctor de la Universidad de Buenos Aires en 

Ciencias Matemciticas, con calificacion de sobresaliente, siendo el director de tesis el Dr. 

L. Santalo. Tenia por titulo: "Geometria Integral en espacios proyectivos". Parte de la 

tesis y algunas genera1izaciones fueron publicadas en- diversos articulos en la Revista de 

Matematica y Fisica Teorica de la Universidad de Tucumin (Vol. 14 (1962), 269-276 y 

Vol. 15 (1964), 53-80, Y en otras posteriores). 

En la decada del 60, cuando aim en Tucumin no se hablaba de Computacion, encargado 

por el entonces Decano de la Facultad de Ciencias Exactas y Tecnologia pone en 

funcionamiento un equipo I.B.M. 1.620. Nace as! el primer Centro de C6mputos, del 

cual fue su director (ad-honorem) desde 1965 baSta 1979. En esa fecha dicho centro se 
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convierte en el Departamento de Computacion de la U.N.T., siendo su director desde 

1979 basta 1994 por renuncia. 

Organizados por el CONICET, dicto numerosos cursos para profesores de Matematica en 

todo el pais. Participo en varios cursos de temas especificos de ComputaciOn en EEUU, 

Canada, Mexico y otros paises. 

Fue miembro de la Comision de Posgrado de la Facultad, Codirector de la Revista de 

Matemitica y Fisica Teorica editada par la Universidad Nacional de Tucuman y Director 

del Instituto de Matenuitica en tres oportunidades. Su extensa trayectoria docente y de 

investigacion la realizo principalmente en la Universidad Nacional de TUcuman, aunque 

dicta cursos en otras universidades del pais. Tambien fue secretario local de la UniOn 

Matematica Argentina, en Tucuman eli la decada del 70. 

Publico numerosos trabajos de tipo cientifico-recnico y de apoyo a la adrninistraci6n 

universitarla. Integro la Comision Regional del CONICET durante 6 mos, 

desempefiAndose en tres de eUos como presidente. 

En el periodo 1984-1985 fue Presidente de la AsociaciOn de Profesores e Investigadores 

de la FACET Y Presidente del Consejo de Administraci6n de la Caja Complementaria de 

JUbilaciones y Pensiones para el personal de la UNT desde Sl1 creacion en 1978, siendo 

reelecto en varias oportunidades. 

Fue un profesor y matematico distinguido tanto par su labor como por sus condiciones ' 

humanas, que realiz6 en Sitencio, con responsabilidad y honestidad, una gran obra en la 

Universidad Nacional de Tucuman. 

La desaparicion del Dr. RaUl Luccioni ha dejado un gran vacio en aqueUos que tuVieron 

el privilegio de conocerlo y que recuerdan su bonhomia y afabilidad. 

Dr. Luis A. Santa1o. 

Lic.Beatriz LOpez de AraiOz. 
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XL VI REUNION ANUAL DE COMUNICACIQNES ClENTIFICAS DE LA 
UNION MATEMATICA ARGENTINA Y XIX REUNION DE EDUCACION 
MATEMATICA 

Desde el16 al20 de setiembre de 1996, se realiz6 en la Universidad Nacional de Salta, la 
XL VI REUNION ANUAL DE COMUNICACIONES CIENTIFICAS DE LA UNION 
MATEMATICA ARGENTINA, XIX REUNION DE EDUCACION MATEMATICA, 
Y el VIII ENCUENTRO DE ESTUDIANTES. Se cont6 con lal presencia de 589 
participantes de los cuales 238 eran estudiantes. 

Las actividades de XIX REUNION DE EDUCACION MATEMATICA comenzaron el 
lunes 16 con 6 Seminarios para Docentes de Escuela Media y 2 Seminarios para 
Maestros. EI jueves 19 y el viemes 20 se llevaron a cabo las Actividades de la REM en 
las que se presentaron 22 Comunicaciones, 7 Posters y una Mesa Redonda de 
planificaci6n de Curs~s de Matematica en la que se expusieron 11 trabajos. 

EI miercoles 18 se inici6 la XLVI REUNION ANUAL DE COMUNICACIONES 
CIENTIFICAS DE LA UNION MATEMATICA ARGENTINA con el Acto inaugural 
en el Teatro de la Ciudad. En la oportunidad hicieron uso de la palabra el Decano de la 
Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, el Presidente de la Uni6n Matematica Argentina, el Rector 
de la UNSa, y el DR. EDUARDO ZARANTONELLO en cuyo honor se realiz6 esta 
Reuni6n. Se entreg6 el premio del Concurso Antonio Monteiro al Sr. Diego Maldonado, 
alumno de Licenciatura en Matematica y finaliz6 el Acto con la Conferencia "JULIO 
REY PASTOR" a cargo del Dr. Eduardo Dubuc sobre el tema "Algunos aspectos de la 
Teoria de Haces". 

Los dias jueves 19 y viemes 20 se expusieron 5 Comunicaciones sobre el tema 
Combinatoria, 8 de AnaIisis Funcional, 8 de Geometria, 7 de Ecuaciones Diferenciales 
Parciales Ordinarias, 7 de AnaIisis Numerico, 12 de Algebra, 21 de AnaIisis Arm6nico 
Real, lOde Convexidad, Fractales y Conjuntos Borrosos, lOde Ecuaciones Diferenciales 
Parciales, 8 de L6gica, 7 de Optimizaci6n y Juegos, 8 de Geometria, Algebra 
Conmutativa y Teoria Erg6dica, 6 de Modelos y Estadistica. Ademas se dictaron 4 
Cursos para estudiantes de Licenciatura en Matematica. 

En el marco de estas Reuniones se dictaron las siguientes Conferencias: "Conexiones y 
Holonomias" a cargo del Dr. Carlos Olmos, "Sistemas Hamiltonianos Integrables en el 
ambito de la Geometria Algebraica" a cargo del Dr. Luis Piovan, "Investigaci6n en 
Didactica de la Matematica" a cargo de la Dra.Dilma Fregona y "Medidas y Unidades" a 
cargo del Dr. Norberto Fava. 

EI viemes 20 se realizaron la Asamblea Anual de la UMA y la Asamblea de Estudiantes. 
Finaliz6 la Reuni6n con el Acto de Clausura con palabras del Sr. Decano de la Facultad 
de Ciencias Exactas y el Presidente de la UMA, Dr. Alfredo Tirao y con la Conferencia 
"ALBERTO GONZALEZ DOMINGUEZ" a cargo del Dr. Gustavo Corach sobre 
"Breve Historia del Teorema Espectral". 
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RESENA DEL LIBRO: 
Generalized Vertex Algebras and Relative Vertex Operators 

Autores: Chongying Dong and James Lepowsky 

Resenado por: N. Andruskiewitsch 

Birkhauser. Boston, Basel, Berlin. 1993. Progress in Mathematics, volumen 112. 202 
paginas. ISBN 0-8176-3721-4 

1. ;.Que es un algebra de operadores de vert ice? 
Informalmente, la noci6n de algebra de operadores de vert ice es una respuesta al problema 

de hallar una estructura algebraica "natural" que describa la ecuaci6n 

Aqui, A y B son familias de operadores en un espacio vectorial, indexadas por variables 
complejas Zl y Z2. La ecuaci<?n precedente se entiende en el sentido de continuaci6n 
anaHtica; en efecto, se sup one que el miembro izquierdo esta definido s610 en el dominio 
IZll> hi, mientras que el derecho 10 est a s610 en IZll < IZ21. El ~alisis de las condiciones 
impuestas por esta ecuaci6n lleva a la definici6n de algebra de operadores de vertice. 

Formalmente, un algebra de operadores de vertice es un espacio V de dimensi6n infinita, 
provisto de una familia de operadores Y ( v, z) : V --+ V, indexada por dos variables: v E V, 
Z E C. ~sta familia de operadores debe estar sujeta a ciertos axiomas, siendo el mas 
destacado de entre ellos la identidad de Jacobi: 

1 '(Zl - Z2) 1 (Z2 - Zl) zi) 6 --. - Y(U,Zl)y(V,Z2) - z;) 8 -- Y(v, Z2)Y(U, Zl) 
~ -~ 

= z2"18 (Zl - zo) Y(Y(U, zo)v, Z2). . Z2 
Aqui, 6(z) = Enezzn; formalmente, es la expansi6n de la distribuci6n 6. La identidad de 
Jacobi, que tiene Iugar en el algebra de series formales con coeficientes en End V, represent a 
una familia infinita de identidades en EndV; recibe este nombre por BU similitud con la 
identidad de Jacobi de las algebras de Lie. 

2. loPor qu.e interesan las algebras de operadores de vertice? 
Esencialmente, por sus conexiones con tres areas distintas: grupos finitos, algebras de 

Kac-Moody y teoria conforme de campos. 
Como se sabe, la clasificaci6n de los grupos finitos simples- ver [GLSJ- esposible gracias 

al des~ubrimiento del ultimo grupo esporadico, conocido como el Monstruo; Un problema 
inherente al estudio del Monstruo es su realiza,ci6n como grupo de simetrias de algun 
objeto matematico. El principal result ado dellibro [FLMJ es, precisamente, mostrar que 
el Monstruo es un grupo de simetrias de un algebra de operadores de vertice. 
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En segundo lugar, la teoria de algebras de operadores de vertice permite construir 
explicitamente representaciones de peso maximo de ciertas algebras de Kac-Moody afines. 
Recordemos que las algebras de Kac-Moody son generalizaciones de dimensi6n infinita de 
las algebras de Lie semisimples. 

En tercer lugar, los aspectos algebraicos de la teoria conforme de campos pueden ser 
interpret ados en terminos de representaciones de algebras de operadores de vertice. La 
teoria conforme de campos es ~na corriente de la fisica te6rica que ha influenciado varias 
ramas de la matematica en los liltimos quince 0 veinte alios. 

3. LDe que trata el libro reseiiado? 
Se present an divers as generalizaciones de la noci6n de algebra de operadores de vertice: 

las "algebras de operadores de vert ice generalizadas", las "algebras de vertice general-
izadaR" y las "algebras abelianas entrelazantes". Todas ellas se definen mediante sistemas 
de axiomas entre los cuales se destacan diversas identidades de Jacobi. 

La principal motivaci6n para estas generalizaciones es el estudio del problema, similar al 
anterior, de encontrar familias de operadores que satisfagan la ecuaci6n 

don de r es un mimero racional que depende de A y B. La estructura algebraica suby-
acente a este problema es la de Z-algebras, ver por ejemplo [LW]. Las Z-algebras estan 
relacionadas con la construccion de representaciones de algebras de Kac-Moody afines. 

De modo que las generalizaciones presentadas en este libro proveen un contexto ax-
iomatico natural donde se incluyen las Z-algebras, y otras variaciones de la nocion de 
algebra de operadores de vertice. 

Si bien la lectura de esta monografia no requiere en prinClplO prerrequisitos elevados 
(los autores indican en el prefacio: "We have tried to make text quite accesible and self-
contained, altough the reader would probably find that some exposure to [FLM] would be 
helpful"), parece recomendable s6lo para quienes tengan intereses espedficos en algunas 
de las areas mencionadas. 
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